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Abstract 

The current popular support for the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) 

provides the context for this study. How do UN member states with their unique cultural and 

ideological systems relate to universal declarations such as this'? The thesis limits itself to thc 

Canadian response to the Conventim Based on a developmental approach to children's 

rights, the study uses a qualitative research approach involving interviews, analysis of' various 

government, US, and non-governmental organization (NGO) documents, together with othcr 

secondary sources, to examine Canada's role with respect to the Convention. Canada's role is 

reviewed from the drafting and ratification stages to implementation with a consideration of 

any implications for the well-being of children. 

The major conclusion of this study could be summed up by the saying, "all that glitters it+ 

not gold". Canada is well respected in the international arena, particula-ly with respect to 

humanitarian issues. With such a position, Canada has played a leading role in the world in 

regard to the issues of human rights and international law. It was in this vein that it made 

significant contributions to the creation of the CRC, ratifying i t  in the relatively short tirnc of 

two years. Significant efforts have been made to implement the Convention as exemplified by 

the Brighter Futures plan, the Child Development Initiative and the Aboriginal Head Start 

program, not to mention the already rich culture of rights in Canadian society. The 

significance of these efforts is also underscored by the statistics on ihe social indicators of 

well-being used in this study. For most of the social indicators, Canada's performance is 

above average and its National Performance Gap (NPG) is positive. However, such shining 



national averages begin to dim when they are disaggregated to expose disparities among social 

groups and classes. The figures for First Nations' children, for example, relate more closely 

to those of children in developing countries than to any North American ideal. Add to that the 

problems of child poverty, teenage suicide and violence, in which Canada ranks second worst 

among its peers in the developed world, and the glitter begins to fade, exposing the gaps 

between the ideal and the reality. 

However, the study does not have a pessimistic outlook on the prospects of the CRC 

making a positive impact on the quality of life of children in Canada for several reasons, 

including: ( i )  Canadian NGOs have been quick to seize the new opportunity offered by the 

CRC - the Convention has become one of the latest tools in their advocacy for better 

conditions for children; and, (ii) it  is too early to determine the results of the government's 

new programs. Until an adequate evaluation can be done, it would be unfair to put a negative 

judgment on their outcome. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

How children are viewed in a society constitutes what Philip Veerman (19%:')- 10) refers lo 

as the "imaze of childhood", Images of childhood relate to how children are treated. 

Consequently, the concept of childhood has direct consequences for the welfare of children, 

including the rights which are accorded them. Currently, assertion of support for thc rights of 

children appears to have become fashionable all over the world especially, since thc llnitcti 

Nations (UN) declaration of 1979 as the International Year of the child' and the adoption of thc 

United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1989' (hereafter referred to as thc 

UNCRC, the CRC or the Convention as the case may be). These two historic events climaxed 

in 1990 with the World Youth Summit held in New York under the auspices of the UN (Cohcn, 

1993; 1992; Freeman, 1992). The Convention itself has enjoyed tremendous popularity as 

shown by the speed of ratification by member states. Within five years, 176 of the 190 UN 

member states had ratified it. Of the remaining nations, at least 4 have recently signcd, 

indicating their intention to ratify it4. Universal ratification seems to be in sight. This makes the 

UNCRC the most widely and rapidly accepted convention in the history of international human 

rights. 

'~nternational Year of the Child, G.A. Res. 169, U.N. GAOR, 31st Session, Supp. No. 39, a t  74, UN Iloc. 
.4/3 Ill69 (1976) 

'~znvention on the Rights of the Child, adopted Nov. 20, 1989, 28 I.L.M. 1448 (I%9), corrected at 29 1.L.M. 
1340 (1990) (ectered into force Sept. 2, 1990). 

'UN Committee on the Rights of the Child. Tenth Session. State Parties to the Convention on the Rights cfihe 

Child and Status of the Submission of the Repofls under Article 44 ofthe Convention CRClCl44 3 1 July 1995 

' UNICEF The Progress of Nations New York, 1995 
1 



Such overwhelming popularity and response to the Convention, however, demands a pause 

for thought. For one thing, what constitutes children's rights varies among member states, who 

may sometimes appear to be in conflict on this issue, because of the wide variety of cultures and 

philosophies represented. Yet, the ratification of the Convention is a commitment on the part of 

member states to implement its provisions. With such support that the Convention is currently 

enjcying, it has become the standard against which children's issues are now measured all over 

the world. In fact, the CRC can be seen as a codification of the internationally expected image 

of childhood. 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Given the pervasive variations in socio-cultural and philosophical orientations among the 

UN member states, the current popular support for the Convention presents an interesting 

context to study the response of each individual state to the Convention. How do nations with 

their peculiar world views respond to a universal position such as this? How do those member 

states with cultures and beliefs which lay emphasis on strict conformity to parenial authority 

over children, for examplc, respond to a Convention which is seen by some as espousing more 

liberal "westerrt" ide-?ls regarding children in society and child rearing practices? In light of such 

cultural differences, how could deviation from, and compliance with, the demands of the 

Convention be determined? The political and economic differences between the UN member 

states muddle the situation even further. 



This research seeks to explore the involvement in the dsselopmenr and i ~ ~ ~ ~ t l e r i ~ e n t a t ? ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ t '  

the Convention by one member state - Canada. Canada has been chosen bccausc it  is ;I westzsn 

state highly regarded in international relations. It is also a member state of the UN rttcognisc i as 

having played a major role in the formulation of the Convention. It is hoped that the resetwlt 

wiil provide a basis for further comparative research involving tl nnn-western cicvcloping 

country. In effect, this study is part of a long-term one, with the aim of providing a contparativr: 

study of the implementation of the Convention between a developed and developing country. 

Thus, this is the "reconnaissance flight", the exploratory study. to prepare the way for a widcr 

one. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES 

The central research question this thesis attempts to address is: what is the mcrt~trc. of Ccrnci~lu's 

response to dz  Conventioiz? An exhaustive discussion of this question requires that re1 atcd 

questions be addressed: 

(i) what role did Canada piay in the creation of the Convention and why? 

(ii) what changes - administrative, social policy, legislative - has the CRC engendered with 

respect to children in this country? 

(iii) have these changes made any qualitative differences in the life siiuation of children in 

Canada? 

In effect, this is a socio-legal study of Canada's involvement in the bin!), and 

implementation, of the Conventiofi. It is also historical as the thesis traces the role of Canada 



from the drafting stage of the Convention in 1979 through ratification to its implementation 

today. This research bears on the past and present welfare of children in Canada. The objectives 

of this research, however, go beyond this. It is part of a wider interest in social policy, social 

control, human rights in general, and children's rights in particular. Consequently, the 

Convention is treated as a piece of international social control legislation with the Canadian 

federal and provincial responses to it an example of relevant domestic social policy. 

This research is based on the strong personal interest of the author in the application of 

western social control theories and models in the Third World, especially Africa. On the whole, 

the literature' acknowledges that most developing couctries, which constitute the majority of the 

UN membership, were not represented in the drafting of the Convention. Yet they were among 

the first countries to rat~fy it.%at does this mean to these governments? More importantly, 

how does this affect the quality of life of children in the developing countries? A study of the 

role of Canada, a developed, westem-liberal country, in the drafting process and implementation 

of this instrument provides an interesting background against which to analyse the responses of 

developing countries to the latest international treaty on children. 

Such a comparison of the response between developed and developing nations to the same 

piece of legislation has important theoretical implications. It could address such theoretical 

'see, for example, Cynthia P. Cohen "The Developing Jurisprudence of the Child" in St. Thorns Law Review 
Fall 1993, vol 6. pp. 84-85 and Jaap E. Doek "The Current Status of the UN Convention on the Rights of the 
Chi!# in Shson Detrick (ed.) The LC'! Convention on the Rights of the Child: A Guide to the "Truvatix 
Prep(imtoiresW Martinus Nijhoff FubIishers 1992. 

"Ghana, a West African nation South of the Sahara, was the first country to ratify the Convention. When I was in 
Ghana in 1990 to collect data for a piece of research on juvenile delinqueriejr policy, almost everybody I 
interviewed was quick to draw my attention to the fact that Ghana was the first country to ratify the CRC They 
seem to be proud of this. 



issues as: How does a sovereign state w~th its unique cultura! world view respond to :tn 

international universal positior,? In other words, how does an inter-national docurncnt get 

referenced by a sovereign state - developed or under-developed'? Further, is it possible to 

identify a principle in the philosophy of law which could be said to be con~rnonty held by all 

cultures, despite their differences? For exampie, what are the comrnon principles ot' t hc 

developing international jurisprudence on the rights of the child'? This study is not an nttcmpt to 

seek the answers to these questions. it is only to lay the base for an eventual exploration 01' thcrn. 

RESEARCH METHOD 

A combination of qualitative research methods involving archival research and intcrvicws, 

were used for this study. 

(i) Archival research 

The research started in the spring, 1994, with a review of the general literature on human 

rights. Books, journal articles, newspapers and magazines were selected whicli would assist 

with a general understanding of the concept of rights as variously expresscci. In June 1994, it. 

Conference on the UNCRC with the theme "Stronger Children - Stronger Families" was hclcl at 

the University of Victoria. It was part of the activities marking the International Ycitr of thc 

Family and was used to highlight both Canada and the international community's ob1ig;ttions as 



signatories to the CRC.~ It marked this researcher's first serious encounter with the Convention 

as aii the cvents and programs were Convention-centred. k large number of materials on the 

Convention were obtained at the Ccnference. This changed the focus from the general readings 

on human rights to children's rights and paved the way for writing the research proposal. 

Apart from these, all the key segments of people interviewed generously made available to 

me various documents in their possession pertaining to the Convention and children. Hence, a 

number of NGO, UNICEF, UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, federal and provincial 

government reports, minutes of meetings, annual reports, observations, announcenents, reports 

of a commission of inquiry, newsletters, Senate debates, magazines and journals were available 

to peruse. On the drafting process, the tmvau  preparntoires (legislative history or Working 

Group reports) of the Working Group that drafted the Conventionx and Sharon Detrick's (1992), 

The United Nutions Cotzvention on the Rights of the Child: A Guide to the Travaux 

Prqwratoires, among other secondary sources, proved very useful. 

(ii) Interviews 

The nature of the research dictated the use of purposive sampling in selecting for 

interviews. The key players as far as the Convention is concerned are (i) the state parties, and 

therefore the government of each nation that ratifies the CRC, and in federal countries such as 

Canada where the provinces have jurisdiction over children's issues, the provincial government; 

For the proceedings of the Conference see 1994 International Year of the Family Conference on the UN 
C~~nveririort orr the Righrs ofthe Giiid, June 18-23, 1994, iiniversiiy of Vicroria, Woodfall Communications, 
Vancouver B.C. 
N UN Economic and Social Council (UNECOSOC), Commision on Human Rights (CHR), 36th Session, 
Qitestiotl i f a  Convention on the Rights of the Chill, WCN. 411 349, 17 January 1980, and Reports of the 
Working Group on cr Drajt Cr)nvenriotz on the Rights of the Child, 35th - 45th Sessions, 1979 to 1989 



(ii) The Committee on the Rights of the Child, which has been empowered by Article 43 of the 

Convention to monitor compliance and implementation of the Convention; ( i i i )  Non- 

governmental organisations (NGOs), which by virtue of Article 45 of the Convention, can report 

directly to the Committee on the Rights of the Child; and (iv) the children thcmselvcs. 

The June 1994 Conference in Victoria also provided the opportunity to meet and interact 

with most of the key government officials and leaders of NGOs dealing directly with the 

Convention and children. As a result, in September 1995 when letters werc sent out to arrzmgc 

for interviews, none of the requests for appointment werc turned down, In fact, some of ttw 

respondents recommended others who could provide relevant information on the Convention. 

However, the financial and time constraints within which a Masters thesis is writkt1 has to be 

borne in mind. Consequently, the decision was to interview the following governrncnt officials: 

(i) two from the Children's Bureau (now renamed the Child and Youth Division), Health 

Canada, which co-ordinates, within the federal government, all activities and programs 

concerning children and youth; (ii) one from the Human Rights Directorate of the Department of 

Canadian Heritage, which has the overall responsibility for hitman rights in Ci~nacla and for 

dissemination of information regarding the UNCRC; (iii) one from the Justice Department, 

which is responsible for the legal aspects of the Convention; (iv) one from External Affairs, 

which represents Canada in the international arena; (v) one Senator, who regards 11crsclf as a 

Senator for Children; and (vi) 3 officials of UNICEF. kt the provincial level, interviews were 

limited to B.C. Here, (i) one official of the Ombudsman's Office; ( i i )  3 researchers on the 

Convention at the University of Victoria; and (iii) a director of an NCO were intcrviewcd. 



An unstructured interview schedule employing mainly open-ended questions, was used to 

collect data. The purpose of using this method of interview was not to limit the amount of 

information respondents could provide, since this is an exploratory study. Since government 

bureaucrats are generally known for their reluctance to release information in their possession, it 

was thought best give them a format which allowed them greater discretion or more "openness" 

in their response. The questions were all related to the research objectives (see Appendix 1): (i) 

Canada's rolc in the creation (drafting and ratificatio~) of the Convention; (ii) implementation; 

( i i i )  the impact of the convention on the well-being of Canadian children; (iv) the role of NGOs 

and (iii) the committee in Geneva. 

The interviews were conducted in Ottawa, Toronto, Victoria and Vancouver between 

November 1995 and January 1996. Informed consent was sought from all interviewees (See 

introduction of Interview Guide, Appendix I) .  They were assured of anonymity and the 

confidentiality of their responses, except for those who stated explicitly that they did not have 

any reservations against being identified by name or position in the thesis. Only a handful of 

respondents stated explicitly that they could be identified in this report by name and position, 

but even that was based on certain conditions". Since it has not been possible to meet those 

conditions, it has been decided not to disclose the names of any of the respondents in this study. 

Again, financial and time constraints prohibited interviews with any children or menlbers of 

the UN Committee in Geneva, Hence, apart from information made available through the 

interviews of others on these two key players, for children, reliance was placed on NGO, federal 

"The conditions wcre that they would want to see whatever is attributed to them before the release of the final 
thcsis report. The time constraints under which the researcher is currently working do not permit him to make 
thc rcport available to these respondents before the final report. Copies will, however, be made available to 
some of the respondents inter. 

8 



and provincial reports and other published materials such as UNICEF's T ~ J  Pn),gress of 

Nations. For the Committee in Geneva, t'ne research relied on its own reporrs, observations md 

minutes of meetings with respect to Canada. 

TKE BACKGROUND 

It was noted at the beginning of this thesis that the ideas a society posscsscs about children, 

constitute its image of childhood. This in turn determines the type of care, protection or rights 

that a society grants its children. As Philip Veerman (1992) puts it, "ideas on children's rights 

are expressions of an image of childhood of the beholder" (p.xv). The concept of childhood is 

based on the awareness or ideas of the particular nature which distinguishes the child from iIt1 

adult. If the awareness changes, so does the image of childhood and it in turn affects the rights 

of the child. It could be expressed this way: the history of children's rights, is a history of the 

image of childhood. The concept of childhood varie,, from society to socicty and in a particular 

society from time to time. There may be differences across gender, class, region m i  cvcn 

between children and youth. Of interest to this study, is the history of children's rights in the 

context of international human rights treaties and Canadian social history. 



The UN And The Evolution Of Children's ~ights'' 

The most prominent landmarks in this unfolding history of the concern of the UN about 

children's rights are sketched here. The predecessor of the UN, the League of Nations, adopted 

the Declurution uf' the Rights of the Child (the Geneva Declaration) in 1924. It comprises five 

principles aimed at assuring every child the conditions essential for survival. In 1946, UNICEF 

was created by the UN General Assembly, testifying to the increasing attention to children's 

needs. Ths Universul Declaration of Human Rights was proclaimed in 1948. Even though 

children were not specifically mentioned, the rights and liberties it proclaimed had implications 

for them. That same year the UN Economic and Social Council adopted a Resolution on the 

Protection of Children. The thrust of this Resoiution was to modify or supplement the 1924 

Geneva Declaration as a UN Charter of the Rights of the Child. The Declaration of the Rights 

ofthe Child was unanimously adopted by the UN General Assembly on November 20, 1959. It 

increased the principles of the 1524 Declaration from five to ten, adding principles on disabled 

children while expanding on others. 

It should be emphasised that all the documents up to this point were only declarations. 

Declwations are statements of principle which are not legally binding. At best they serve as 

guiding principles or recommendations to which nations can aspire. Declarations could be 

interpreted and implemented in several ways. The danger is that their impact and enforceability 

diminishes as a result. Besides, these declarations were only concerned with the survival and 

protection of the child. The image of childhood behind them was that childhood is a special 

10 Unless otherwise indicated, this section relies on information from: UNICEF Canada Convention on the Rights 
o f i h ~  Cttitd: Trainittg Manuat 1994; Liza Goulet Module 1: The VN Convention on the Rights of the Child A 
Tecftnical toot for Twiners Prepared for the Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children, n.d.; and Philip 
Veemrw The Rights af the Child and the Changing Image of Chiidhood Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1992. 

10 





Cynthia Cohen's equation for the CRC is: "children's rights = care and protection + individual 

personality rights'' (1993:7). The CRC is also the first UN human rights document with 

guidelines for implementation and monitoring." Instead of the UN tradition of State Parties 

presenting their reports for a monitoring body's review, the CRC also accepts information from 

NCOs and specialized agencies. With these innovations accepted by the international 

community, a new era of international law and legal theory has been given birth. The 

Committee on the Rights of the Child could be described as an "International Supreme Court" 

for member states with regard to compliance with the policy goals of the Convention. 

Consequently, the Cornmi ttee's linguistic interpretation of the Convention is a central element of 

the cmerging jurisprudence of the child (Cohen 199357). From the perspective of international 

human rights law, the image of childhood evolved from that of childhood as a stage in human 

development needing special care and protection, to a holistic view of the child as a distinctive 

being. Each milestone in the evolution added something extra to the principies of protection and 

Cikri!, 

Before discussing the evolution of the Canadian image of childhood, it would be proper to 

comment on the rclrttionship between the UNCRC and the Declaration of the World Summit for 

Children, held in September 1990. At the Summit, leaders of the world made a commitment to 

substantially improve the welfare of children. The result was the World Declaration on the 

Strr~liwl, Protection iind Developrnent of Children and Plan of Action jbr Implementing the 

- -  

World ilcdcmttirm or2 the Swvival, Protection and Development of Children in the 1990s.'"he 

'' Articlcs 4. 43 - 45 of the Convention 
" Wurld Su~utnit fix Children. World Drcktration on the Survival. Protection and Development of Children and 
Plrrn r,3'Acrioriqfiw In~plententing the World Declarcttion on the Survival, Protection rrnri Development of 
C'hihlrcw in the IYY(ls United Nations, 30 September 1990 

12 



Action Plan made a commitment to a range of goals to be achieved by the year 2000 i n  the :trt.:ls 

of child survival, health, nutrition, education, family planning and protection for girls ;~ilri 

women. Most of the provisions of the UNCRC reflect the Sutnmit gunk, particularly those 

dealing with survival and developmental rights. Hence, monitoring progress towt~rds tkc 

Summit goats is a way of monitoring the Convention. The Convention, however, goes beyond 

the Summit goals. First, the target of the Summit goals are for f~~lfilment by the year 2000. 

However, the application of the rights laid out in the Convention are not litnited to  any timc 

period. Second, declarations are not legally binding, while Conventions are. Thus, the CKC is a 

more powerful instrument than the Summit declaration. Third, the Convention is all enibr-ltcing. 

It goes beyond survival and development rights to encompass participation rights. A unique 

feat of the Convention was to bridge the traditional gap of separation between civil and political 

rights, on the one hand, and economic, social and cultural rights, on the other. It was in this vein 

that James P. Grant, former Executive Director of UNICEF, referred to the CRC as the "cuttirlg 

edge of human rights".I4 

In spite of the timeless nature of the Convention goals, as Maggie Black rightly pointed o u t ,  

"events surrounding it take place in time and space and their unfolding story is an important 

indicator of the 'state of play' concerning children's rights" (1994: 1 I ) .  The Convention goals 

have to be brought "down to earth". Goals limited to specific periods havc to he set and 

monitored. This is the only way we can know how far along the nations of' the world are in 

implementing the Convention. Fortunately, UNICEF has in its The Progress oj'Nutioris reports 

I4 James P. Grant, Address to the World Conference on Human Rights, Vicnna, Junc I993 in Maggic Black, 
Monitoring the Rights of Children Innocenti Global Seminax, 23 May - 1 June 1994, Plorcncc, Italy. Summary 
Report. UNICEF International Child Development Center 1994, p. 10 
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reduced the Summit goals to measurable indicators such as rates of under-five mortality, 

mdnutrition, immunization, school drop out, family planning usage and the number of women 

in parliament. With the similarity between the Summit goals and the provisions of the CRC, it 

was not difficult to adopt the Summit goals indicators, as indicators of the implementation of the 

Convention. 

Urban Jonsson, a Regional Director of UNICEF, has developed a construct for looking at 

this relationship. According to her, "[Wlhere needs exist, there may be embarrassment about the 

failure to meet them, but until needs become claims and eventually rights, there is no obligation 

on the State to do so" (Maggie Black, 1994:lO). The issues addressed by both the World 

Summit Goals and the CRC are at different points on a scale of children's issues. At the base of 

the scale are basic survival needs of children and, at the end, children's rights. What marks the 

different points on the scale are (i) the extent of children's issues covered and (ii) the type of 

responsibility that governramts of the world assume for the particular issues at stake. At the 

basic needs level, only survival and development needs are at stake. Everybody recognises their 

existence and even the means of fulfilling them, but the needs remain unfulfilled because of the 

lack of political will to meet them. 

The World Summit marked the point at which world leaders recognised it as their duty and 

promised to meet ihe basic needs of children. The World Summit resulted in a declaration to 

meet certain goals, in this regard, by the year 2000. There is, however, an absence of legal 

duties; they are only what Urban Jonsson calls "claims". The CRC transformed claims into 

legal rights, thus, marking a different point in the scale of chi!dren's issues. The nations of the 

world accepted to do more than before: to go beyond just care and protection and include rights 



of participation backed by laws. In effect, citizens can now seek redress for violations of 

children's rights. Essentia!ly, the CRC transformed basic needs of children into h s i i  rights. 

The role of the Sumrnit in accelerating the ratification of the Convention, and how the 

Convention in turn is contributing to the fulfilment of the Sumrnit goals (the synergy bt-tween 

the two) will be discussed unaer the role of Canada in the creation of the Convention. This 

relationship will be touched on again when the theoretical assumptions of this study art. outlineci 

in the next chapter. 

The Canadian Image Of Childhood 

The Canadian pattern of evolution of the image of childhood seems to SolEow the general 

Western trend from "chattel to person" (Cohen. 1993:9). From early times the state was not 

involved in child protection. In ancient Rome, the concept of patria potestcrs, "the power of thc 

father" ruled. Fathers owned their children and could sell, indenture. ship off to sea, cxploit, 

beat, ignore or even kill them. Christianity tempered this and by the sixth century A.D. fathers' 

powers became limited to "reasonable chastist;ment". Prior to thi.: stage, English common law 

had consented to the principle of a parental right of "reasonable chastisement". In practice, 

however, children were still subjected to harsh discipline and could even be sold." 

In the Middle Ages, there was no childhood, as currently understood. Children were 

regarded as miniature adults. Eventually, religious bodies and later Municipal Counci Is did a hit 

15 Nicholas Bala, "An Introduction to Child Protection Problems" in Bala, N; Hornick, J. and VogI, K. (eds.) 
Canadian Child Weyare h w :  ChiMren, Families and the State Thompson Educational Publishing Inc. I99 I ,  
pp. 1-16 
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to help orphans but there was no help for children with their parents. Social criticism of the 

situation of children led to a period of social reform in the United States. Great Britain and 

Canada (Bala 1991:2). By the late nineteenth century, childhood became perceived as a special 

stage in life requiring protection and training (Macintyre, 1993: 16). In Canada, philanthropists 

and the churches (led mainly by the Women's Societies) spearheaded the reform process. 

Orphanages and various types of homes for the poor and disadvantaged were built. J.J. Kelso, 

an Ontario philanthropist, was one of the prominent leaders of this reform. He was responsible 

for the establishment of Children's Aid Societies not only in Ontario but also in other provinces, 

such as B.C. and Nova Scotia, to help orphaned, abandoned and neglected children. In I893 the 

Ontario Legislature passed the Children's Protection Act to enable Children's Aid Societies to 

move neglected or abused children from their homes and become their legal guardians. In 1894, 

children's trials were permitted in private to avoid the stigma attached to criminal trials. If 

found guilty, the culprits were put in separate prisons from adults. The federal Act Respecting 

Juvenile Delinquency was passed in 1908 (Bala, 1991 ; Macintyre, 1993). 

Initially, the Children's Aid and church-based Societies made use of volunteers, but 

gradually started employing trained staff. With that and the establishment of the first 

Departments of Social Work at the University of Toronto and McGill University, the 

professionalisation of Social Welfare in Canada began to take form (Macintyre, 1993). By the 

early 1900s child protectior. agencies were established throughout Canada and each province 

had child protection legislation. It was, however, from the 1960s that the legalisation and the 

current expansion of children's rights occurred (Bala. 1991). Up to this point, the concern was 



for care and protection and the emphasis still on abandoned children, juvenilc cielinquents and 

the adoption and nlacement of illegitimate children. 

However, the Battered Child Syndrome was discovered in the 1960s. lc~ling to subsequent 

change in legislation requiring professionals and members of the pubfic to report suspouted 

cases. This was followed by growing awareness concerning child sexual abnse i n  the I;w 1970s 

and early 1980s. Illegitimacy faded as an i s s ~ e  and most provinces no longer ciistinguishecl 

between legitimate and illegitimate children (Bala, 199 1 ). The 1980s and 1990s ushorctl 

Canada's image of childhood into the rights era. Andrew Armitage (1993:43) attributes this to 

the influence of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (1982) and the UN Convention 

on the Rights of the Child. Canada signed the Convention on May 28, 1990, ratified i t  o n  I I 

December, 199 1, and it came into force on January 12, 1992. 

Does the Charter offer children in Canada all the rights that the CRC does? The provisions 

of the Charter are equally applicable to all Canadians, including children. However, if '  onc 

considers that Canada entered the rights era only from the 198% wolild Canadians h a w  

accorded children, who until recently were seen only as special objects to be cared for, all thc 

rights accorded them by the CRC because of the Charter? Considering the flurry of activities 

engendered by the CRC as opposed to the few number of Charter cases involving children's 

issues (Bala, 1991:5), while the Charter ushered in the rights em for adults, it was thc CRC 

which did the same for children. It was the CRC which explicitly marked the recognition of 

children's' rights in Canada. 



CHAPTER I1 

APPROACHES TO CHILDREN'S RIGHTS: TOWARDS A THEORETICAL MODEL 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

As noted earlier, various nations and cultures define children's rights differently. It was also 

indicated earlier that a nation's image of childhood determines its approach to issues pertaining 

to children. Thus, which aspects of the Convention on the Rights of the Child a state party 

chooses to implement or ignore, would be a reflection of its image of childhood and children's 

rights. Consequently, theories and approaches which contend with the question of children's 

rights are relevant to this study. Two basic approaches to children's rights are readily 

distinguished irl the literature: protection versus self-determination (autonomy). 

(i)  Protecting children: Also referred to as the "nurturance" approach, this is concerned with 

the provision to children of all the basic needs like food, clothing, training - what adults think is 

good for children. It accords with "child-saving" notions.'" 

( i i )  Self-determination orientation: It stresses "rights which would allow children to exercise 

control over their environment, to make decieions about what they want, [and] to have 

autonomous control over various facets of their lives" (Rogers and Wrightsman, 1978 cited in 

Freeman (1983)). This conforms to the ideas of the child liberationists such as Farson (1974) 

and Holt (1974). 

 ree em an", however, thinks that this distinction is simplistic and deceptive. He contends 

that rn examination of the various claims made on behalf of children reveals that there are a 

"Tove Dahl, ChiW Welfare and Social Dtlfence Norwegian University Press 1985 



number of different categories, and that these differences must be recognised. Btiscd on this, tw 

has come up with four categories of children's rights. 

(i) Rights to Welfare These are generalised claims on behalf of all children. They could also tw 

conceptualised as human rights. They are the most fundamental of children's rights such as the 

right to nutrition and medical care. A good example of this, Freeman notes, is the Unitcd 

Nation's Declarations of the Rights of the Child. The basic problem with this orientation is thitt 

the rights are not easily claimed from anyone but rather from everyone. what he calls "rights 

against the world", and therefore tend to be vague. These rights are usually protectionist. 

(ii) Rights Protecting Children Rights of welfare are only one category of rights of protection. 

"It demands that children be protected from inadequate care, from abuse and neglect by parents, 

from exploitation by employers or potential employers, and from other forms of danger in their 

environment" (p.40). As Freeman points out, these rights are highly paternal istic and very 

different from the assertion that children should have more independence or autonomy. 

(iii) Treating Children Like Adults These are rights based on arguments of social justice. The 

main demand here is that rights which adults have should be extended to children since it is 

unjust to treat children differently because they can reason just like adults. Children's 

incapability or lack of maturity has been used as the major bxsis for treating them differently 

from adults. The problem here is establishing the cut-off point. Age has usually been used to 

- -  - 

17 Michael Freeman The Rights and Wrongs of Children Frances Pinter (Publishers) 1983 
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achieve this. However, the major question is what is the significant difference between an 18 

ycar old and a 19 year old, for example? 

Freeman suggests three ways of solving this dilemma: (i) We accept the inevitability of 

some distinctions, however arbitrary, and merely reassess current restrictions in terms of their 

assumptions; (ii) Abolish all age-related disabilities as the version of liberationism represented 

by Farson and Holt would have it. As Freeman rightly notes, "to do this would be to fly in the 

facc of evidence from developmental psychology"; and (iii) Make decisions on a case-by-case 

basis. This, however, requires an objective way of measuring capacity. This is Freeman's 

preference and he thinks a notion of rationality could be developed, based on Rawls' Theory of 

Ji&ce. The most important thing for Freeman, however, is that no matter what one's preference 

is, age limits must constantly be re-examined as children mature more quickly than in past ages. 

(iv) Rights Against Parents Freeman's fourth category of rights are based on the demand that 

children should be free to act independently of their parents before they reach the age of 

majority. According to him, this is the claim for more freedom from control, greater recognition 

of their capacity to choose from alternatives and more autonomy over their lives. "Decision- 

making can range from the relatively trivial (what to eat, the length of a child's hair, what 

television programmes to watch) to major steps such as leaving home or having an abortion" 

(p.48). 

Freeman's categories are not very different from the traditional dichotomy he rejects. His 

tlrst two rights - Rights to Welfare and Rights of Protection - fall into the traditional protection 

approach, The other two - "rights against parents" and "rights based on treating children as 



adults" - are variants of the traditional self-determination approach, an approach kroacfly labctlect 

as liberatimist. Indeed. Veennan (1992) nmkes a similar observation &out Eeeinztn's 

categories in that the fourth category is undifferentiated, and the hounctaries between i t  nnd the 

third category are unclear (p.54). 

Thus, the traditional dichotomy Veerman rcjects seems to stand. Howcver, hefrw 

analyzing these two dominant approaches any further, it will be useful to cxarnine the sctcvancc 

of the theories of natural law and legal positivism to the concept of children's rights. I t  shnulrl. 

however, be noted that Freeman's "liberal paternalism" perspective provides uscful insights into 

the issue of children's rights. This will be further developed. 

(i) Natural Law 

Natural law is one of five main schools of thought in jurisprudence (Brett, 1975)'~ Thc 

central question in jurisprudence seems to be Y h a t  is law?", and revoives around the issue of 

whether laws must be written in order to become law. This appears to be one of the major bones 

of contention between natural law and legal positivism, the two basic polarities in legal theory 

(Brett, 1975; Cohen, 1992; 1993). 

Natural law points to a law above human-made laws. Its philosophical underpinning is the 

concept of ius naturnle, a law of reason of the universe, eternal and immutable (Brett, 1975:3). 

According to Brett, St. Thomas Aquinas' solution to the problem the early Christians fxed - 

I8 Peter Brett An Essay on Contemporary Jurisprudence 1975. The other fhur he mentioned arc posiltvisrri, the 
historical school, the sociological school and the realist (American or Scandinavian) school. 



whether to obey their temporal rulers or the laws of the church - may represent the claims of this 

school of Ie~a1 thought: 

Cod created the universe and ordained ia:vs to govern it. These laws could be 
known to men either by revelation or by ascertaining the true nature of man (sic) by 
thc exercise of reason. The principles of law which emerge from this are the 
necessary rules for the behaviour of man in society (p.4). 

Morality plays a central role in this legal theory. Brett notes, however, that the Roman 

Empire, which Christendom displaced, had adopted a similar solution when the Romans came 

into contact with other nations such as the Athenians, and had to develop a law which was 

applicable also to these other people. Others, such as Cohen (1992, 1993), point to the writings 

of Wohbes or Locke as the origin of natural law. 

What is the relevance of all these issues to human rights and therefore children's rights? 

Cynthia Cohen (1992, 1993) has attempted to answer this question. According to her, human 

rights scholars have consistentiy agreed that all rights are rooted in the higher law concepts of 

natural law theories. She uses the "demands lead to legal recognition" model to explain her 

point. Demands for rights that were based on natural law claims have always led to the 

development of positive law recognising those demands. The only exception she finds in 

international law to this model is the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. According to 

her a significant portion of the Convention's rights were never part of any prior demand for 

rights by or on behalf of children. This is the sense in which she refers to the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child as an anomaly among human rights treaties. To her, then, "these rights that 

we:? awarded by the Convention's drafters without being previously demanded, make it 

unrealistic to attempt to analyze the jurisprudence of the rights of the child within the framework 



of natural law". She opts for the analyses of the emerging jurispn~ck-ncc of the rights of the chilct 

within the confines of legal positivism (1993:3-5). Cohen. however, thinks that due to thc cptsi- 

judicial nature of the Committee on the Rights of thc Child. positivc law analysis of thc 

Convention must be supplemented with analysis based on the jurisprudenttat theory of tqpl 

realism. This theory is built on the idea that the essence of Isw exists in  its intetprctation ;ind 

application. 

Cohen describes natural law claims, with regard to chitdren's rights, us all those activities on 

behalf of children up to the beginning of the global interest in children a n d  their rights, which 

she pegged at the 1979 International Yex of the Child. Thttsc activities include chilcfrcth rrghts 

advocacy of the mid-19th century; activities of the "child savers"; the writings of philosophers 

such as Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, Jean Bodin, Thomas Hobbes, John 1,ocke and Sean-Jacquus 

Rousseau; and the child advocates of the 1970s. 

Brett also has problems with the natural law perspective. The ultimntc question is whcthes 

a particular law which is unjust or immoral is to be treated as invalid. To him, this becomes an 

issue of power with the more powerful gaining the upper hand as in non-democratic countries of 

the world where a judge has to apply laws no matter how immoral or bc removed Tsom office. 

Further, in Western pluralist democratic societies, where belief in C h i  and God as the souroc of 

a ruler's power and authority, is not as widely held, the relevance of natural law is to he tlor~btcd. 

While it has been pointed out that natural law has been removed from theology (Eidc, IWO), 

and as we observed eariier, some analysts point to Hobks or Loch ,  and not to Christianity as 

the origin of natural law, Brett's concern exposes other problems. The appeal to natural law its a 

touchstone of justice and morality is now shaky in most societies of the world. For examplc, 



with the upsurgt: in postmodernist ideas, there are simply no universally accepted ethical 

principles. On whose standards do we base what is just or immoral, for instance? There are 

tnmy rival views to choose from. Even if one set of ethical principles was generally accepted by 

a society, in cliffwent hands, as Brett rightly observes, they yield different conclusions. He 

substantiates this by pointing out that natural law has been used to justify the existing order and 

to justify revolt against that order; to justify the institution of slavery and to condemn it. 

(ii) Legal Positivism 

This is the counter-ideology to natural law. Like natural law, however, this perspective has 

several varieties. This paper would follow Brett by concerning itself only with the 

commonalities of the various theories under this orientation. As far as this school of thought is 

concerned, only written law is law. It also holds that law must ensue from a sovereign. M'aking 

law is an exercise of power and the ruled must obey the law tilt the law-maker chooses to change 

it. Brett has observed that this gives rise to the typical positivist jrldge's argument: "I take the 

law as I find it, and if it is bad let Parliament change it". This to him encourages judges to 

disregard the requirements of morality in formulating their decisions. Morality may thus be 

divorced from raw or it might only be the morality of the law makers with which everyone else 

is forced to abide. Consequendy, positivism appears to be a closed system which does not make 

room for change and cannot respond to transformations in society. 

With respect to the rights of the child, the positive law response, Cohen argues, comprises 

the viuious International Declarations, Covenants and regional treaties of which the most 



important is the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. Mowevcr. she notes. the Convunticrt~ 

dws little to clarify the picture of the tensions between thtai-ies of ;ta:i:;tit! taw id :hose <if kgA 

positivism. If anything, it may have added fuel to the debate over thc rt.lcvrit~ck: of thc two 

theories. 

It is beyond the scope of this review to discuss the other schools of thought in Icgal theory 

identified by Brett. However, his general critique of these schools is rclevant to this work. Brett 

contends that jurisprudence is based on sciences and phitosophies of ger~cral rtpplici\hiiity 

formulated Iong ago which do not take account of modern dcveloprnents sputwci by thc 

technological explosion of the past 25 years. A more relevant jurisprudencc, needs to take 

account of advances in the science and philosophy of the recent past. To conceive events as 

effects of causes, with simple linear relationships, is untenable. 

With this, and based on Karl Popper's notion of science, Brett advocates the application of 

systems theory to the analysis of law. The most important elements in his systems theory art: thc 

interplay between the environment and the organism and the empkuis on whoiencss and thc 

hierarchic order. "From all these, instead of seeking the 'essence' of law by cisking such 

questions as 'what is lawr?' let us see how the notion of system may be applied to a body of law, 

such as 'the law of England"' (p. 38). 

Brett was not writing with the rights of children in mind, However, the main attraction in 

his systems theory proposal is the emphasis on the interaction between the environment and the 

organism and the idea of who!ctness, As Eerger and Luckmann (1974) point out, in their Slrthl  

Coiiisii.uctian of Redip, taws must be derived fm a society's valw system, which it: fum i s  it 

consequence of the interplay between the stock of knowledge available to a petrplc and their 



social and environmental realities. Law appears as a codification of the values that a peopie see 

as most intpc3rtant to them. In effect, laws cannot be understood without first understanding the 

valuc system from which they emerge. Neither can a society's value system be separated from 

its culturc. An analysis of a system of laws which does not take the culture of that society into 

ctmsideration can only be partial. A holistic analysis of laws is to be preferred to analyses based 

o n  a single theory. 

It is important to add that there are inany value systems in any given society. Thus, the 

value system from which the laws of a given people are derived is often the set of ideas and 

values subscribed to by the powerful group in that community. As Berger and Luckmann 

( 1  974) put it, "[h)e who has the biggest stick, has a better chance of making his definition of 

reality stick". So the above argument is mot to ignore the existence of other value systems in a 

particular society. Rather, law per sr does not evolve from a vacuum. It is a reflection of the 

world-view of a particular group. The crux of this argument is that laws generated from a 

particular value system, and which are best understood in the culture and society from which the 

vittucs derive, might not necessarily elicit positive responses in another society with its different 

culturn and value system. Tn fact, such a situation is a basis of potential conflict. 

Consequently, the call for a holistic approach to laws is a call for an analysis which 

considers not only the value system from which the laws a~r ive  but also the value systems of 

r~thcr societies or sections of the same society with different value systems. In the context of the 

Convention, For example, this would be to say, apart from seeking to understand the value 

system which gave birth to it, one must also understand the value system of the other societies 

which are expected to conform to its demands in order to appreciate how and why particular 



nations respond to it as and how they do. For now, attention will be given to two ha!,ic: 

approaches to children's rights mentioned eat-lier: protection versus sclf-iictc3mliti~~ti~~11 or 

autonomyi". Since the liberationist view is a reaction to protectionisnl, we shall first examine the 

protectionist perspective. 

Pi.otmtiornism 

The protectionist, also referred to as the "nurturmcc", approach to children's rights IS that 

parents must provide of all the basic needs, such as fwd, clothing, training for chilitren. irl 

return, children should not have the same rights as adults. Protectionists havc pointcrt to two 

main bases for their position. One is evidence in support of the extent to which irrationality or 

lack of moral maturity undermines claims to freedom. The other is the theories of hrtrn~in 

development that chafacterise it as a succession of necessary stages, which cannot he greatly 

speeded up because they are, at least partially, biologically based (Purdy t W2:2 1 2). 

The English Philosopher, John Locke, helped provide the philosophicut basis for 

protectionist attitudes towards children. He argued that the authority of pitrents over chikircn did 

not derive from consent but rather from taking responsibility for their welfirrc. This crcatctl a 

duty to care for them and to see that they develop to become responsiblz beirlgs. 'E'hc basis for 

this relationship is trust in parents' concern for their children's welftlre (Purdy 1092:S). 

I9 For these two approaches, I rely heuvily on Laura M. Purdy's In their f k s t  It,tc.rt,vt? 7hc  Citsr Agctrrrsr Equcrl 
Rights for Children (1992). Purdy's work is the single most detsiled analysis of the two itpproachcs. 



Purdy reviews a number of advantages of giving protection to children. First; protection 

can shietd children from physical danger or exploitation and grant them a relatively settled 

hmily life and time to play. Second, protection can increase both freedom and other values such 

~LS equality and utility: 

... it can promote freedom by safeguarding certain types of choices that would 
otherwise not exist. So a law requiring school attendance for children apparently 
narrows their choices; at the same time, though, it protects a choice that would 
probably disappar altogether for some children - getting an education. And, for all 
children ... some kinds of limits make possible a wider range of choices later, 
choices that may both be intrinsically valuable and also advance other desirable 
states of affairs. A math requirement, for instance, can help foster equality by 
making sure that all children have the prerequisites for interesting and well-paid 
occupations f p, 2 13). 

However, protection has its negative side. The loss of freedom that it sometimes gives rise 

to is not always connected to positive protectionist aims. Protection has sometimes resulted in 

parents ahusing their children and state institutions harming children. The failures of the 

institut ions resulting from the child saving movement have been well documentedz0. The most 

vocal attack on thc protectionists, however, comes from the liberationists. 

' h e  Liberationfst Approach To Children's Rights 

Thcre are several variants of the liberationist approach ranging from the radical or extremist 

:tpprowh adv,xa),ed by S U C ~  scholars as Fasoi;s (1974) aiid IIdt (1974), who demand that 

%ce, for example, Stan Cohcn, Visions of Socirrl Control (1985), Tow Stang Dahl Social Defence ( m i  Child 
Wdfkrc ( IQKSA Anthony P t ~ t  The Child Savers: rhe invention cfdetincluency (1977) and Michael Hiiris, Unholy 
t h f W Y  Trct#cc@ 648 MOunt ~ c ~ s h d  ( 19%)) 



children should have every right that adults have, to the moderate libt.ra1 viewpoint which halcis 

that t,d& should interfere a% little 2% possible with chitdret?'s autotiorrly, Comrtwt~ to $1 the 

variants, however, is the orientation to self-determination, what Freeman (IC)SZ) tzrrrls 

"protecting the rights of children" perspective. This approach stresses "... rights which woulct 

allow children to exercise control over their environment. to make ciecisions about what they 

want, to have autonomous control over various facets of their livcs" (Rogers and Wrightsn~;ul, 

1978 cited in Freeman, 1983 p. 19). 

Eiberationist arguments fa11 into two broad perspectives, First, it is argued that justiw 

requires granting children equal rights. They view protective rights its unjustly limiting 

children's freedom since there are no morally relevant differences hetween chi1d1.cn and :dults to 

support depriving chiIdren r>f the "goods" represented by full adult rights, t-knee, i t  is ~nomlly 

wrong and oppressive to limit children's freedom. Second, they argue that thc consequcnctx of 

letting children have equal rights as adults will not be catastrophic. Cr~nscrluently, their 

arguments are based on justice, rationali~ji-moral ckiirns, and the consequences of having 

unlimited rights (Purdy 1992: 15). 

Purdy concedes that she has considerable sympathy with somc of the assumptions nf thc 

liberationists, the "kiddie libbers". Other things being equal, she agrees that ti.octlom ought to he 

promoted. People should be free to live their lives as they see fit. Shc, however, points out that 

this applies also to parents, whose freedom would be greatly enhanced i f  childhood wcrc 

shortened. Second, she agrees with the liberationists that despite certain biologicul limits on 

human development, the evidence for substantial f'lexlbllity and responsiveness lo conrfitionh 

cannot be denied (p,2i2), Her sympathy with their position, however, strctches only so fw. 



Purdy notes that ail things are not equal in this world and therefore freedom cannot always 

prevail over other conflicting values. Thus, even though freedom is lost at a cost, so long as the 

loss can bc connected to some desirable ends, then the loss of freedom may be justified. Her 

argurncnts arc based on evidence from moral theory, history, psychology, sociology and her 

personal observations in the course of child rearing, which she refers to as "a variety of practical 

issues to which little heed has in general been paid" (p. 13). 

She listed positions as arguments based on (i) the consequences of children's liberation; (ii) 

justice and rationality; and, (iii) research evidence from the social sciences. 

( i )  The arguments h r n  consequences 

Purdy argues that the disadvantages of the liberation of children would far outweigh its 

irdvantagcs. It would weaken parental authority and lead to the break-up of families. Radical 

liberntionists argue that children should have the right to leave home. A walk-away who decides 

to return home, as do some runaways, should not expect to come and meet hisher parents and a 

warm home. One potential consequence of this would be the slackening of parental 

responsibilities towards children. A second would be that adolescents would no longer take 

their parents seriously. This worsens an already fragile situation between the two. Both of these 

consicterations have been shown to be important for children's well-being and ability to 

pertkiphe constructively in a good society (Bainharn. 1993). Purdy points to the experiences of 

toclay's runaways to illustrate this argument. 

Equal rights would require the abolition of compulsory schooling. This would deprive 

some children, for whom it is a safety net, of an adequate education. In our contemporary world 

we all know the role of education in the job market. Formal education has become an 



indispensable prerequisite for effective participation in the contemporary labour Sorcc. Equal 

rights could compel children into the job market without education. They would be f i t  only for 

menial, low-paid jobs. 

(ii) The argument from the view point of justicdrationality 

Purdy argues that because children can think like adults is not a sufficient ground for 

according them equal rights -% as adults. In effect, there is no injustice in limiting some of  rhcir 

freedom. She contends that the liberationist argument depends on a minimally demanding 

instrumental conception of reason. There are more demanding conceptions of rationality, such 

as the ability to plan systenl3tic utility-enhancing projects and having a rational life plan. 

Purdy states that examination of these notions reveals that they presume substantial 

knowledge about the world and sensitivity to societal interests. They also require certain 

character traits such as self-control, ability to sometimes postpone the gratification of onc's 

desires or suspend one's interests for the sake of others or for the coilective good, that is, 

enabling virtues for proper functioning in a good society. She defines the gooci society as onc 

which recognises some level of equality, lustice and well-being for all and not only an 

individualistic, narrowly-conceived idea of well-being. As Purdy puts it: 

Tolerable - let alone good- fife depends on the moral character of the members of 
society. The moral character of those individuals depends not only upon their 
possessing self-control but upon a caring that is reflected in action that promotes 
interests of others. Furthermore, currently popular moral views tend to 
underestimate the extent to which we need to limit the pursuit of our own private 
projects in order to care for others in this way. I conclude that there is good reason 
to doubt whether a moral theory adequate in this respect would recommend equal 
rights for children (p.77). 



Purdy draws on the literature of human development and provides evidence to the effect 

:hat these character traits or enabling virtues, as she prefers to call them, are (i) largely learned 

( i i )  best learned when one is young and (iii) more in the possession of older children, though 

age itself is suspect. Consequently, she accuses the liberationists of ignoring the evidence from 

human development. To her, the liberationist argument based on justice is not tenable. Implicit 

in her position is the assumption that there are still good parents who care and are interested in 

the weifare of their children. She recognises that there are some bad parents and that children 

are abused as a result. She draws attention to the difference between parental authority, and 

parental authoritarianism. The place for the state is to create policies which enhance parental 

authority while limiting parental iuthoritarianism, using either an age-based approach or a 

competency-based approach that attempts to match right to ability. 

What are the lessons from her work? First, rights and freedom are important. Second, all 

human beings are entitled to the status of equality and personal well-being and therefore an 

individual's rights and freedom should be limited when they threaten serious harm to others. 

Third (and most important), we must justify with valid evidence why we set limits on freedom 

and rights. In terms of children's rights, or rights in general, Purdy has carried the theoretical 

debate further: rights should no longer be thought of solely from the perspective of individual 

freedom nor exciusively from the individual's present needs. Rights must be analyzed from an 

approach of "direct consideration of children's own present and future welfare and from indirect 

considerations about the survival of civilisation" (54). She has advanced the debate beyond 

whether children should have rights of autonomy or not. While agreeing they do, she pushes the 

debate into a broader context by stressing consideration of both the present and future needs of 



the child and the interests of the wider society of which the child is ti rnen~bcr. 'I'hcxt- 

considerations might justify curtailing some of the chiid's independent in tercsts. 

With respect to this study, Purdy's insights provide access to some underlying principles or 

suppositions with which to assess the Convention. First, rights are human creations txised on 

moral and cultural values. Even though it is the powerful interests in society who get their- 

values imposed on the other segments of society, this principle characterizes rights as not only 

being individual, but most importantly, social. Thus, for example, while frcedom and autonorny 

for children are important, they must not override wider societal needs and values. In this vcin, 

one might want to know whether the Convention which Canada supports and hclped to cwatc 

espouses individual rights to the disadvantage of general societal rights and values. Scccmi, 

rights must cover all aspects of a society. Rights must not be limited to, for example, only the 

civil or political aspects of a people. Nor for that matter should rights bc limited to a 

consideration of the interests of children to the neglect of adults or ise-versa. The approach t o  

rights should not be piece-meal. Otherwise, as the history of international human rights law has 

shown, no sooner are we done with satisfying one need or the need of one group than anothcr 

need or the needs of another group cry out to be met". An adequate human rights approach 

should seek to satisfy the total development or functioning of ail human bcings evcrywherc in 

the world. 

Consequently, none of the existing approaches - natural law, positive law, protectionist nor 

liberationist - is fully adequate. Natural law is flawed because it posits that rights arc not 

human-made, positive law because it does not conceive that the moral values of people should 

" V. Aubert (1989), G. Butcher (19921, J. Berting et ul(l990) and J. Censer et a1 (1992) 
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be part of law, and protectionist and liberationist because all the varied evidence produced by 

writers such as Purdy, Freeman and Bainham shows that extreme forms of both could harm 

children and society. Hence, this study will favour a more developmental approach to 

children's rights. It is an approach where the child's quality of life plays a central role. It is a 

perspective which considers the quality of life of children, not only in the present, but also in the 

future, as well as the effective functioning of society as a whole. A holistic analysis of children's 

rights must embody these characteristics. 

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 

This study draws on Julia and Herman Schwendinger's (1975) approach to human rights, 

what they term "a modern humanistic altemati~e"~'. Their view of human rights is based on the 

concept of eyuulity, They distinguish between their conception of equality and that of the 18th 

century middle-class-fashioned rights to challenge economic prerogatives of the feudal 

xistocracies. During that period, the functional imperatives of the patriarchal family, price- 

making market and the political state were reified, by recourse to law, as basic human needs. 

Equality in this context meant the immutable right to compete equally with others for a position 

in the social, economic and political spheres of life. The Schwendingers point out, however, that 

in today's political and economic institutions equality has not had, as an empirical outcome, the 

furtherance of human equality. Instead, it is used to justify inequalities between the sexes, 

" ~ c r n ~ n n  and Julia Schwendinger "Defenders of Order or Guardians of Human Rights'?" in Taylor, Walton and 
Young (eds.) Criticrrl Criminology Routledge and Kegan Paul 1975, pp. 113- 146 



classes, races and nations. The last two-hundred years of the industrialiseci nations deriionstratcd 

that rhetoric regarding the equality of opportunities cannot effect substantive equntity. 

The Schwendingers reject the concept of equality as cspoused by liberals. For them, 

Liberalism is a highly elitist ideology. Although it claims all individuals should be [seated 

equally, some criterion is always introduced to guarantee that some people arc trt'ukd more 

equally than others. George Orweil captured this in Aninictl Fmti (1945). Further, cquality in 

the liberalist parlance refers to principles of equity or fairness which should govern thc ways in 

which social inequality is instituted in our society. The Schwendingers contend that thcrc is no 

universal moral rule or empirical property which is inherent to hutrlan beings or society which 

makes social inequality a functional necessity. They argue, "there is no valid moral or cnapiricid 

justification for the outstanding forms of social inequalities in existence today including 

economic, racial and sexual inequality" (p. 133). 

For the egalitarian principle that all human beings are to be provided the opportunity for the 

free development of their potentialities to be achieved in modern industrialiscd socicties, persons 

must be regarded as more than objects to be "treated equally" by institutions of social control. 

This sets the tone for their definition of human rights: 

All persons must be guaranteed the fundamental prerecjuisites for well-being, 
including food, shelter, clothing, medical services, challenging work and 
recreational experiences, as well as security from predatory individuals or repressive 
and imperialistic social elites. These material requirements, basic services and 
enjoyable relationships are not to be regarded as rewards or privileges. They are 
rights (pp. 133- 134). 

There are several implications of the Schwendingers' position. First, they mnkc a 

distinction between individual rights or, looking at their definition, what one could term 



developmental rights (as opposed to protectionism) on the one hand, and civil/political rights on 

the other. Second, developmental rights take precedence over civil and political rights. This 

point is more clearly illustrated by the situation in which the majority of Third World people 

find themselves. Civil and political rights mean nothing to the millions of African people for 

whom the lack of food, clothing and personal security (as in the case of the hundreds of 

thousands on the continent fleeing tribal and civil wars) represent a reality each day. 

As the Schwendingers put it, "[oJbviousIy, a danger to one's health or Iife itself endangers 

all other claims. A dead man can hardly realise any of his human potentialities" (p. 137 

emphasis added). It was in a similar vein that Freeman (198324) wrote, "It is difficult to talk of 

rights when resources are such that basic needs are not being met". Social systems which inhibit 

the realisation of racial, sexual and economic equality should be seen as criminal. The 

abrogation of these rights limits the individuals' chances to fulfil themselves in many spheres of 

life. Social conditions which give rise to violations of human rights must become the object of 

social policy. Hence, the Schwendingers contend: 

It is not enough to provide good reasons for the achievement of broader human 
rights. Criminologists must be able to identify those forms of individuals' behaviour 
and social institutions which should be engaged in order to defend human rights. To 
defend human rights, criminologists must be able to sufficiently identify the 
violations of these rights - by whom and against whom; how and why (p. 134). 

Crime control would no longer be the control of atomistic individuals, but is rather for the 

elimination of social relationships (e.g. of sex, race and class), properties of social systems 

(which make these possible), or social systems taken as a whole. 

The question of priorities brings to the fore another implication of the Schwendingers' 

stand. They think each political economy should answer this problem differently. For example, 



they think while civil and political rights issues should be of more concern to the fc~rmcr USSR, 

the US should be more concerned about the right to economic well-heivg of inciividuals. 'This is 

a major break from the current trend in human rights where international tre~ttics are prescribing 

a universal (often Western) perspective for all nations of the world to follow, 

Following from the Schwendingers', the operating standards of t~utt~an rights which this 

thesis shall adopt are the basic necessities to ensure life and the security of pcrson anct  also 

egalitarian principles which eschew racism (or for that matter ethnicism and classism), sexism 

and poverty. The emphasis here is on the effective functioning of all children. These 

standards include infant mortality, length of life, quality of food, diets, medical and recreational 

services and employment opportunities. Thus, when referencing the quality of life cnjoycd by 

children in Canada, the measure is the extent to which these standards are part of thc reality crt 

all children in this country, irrespective of ethnic background, class, gender or sexuality. 'L'his 

study was not only concerned about the average national figures of these standards in 

comparison to Canada's peers in the western industrialized world, but also comparative figurcs 

for some of the ethnic groups within Canada. This way of conceptualising human rights has 

been well operationalised by UNICEF in its The Progress of Nations Report. 

THE PROGRESS OF NATIONS '-' 

The World Summit for Children, as noted earlier, established goals for meeting minimum 

human needs such as survival, nutrition, health, education, family planning and progress for 

'' UNICEF, The Progress of Nations, New York, 1993,1994 and 1995 
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women. These needs, assessed respectively by such measures as: (i) chi!d death rates or 

under-five mort,a!ity r&?e (USMR), ( i i )  mz!xut~itio:: rates and iodine deficiency disorders 

(IDD), (iii) immunization rates against the most common child health problems such as 

measles, polio, pneumonia and tetanus, (iv) the proportion of children in primary school and 

drop out rate before grade 5, (v) the proportion of couples using modern contraceptive 

methods and fertility rates, (vi) maternal mortality rates and (vii) the number of women in 

politics, have been pin-pointed as very critical to the effective functioning of human beings. 

The purpose of The Progress of Nations, as stated in its first issue, is to bring statistics 

together each year on the progress being made, in each country, towards meeting the goals set 

for attaining these basic human needs (The Progress ofNations 1993, p.4). This is because: 

i t  is time that the standing and prestige of nations was assessed less by their 
military and economic prowess and more by the protection they provide for the 
lives, the health, the growth, and the education of their children (p.4). 

The point of departure of The Progress of Nations is that in spite of the growing doubts 

about material progress in the industrialized world, for at least a billion other people in the 

world, especially in the developing countries: 

... material progress has different connotations. It holds out the hope of adequate 
food, clean water, safe sanitation, decent housing, reliable health care, and at least 
a basic education. This is a definition of progress which remains entirely valid. 
And i t  is one with which the rest of the world must keep faith (1993, p.3). 

Yet, The Progress of Nations report views material progress differently from the 

traditional view, which is based solely on economic growth, inflation, and interest rates 

statistics: 

If progress towards meeting minimum human needs is to be given more priority, 
then similar use must be made of annual statistics which show what percentage 
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of a nation's children are adequately nourished, or are imrnunizeci, or :Ire cnmtled 
in school, or have access to clean water and basic hetthh care" (p.51. 

FssentiaHy, it is a view of material progress which puts the most vulnerable groups in 

society, such as children, first: 

Progress of all kinds is undermined when millions of children are malnourished 
and uneducated .... Ninety per cent of growth of the human h d y  and brains 
occurs in the first few years of life. The intricate processes of that growth cannot 
be postponed. That is why action to protect the normal health and growth of 
children should be at the forefront of development strategies. And that Is why 
children have a legitimate first call on the capacities and concerns of thc adult 
world" (p.5). 

According to The Progress of Nations, there is no need to be ciisillusionccf ahout the 

failure of the efforts to end absolute poverty because a "serious attempt to meet ~ t~inimu~n 

human needs has ... not yet been made" (p.3). So fdr, only 10% of thc annual budgets of the 

developing countries have been devoted, on average, to nutrition, water supply, prin~ar'y 

health care, primary education, and family planning. The same is true for all intcrnationa! aid 

for development. Besides, the total amount of aid being given for development to meet thcsc 

basic needs is less than promised. "This means that the many governments of the poor world 

have been spending less on meeting human needs than on meeting military bills and debt 

servicing" (p.3). It is a case of not channeling funds to basic human needs that contributes to 

poverty in the world. Based on the successes of experiments in which monies were directed 

specifically to meeting human needs, as stated above, UNICEF in its The Prwgress of Nutiom 

is convinced that if we do the same on a massive scale, an opportunity opened by the Summit 

goals and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, the world would see concrete social 

progress and development. 



The emphasis of The Progress of Nati9n.s report is on those who are being left out, the 

Where* It does not discard averages, The Frogrew r?f Nudons highlights the disparities 

involved when national averages are given, In disaggregating national averages, the 

differences between urban and rural, different ethnic and cultural groups, men and women, 

and especially between different economic strata of society are exposed (1994, p.5). This is a 

disadvantaged people's approach! 

A novelty in The Progrem of Natiorts approach is the concept of National Performance 

Gap (NPG): 

The national performance gap is the difference between a country's actual level of 
progress and the expected level for its per capita GNP. For each indicator, the 
expected level of achievement has been calculated from the per capita GNPs and 
relevant social indicators of all countries ... The expected level therefore 
represents the level that the average-performing country could be expected to have 
reached far its level of GNP per capita" (199350). 

The gcnerai trend that emerges is that under-five mortality rates and rnalnutriiion rates 

generally decrease with increasing GNP, whereas the percentage of children reaching grade 5 

generally increases with GNP. Divergence from this general trend, the expected level of 

performance, gives the national performance gap for each country. The National Performance 

Gap (NPC) could be positive or negative, when a nation performs other than the level of 

performiznce expected of it. This is one of the most useful means of monitoring the 

pcrforrnmce of nations with respect to the UNCRC. Even though the Convention espouses a 

universal position, with regads to implementation, Article 4 states, among dher things, that, 

"... State Parties shall undertake such measures to the maximum extent of their available 



resources ..." The concept of NPG takes into account the economic ability of each ccruntry in 

its calculations. In this regard, the NPG will prove an invaluable? tool in monitoring the 

implementation of the Convention by dl states, rich and poor. 

The Progress of Nations groups nations into simi tar so&-economic categories. Like the 

concept of the NPG, while giving a picture of the generat world trends on the various 

indicators, it also depicts the petfommce of states in retation to others sirniiar to it. in terms 

of cultural and socio-economic characteristics. This should enable countries with their uniquc 

social, cultural, economic and political circumstances to respond in a positive wily to a 

universal position such as the UNCRC. 

The Progress qf Nutions is not flawless. For a lot of countries, "... the data arc 

extrapolations derived from mathematical models and regional trends rather than wtuul 

figures derived fmm recent and on-the-ground national surveys or comprehcnsivt. vital 

registrations systems" (1993:4). This reflects a lack of development as nations makc sure they 

produce quarterly statistics on the health and growth of their economies but not even annual 

statistics on the health and growth of their children. Nonetheless, The Ptwgr~ss of Nccriotzs 

statistics are the most recent and reliable estimates available to the UN systcrn and the 

indicators covered present a more accurate picture of progress for the majority of rt nation's 

people than per capita GNP, the conventional measure of progress and development. Further, 

the indicators measured here represent attempts to grapple with the most functarnental causes 

as well as most distressing symptoms of poverty (p.4-5). 

The concept of NPG, which measures performance according tc ability; the mothod of 

disaggregating national statistical averages. which highlights disparity between regions. 



gender, and cfawes; and the comparison of progress wlth countries with similar social, 

c&i~ni  and ccsirrririsc circumstances mare than with any others, is a unique contribution from 

tfkfECEF for monitoring the Convention. Data analysis for this study was based on these 

measures. By ratifying the Convention, Canada made a major commitment to the survival, 

dcvctoprnent, protection and participation of children in this country. ? -c~m the approach of 

this study, the key questions for data analysis were: has Canada lived up to its commitments? 

has it done this to the hesf of its ability? are there my region& gender, class and ethnic 

differences in the enjoyment of these rights'? what is Ca~ada's perforrnrinee in comparison iu 

its peers, the industrialized countries'? 

The grecxcupittian of this study - the response of Canada to the UN Convention on the 

Rights of the Child - does not only raise the substantive issue of what children's rights are, an 

issue grappkcf with above, but also a procedural one, that of implementing an interrlational 

Convention. This tatter issue brings to mind questions about international law and 

.jurispn~denee: What is behind the making of treaties between nations? What are the different 

forms of establishing understanding between nations in terns of pmtocals and model treaties? 

What are the general implementation problems with international laws - the definition of 

minimum standards versus their enforcement? 

Clne seho1;tr who has attempted to answer some of these questions is Ian Cameron (1994) in 

The Prc.)tcrcriw Principle oj' International Criminal Jwisdiction. As the titlie of the book 

suggests. !he prim if,^ interest c.f Cm.eronts work is R& t k  Cmventicn an the Rights d the 

Child, which the psen t  study is corrccmsd about, %tit the pratcciivc principle in irriematir-snai 

law, using international criminal jurisdickm as an illustratian. In doing this, however, Cameron 



touches on a number of general principles of international law, maties mi coi~~ention~.  Theso. 

generat aspects of his work are of more interest to this thesis. 

At the core of the protective principle is the concept of j~iristlictim, which he cit.t.'inod, 

among other things, as "the power of it sovereign to affect the rights trf persons, whether hy 

legislation, executive decree or by the judgement of the court" ip.3). Implicit in this clefiniticzt~ is 

the idea that an important aspect of jurisdiction is the ahility to enforce the laws cn~nnating f r c m  

a sovereign. hmestitnlly, this is quite a straight-forward issue as all modem sovcreigr~ statcs 

have their law enforcement agencies. With international law, however, the issue of jurisdiction 

or enforcement becomes complex. One of the reasons for this is that the intcrnatiwai society is 

a collection of sovereign states with both common and disparate interests. As it rcsult, the 

relative weight given to international over domestic law varies from state t o  state and even, i t )  

the case of a state, from issue to issue. Worse of all, unlike a sovereign state with its own law 

enforcement agencies, there are no international law enforcement agencies, or if  they exist, thcy 

are often too weak to perform their functions. 

One might point to bitaterat or muftilateral conventions as a prob:~blc solution to  this 

problem. However, Cameron points out that there is no universally applicable trrultilaterul 

convention. Thus, there is no universal jurisdiction. For example, a crime rccognised by a 

multilateral treaty should not be described as a "crime of universal jurisdiction" until all the 

states of the world ratify the treaty. No such treaty or convention hits existed in the history of 

the wortd. Until this happens, the treaty regime is a "reciprocating statcs" rcgirne (p.80). 

The test for the creation of customary international law is not universal, but gcncral state 

practice (p.80). Customary international law is defined by Article 38(c) of the Statute of the 



International Court of Justice as the "general principles of law recognised by civilised nations". 

To avoid arguments as to what a civilised nation is, the principle could simply be understood as 

a general practice accepted as law by the international community. Thus, if a treaty receives 

general support, a does the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, the jurisdiction 

recognised by the treaty can become part of customary international law. 

Yet, customary international law does not help overcome the problems of international 

jurisdiction. First, different contracting parties to multilateral treaties interpret their rights and 

obligations under these treaties in slightly different ways, depending upon their own interests. In 

this regard, Cameron identified two basic principles of the syr,:,m of jurisdiction in international 

law: ( i )  protectior~ism, which basically leans more towards the protection of national interest, 

and has more potential for conflict with other states and (ii) universalism, more geared towards 

the protection of individuals, other states, or the common interests of the world community. 

States would, generally, prefer the former to the latter. The research seeks to know how Canada 

interprets the Convention, and which Canadian interests, values and practices are being 

protected in the process. 

Second, even if states ratify a convention, they are still permitted t~ make reservations about 

 section^ they are dissatisfied with and once that is done, they are not bound to abide by the terms 

of such sections. This often leads to the defeat of the main purpose and spirit of treaties as states 

selectively pick out sections of treaties they will or will not abide by. 

Third, there is the absence of enforcement, as noted earlier, in most international treaties. 

The Committee on the Rights of the Child which is to oversee the implementation of the 

Convention, for example, has no power to affect the behaviour of states in terms of how they 



treat children. Customary international law in principle forbids a state to exercise enforcement 

jurisdiction in the territory of another state. This applies even to offences covered by the 

protective principle which occur outside a state's territory. Contravention would amount to 

violation of the norm of non-intenention and appropriate reparations would have to be made to 

the state whose rights have been violated. The only exceptions where a state can exercise 

j~risdiction over somebody outside its own territory are (i) when the issue of self-defence arises. 

(ii) where X commits offences against state A's "custom, fllscal, immigration or sanitary laws 

and regulations" on a vessel situated in A's maritime contiguous zone, that is, in an area o f  

coastal waters not more than 24 miles from the territorial water base line (UN Convention on the 

Law of the Sea, 1982) and (iii) where X is committing hisher crimes in an area not belonging to 

any state such as an unclaimed island, space - the moon, and other celestial bodies (Cameron, 

1994). 

In light of its seeming peripheral importance in the justice system of many states, can 

customary international law be relied upon to regulate a state's behaviour? That is, with all its 

shortcomings are international trcaties worth all the energies put in: bringing them into being'? 

Despite the existence of some older state practice which holds that neither custom nor general 

principles place restrictions upon a state's discretion to make whatever assertions of jurisdiction 

it chooses, Cameron (1994) argues (chapter 7) that there is a substantial amount of state prxticc 

which does not conform to this notion. According to him, most writers agree there arc somc 

restrictions on a state's jurisdiction, the only point of disagreement and confusion being the 

origins of the restrictions they claim exist. He points out that the legal bais  of the ultimate 

control exerted by international law on states' jurisdiction derive from (i) the prescriptive nature 



of the principles of jurisdiction or the theory of "meaningful contact" (ii) a customary duty on 

the part of states to "balance" interests before asserting jurisdiction, (iii) the principle of the 

abuse of rights and (iv) the principle of non-intervention. 

The realities of international politics do not, however, always reflect Cameron's optimism. 

It appears what matters in international jurisdiction is how powerful a nation is economically 

and militarily - that is what determines what and how much a modern state has. Consequently, 

this study will not be as  optimistic about the importance and efficacy of international law 

enforcement as Cameron appears to be. Nevertheless, the research will be guided by the view 

that international iaw is an important tool to direct some common world issues. That the world 

has become a global village, and whatever happens in one country affects the other, is now 

common knowledge. Thus, it will be unwise for a country not to be concerned about what 

happens in others. Take for example the issue of environmental pollution. This is something 

which can easily cross national borders without warning. Hence, it is only fair on the part of 

countries sharing the same region of the world to have a strong interest in how its neighbours 

deal with environmental issues. In fact, there are both common interests and dangers that bind 

the fate of nations of the world together. Consequently, international treaties of all kinds - 

bilateral, multilateral, regional - are necessary. 

The problem, however, is the way these treaties are made and enforced. This has led to the 

oppression of certain groups such as the countries of the Third World. The multicultural, social, 

religious and even economic differences of the world must be reflected in these treaties. Is it fair 

if international treaties are made from the perspective of only a certain country or groups of 

countries? Is it fair if, in terms of enforcement, only certain groups of counrries are penalised for 



contravening international laws while others disregard the same laws with impunity tind go scot 

free? Then too, because of the differences between nations as indicated above, would it be 

appropriate to have rigid laws binding all nations of the world? Are guiding principles better, in 

this regard, than universal laws? 

For this study, the issues with respect to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child were 

(i) how much was Canada's input in its drafting; (ii) how different is the Convention from 

existing Canadian laws on children's issues; (iii) how has the Convention been implemented in 

Canada; (iv) how did the Committee react to Canada's First Report (1994) on the 

implementation of the Convention; (v) have all these turned for the better or worse fhr children 

in Canada, and (viii) as the Coalition for the Rights (1993) of Children asked in its response to 

Canada's Action Plan, will it be a brighter future? 



CHAPTER ni 

THE DRAFTING, RATIFICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CRC 

Introduction 

As indicated in the section on methods, two main qualitative research methods - interviews 

and archival research - lie at the heart of the approach to data collection for this thesis. This 

has produced two sets of data - primary data from interviews and secondary data, consisting 

mainly of reports, working papers, parliamentary debates and other documents. These data 

are presented in this chapter and in chapter IV. This chapter has been divided into three main 

sections. The first section addresses Canada's role in the creation of the Convention. The 

other two sections deal with Canada's ratification and implementation of the Convention. At 

the end of each section, there is a discussion of the results of these inve~tigations.~~ 

CANADA'S ROLE IN THE CREATION OF THE CONVENTION 

Much has been said about the important role Canada played in the drafting of the 

Convention (Jupp, 1990; Bala, 1990; Clarke, 1990). One aim of the thesis interviews was to 

find out exactly what Canada did in the drafting of the Convention to earn this reputation. 

This is important at least in part, because of the longer term interest in the implementation of 

24 Before conducting the interviews, an assurance was given to interviewees concerning confidentiality, except 
Ihr those of them who stated explicitly that they do not have any reservation against being identified by name or 
position in the thesis report. It was only a handful of respondents who did the latter, but based on some 
conditions. Since it was not possible, within the constraints of this work, to meet those conditions, and in 
keeping with the assurance given to interviewees, it has been decided not to disclose the name of any of the 
respondents. 
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of knowledge provided by the truvuux preparatoires. This is what was discovered in the case 

of Canada's role in the drafting of the Convention. 

Canada played a legal-technical role by having several of its lawyers involved in the 

drafting process of the Convention. As a result, Canada contributed to the language in which 

the Convention was couched. However, the technical role assumed by Canada does not mean 

that Canada contributed no specific ideas to the drafting of the Convention. As one 

interviewee put it, "you cannot write well if you do not have any ideas of your own". Articles 

mentioned by interviewees as reflecting Canada's contribution of ideas were 5 (parental 

direction), 25 (periodic review of placed children), 14 (freedom of religion) and 3 (best 

interests). The travaux preparatoires, however, show clearly that Canada did far more than 

that. The Canadian delegation were not passive participants in the deliberations of the UN 

Drafting Group. Sometime proposals were submitted independently, and at other times, with 

other countries. The delegation also supported or disagreed with proposals from other state 

parties and NGOs in consideration of existing Canadian law or opinion. Sections of the 

Convention the inclusion of which Canada was basically responsible for are the first 

preambular paragraph, Article 25 (periodic review of placed children) and Article 41 (other 

more favorable provisions). Other proposals of Canada became the basis of discussion and 

the subsequent adoption of Articles (i) 23 (disabled child); (ii) 14 (freedom of religion); (iii) 

19 (protection from abuse by those having care); (iv) 24 (health and access to care); (v)31 



(rest and leisure); (vi) 32 (protection from economic exploitation); (vii) 40 (treatment in penal 

matters); and, (viii) 44 (reports from State parties).'" 

Canada had a significant impact on the formulation, form and content of the following 

articles as a member of a drafting group for articles (i) 3 (best interests); (ii) 10 (fm~ily re- 

unification, contact with parents); (iii) 17 (mass media); (iv) 26 (social security); (v)27 

(standard of living); (vi) 33 (protection from narcotic and psychotropic substances); (vii) 43 

(establishment of Committee); (viii) 45 (methods of work of Committee); and, (ix) 

preambular paragraph 13 (internztional cooperation). Canada explicitly expressed support for 

the following Articles proposed by other states: (i) 12 , paragraph I (right to express opinion); 

(ii) 22 (refugee child), (iii) 28 (education); (iii) 29 (objectives of education); (iv) IS (Trecdom 

of association and peaceful assembly); (v) 38 (armed conflicts); (vi) 20 paragraph 3 (paying 

attention to the ethnic, religious, and linguistic origins of parentless children); (vii) 24 

paragraphs 3 and 4 (traditional practices prejudicial to the health of children); (viii) 30 

(cultural, religious and linguistics rights); (ix) 34 (protection from sexual abuse); (x) 42 

(dissemination of Convention); and, (xi) 5 (parental direction). Canada also objected to the 

inclusion of the unborn child provision in the Convention on the grounds that it was a 

controversial matter. On Article 21 (adoption), Canada placed on record her understanding 

that due regard should be paid to the child's ethnic, religious, cultural and linguistic 

background.*' 

26 UN Economic and Social Council (UNECOSOC), Commision on Human Rights (CHR), 36th Session, 
Question of a Convention on the Rights of the Child, EICN. 411349, 17 January 1980, and Reports [.$the 
Working Group on a Draft Convention on the Rights of the Child, 35th - 45th Sessions, 1979 to 1989 

ibid 
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It is clear from the above that Canada made a substantial contribution in ideas to the 

drafting of the Convention. These were, however, not just ideas from the members of the 

delegation who represented Canada. It is established practice with regard to international 

treaties whose implementation requires cooperation from the provinces and territories, that the 

provinces and territories are consulted. This is particularly so in the case of human rights 

treaties. At the 1975 Ministerial Conference on Human Rights a document entitled Modalities 

and Mechanisms was approved. The document provides that before Canada acceded to future 

international human rights covenants, there should be a process of consultation between the 

federal government and the provinces (McKenzie and Holmes 1990:2). In line with this 

practice a federal-provincial-territorial working group was established in 1982 to examine 

and review the provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child adopted by the UN 

Working Group and to provide advice for the Canadian delegation (Holmes 1990: 19). As a 

member of the Canadian delegation pointed out, this working group always met before the 

UN drafting group meetings and developed new proposals for inclusion in the Convention. 

Canada also played a significant role in the diplomatic juggling that led to the massive 

support the Convention has received. As noted earlier, without the signing and ratification of 

a Convention, all the ideas that were crafted by the legal team in the span of 10 years could 

have come to naught. It is at this stage in the drafting process of international documents that 

people who can make things happen are needed. Such a person was Jim Grant, former 

Director of UNICEF, who conceived the idea of a Summit on Children. As one interviewee 

explained, 

the Convention was moving along slowly, and became an agenda issue at the 
Summit and aroused the sudden interest of participants. The Conventim was 
approved by the [UN] General Assembly in January/February 1989 and at that 
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time, nobody knew ratification could be so fast, But one month before the 
Summit, there was a flurry of activities to ratify it and at the Summit itself, several 
countries did sign it. .... One [the Summit] was set, up for one reason, it  picked ::p 
another issue [the Convention]. It [the Convention] was integrated into the whole 
fabric of the Summit and it accelerated the signing and ratification of the 
Convention. And of all the things that it [the Summit] did, it  was rnoving the 
Convention along ... the Convention would not have happened without thc 
Summit accelerating it all. And when it gathered momentum, it was bcyrjrd 
stopping. 

The interviewee quoted Jim Grant as saying, "there was a synergy between the two ifhi' 

summit and the convention]". Yet, one cannot talk of the Summit without tncntioning 

Canada's then Prime Minister, Brian Mulroney, who co-chaired the Summit. Thcrc is a 

certain degree to which the success of a conference or gathering such as a Summit can be: 

attributed to the role of its Chairman. 

In addition to the government, NGOs played a significant role in the creation process of 

the Convention. This research did not specifically investigate the role of Canadian NGOs. 

However, it came up in the course of our interviews that Mr. Victor Sola Sala, then Director 

of Public Affairs of UNICEF Canada, was one of the UNICEF representatives at the drafting 

stage. UNICEF representatives were reluctant to join the drafting process initially, but when 

they did, they took over the leadership of the NGOs and other specialized agencies.'"r. 

Sala, a lawyer, was identified as one of the main persons who pushed things along for 

UNICEF. 

'"baron Detrick (ed.) United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child: A Guide to  the "Truwux 
Preparatoires" 1992 and Cynthia Cohen (1993) "The Developing Jurisprudence of the Rights of' the Child" i n  
St. Thomas Law Review, Fall 1993, vol. 6., pp. 82-86 
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Discussion: 

It is difficult to know the full contribution of any particular state to the drafting of the 

Convention. A careful reading of the truvaux g~e~ura to i re ,#~  soon reveals that the UN 

Working Group operated on the basis of consensus. Each article and paragraph was discussed 

ti l l  a position acceptable to all was reached. Consequently, it is only fair to say that the draft 

Convention was the product of the Working Group and not of any specific country. This 

suggests that the criticism that the Convention does not reflect Third World views, is more a 

problem of the composition of the Working Group, than the manner in which it operated. 

Nevertheless, the working papers also show that some state parties were more active, 

pwticularly in terms of making contributions that led to the adopted position of most articles 

in the Convention. From the developing countries, the contributions of Senegal and 

Venezuela were most represented in the Working Papers. With the developed countries, 

Australia, the US, UK, Federal Republic of Germany, the USSR and Canada were the most 

active. 

Another observation from reading the travaux pregarutoires was that support or objection 

by state parties to contributions made by others was based mainly on how they perceive the 

idea as impacting on their domestic situation. For example, Article 9 of the Convention 

addresses the issue of separation of children from their families, which has implications for 

international migration. The East-West ideological split was reflected in these debates,?' 

'' UN Economic and Social Council (UNECOSBC), Commision on Human Rights (CHR), 36th Session, 
Qtrcsrion of u Conventiun on the Rights of the Child, WCN. 411349, 17 January 1980, and Reports of the 
Workirig Group on n Drafr Conventioti on the Rights of the Child, 35th - 45th Sessions, 1979 to 1989 
"' Cynthia Cohen (1993: 1 I ) ,  who participated in the drafting process of the Convention as an NGQ 
representative, testifies (in footnote #40) that "Western delegations were especially suspicious of what they 
perceived as an Eastern Bloc initiative", 
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Paragraphs 1. and 2 of this Articie, originally Article 6, were adopted itr the 1982 session of tho 

working group'". By 1983, various amendments and disagreements on this article had st;uscci 

a~pearing.'~ In 1984, the desire by state delegations for the said article to confixtn to their 

domestic immigration laws was clearly expressed. The United Kingdom (LJK) reprcrsentative 

stated that his delegation was having difficulties with some of the articles already adczpted, 

including Article 6, which, as was noted earlier, became Article 9 of the adopted Cnnvcntiun, 

The reason being that Article 6, "as currently drafted was not compatible with UK Iceistation 

becausc the parents of a child who do not have rights of residence in the UK coulct not 

determine that he should live there unless he qualified for residence"." Thc IIK w;a 

supported by the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany (FGR) rcprcsentzttivcs, 

who indicated that the same article did not conform with their country's nationality laws. In 

1989, the FGR introduced a proposal, sponsored also by Japan, to add a new paragraph to 

Article 6 as fol!ows: "[n]othing in this Convention shall affect in any way the legal provisions 

of State Parties concerning the immigration and the residence of nationals"" 

Fortunately, the Working Group did not adopt this paragraph, which was to szrvt: 

parochial ends (by impeding migration to the West) more than anything else. Questions are, 

I t  UNECOSOC, CHR, 38th Session, Report of the Working Cruup on the Draft Convention on the Hi~hr,v ofthe 
Child E/CN.4/1982,%.41 3 March 1982, pp, 3-10, paragrahs 8-33 

12 UNECQSOC, CWR, 39th Session, Report of the Working Group on a Dr@ Chnvcntion on the Rights of the 
Child E/CN. 4/1983/62,25 March 1983, pp. 4-13, paragraphs, 8-57 

11 UNECOSOC, CHR, 40th Session, Report of the Workis8 Group on cr Urilft Convention on rhe R i ~ h t x  ofthe 
Child, EICN.4/1984/71,23 February, 1984, p. 3 

14 UNECOSOC, CHR, 45th Session, Report ofthe Working Group on u Dru$t Convention on the Nigktx <$the 
Child, E/CN,4/1989/48,2 March, 1989, p* 33 
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kowcver, being raised today a to how the countries of the West are applying that section of 

the Convention. Even though Canada did not take such an extreme position on this issue, its 

impiementation of Article 0 of the Convention will be discassed when we analyze the reports 

that some NGOs sent to the Committee on the Rights of the Child in Geneva. The point here, 

however, is  not on the merits of the arguments by these state parties, but to show how in the 

course of drifting international conventions, national interests are put before international 

interests, Indeed one interviewee, who was a member of the Canadian team on the Working 

Group admitted that "..we thought of it [the Convention1 from a Canadian perspective, we 

never thought we were doing it for another country". One of the strategies state parties use in 

order to be found as complying to international universal positions is to make sure, at the 

dritfting stage, that a Convention does not contradict thctr domestic legislati03 or positions. 

Another strategy is making reservations and statements of understanding at the time of 

ratification. More will be said about Canada's reservations and statement of understanding 

later. 

For now, to summarize, Canada played three major roles in the creation of the 

Convention: Canada (a) contributed ideas from a Canadian perspective; (b) provided a legal- 

technical team and (c) was able to convince other nations to sign or ratify the Convention. A 

definite statement cannot be made about the role of Canadian NGOs, as specific investigations 

were not conducted in that area. 

Two interviewees, however, had problems with the legal/technical role of Canada. For 

one interviewee, this role makes Canada see the Convention as a legal document and 

therefore as something which lawyers have to do deal with in order to get right. Even though 



the dmument is couched in legal terms and fits into the context of lntcrnrtriotiili Iiuntt~n Rights 

jurisprudence, there must be the recognition that the Convention is not a legal but a social 

document. As she puts it, " the convention is talking of thc way society treats its ctiilciren, the 

most dependent and vulnerable members of society. This is a social issue and has little to cto 

with legal structure because the laws in place have resulted in horrendous problms with child 

abuse as can be seen in countries with very good legal systems". To her, even though Canada 

was a key player in the drafting process, it was done on the basis of an abstract it~ternntionul 

exercise which was not going to have any impact on Canada. To this end, she saw Ci~nada '~  

role as not based so much on the importance of the Cartvention itself, as on the self-in~agc 

portrayed. For exaniple, she sees the External Affairs Departrne~t as portraying itself as i\ 

major player in the external legal field, as shown in the significant role Canada has played i n  

the drafting of all other major international Conventions. 

It should be noted, however, that law has become one of the most import;mt taols for the 

expression of social policy in contemporary times. Hence, it  is not necessarily wrong to 

express the convention in legal terms. Besides, as seen earlier in the distinction between a 

convention and declaration, Conventions are more binding on State Parties, especially thosc 

which have legal systems which allow international conventions to becotne part of clornestic 

law, than other forms of agreements. However, this interviewee may have a point: rhc 

emphasis should be on children more than the legal technicalities involved, Too much 

emphasis on legal technicalities can create a "big brotherlsister" attitude which can hinder 

implementation. This will be discussed under the implementation section of this work. 



CANADIAN RATIFICATION: THE PROCESS 

The purpose of this section of the analysis is to see the nature of Canada's immediate 

response to the finished product. Having played such a significant role in the drafting process, 

one would have thought that the ratification would be a foregone conclusion. This was not 

the case. Canada ratified the Convention on December 13, 1991, two years after its adoption 

by the UN. It may be obvious that a ratification process in a federal state would take much 

longer than in a unitary state but for the purposes of this research, it was important to identify 

and explore all the factors which influenced the ratification process. Indeed, while the federal 

political structure of Canada was identified as important in the responses from interviewees, 

other reasons also came up. It is important to note that a long-term goal of this research is to 

compare the Canadian situation with that in developing countries which were not highly 

represented at the drafting stage but who were among the first to sign and ratify the 

Convention. Since the motivation for ratifying the Convention so quickly in the developing 

countries will be investigated, it just seems right to do the same in the case of Canada. Why 

did Canada take, relatively, so long in ratifying the Convention? 

Here are some responses from the interviewees: "The Convention is a serious document, 

whose demands a State Party has to live up to, hence, there is no need to rush in ratifying it," 

said one interviewee. Another reflected, " [i]t is good it took Canada so long to ratify the 

Convention. Canada takes ratification seriously. It doesn't want to ratify and not implement 

it ..." A government official expressed it this way: 

... the convention is not meant to be a policy paper for today. On the one hand, it 
is a prescriptive for specific actions, on the other, it is a statement of endless 
interest especially in those areas of social policy. So the issue is not whether we 
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are the first or last to ratify it. The most important issue here is to take time to put 
in place institutions for implementation. It is not a race for signature! 
According to one government official, it was this desire to ensure that everything was in 

place for implementation before ratification, which accounts for Canada's reservation to 

Article 37 (c), which demands that "every child deprived of liberty shall be separated from 

adults". He exp!ained: 

... although it is the policy cf the government of Canada to achieve the situation 
where juveniles will not be detained in the same facilities or in the same cells as 
adults, at this point, there are some parts of Canada, possibly in the far North, 
where there are not separate facilities. ... and one of the basic principles that 
Canada uses in the signing of any international Convention is that before we sign 
it, we wish to make sure that the law and the practice correspond to the 
obligations that we are taking on. So we will not accept just to say we will keep 
detained juveniles separately from adults if we can't do it ... We could not. We 
couldn't do it. We do not have separate facilities everywhere. We do in all major 
cities and stuff like that, but then in some small northern communities, it mustn't 
come as a surprise to you, that there are not separate facilities. ... Now, we are 
working towards it, and when we have reached that point, then we will be in a 
position to remove that reservation. 

One other government official agreed with this view: 

... there has long been the usage that Canada only ratifies a Convention when we 
are sure that we are already essentially in compliance, even before we sign it. 
Essentially in coxnpliance means we realize a few things need to be changed ... 
and there's reasoaable assurance that any changes that need to be made could be 
made within a reasonable time and there's agreement these changes would be 
made, then we go ahead and do [ratify] it [the Convention]. 

The second major reason offered by respondents, and tne most popular on this issue of 

the length of t;me it took Canada to ratify the Convention, was the federal nature of the 

country and the consequent demand to consult the provinces and territories. As well, with this 

particular Convention, came also the need to have consultations with NGOs and native 

groups. As one official put it: 



[Wje are often always slow to ratify, although we are very quick to sign ... and 
that simply reflects the fact that we are a federa! state and not a unitary state. In 
order to be in a position to ratify a Convention ... we, as a matter of policy, want 
to make sure all the laws of Canada in effect, correspond to all the international 
obligations we are taking on. And so before we can do that we have to discuss, 
particularly with a convention like this one where a great deal of implementation 
will be the responsibility of the provinces, we have to discuss with each province 
how these new obligations are going to affect their laws and to come to some 
agreement about the modifications of their laws and, in some cases, agree to make 
a reservation. If a province refuses, we have to make a reservation not to be in 
breach of our obligations ... and the process of getting 10 p-minces and 2 
territories, all lined up, takes quite a whiie. 2 years is not at all a long time. On 
the American Convention on Human Rights, we have been negotiating with the 
provinces for almost the last 5 years and we are not finished". 

Another official could not agree more: 

[Tlhat kind of duration is quite fairly normal, in fact, for ratifying an international 
humail rights instrument, and it's due to the federal set-up. Usually, when the 
federal government has pretty much decided that they can support a convention, 
that they can join it, on the federal side, there's not a whole lot left to do. In terms 
of analysis, they already have the answers. The next step is to consult every 
single one of the provinces ... there's z federallprovincial agreement, which 
includes the territories, all provinces must be consulted on the ratification of any 
international human rights instrument. There's a subtle nuance here. Provinces 
do not ratify conventions ... it's not that the federal government has to ask for the 
provinces' permission or approval. The way the constitution is set up, the federal 
goveniment may sign any international inst~~ment it wants without any reference 
lo the provincec, theoretically. The only thing is that it would not make any sense 
especially with regard to human rights because most of human rights legislation 
actually falls under provincial jurisdiction. So if you sign a treaty thai you cannot 
enforce, you loak rather stupid. So the first thing is to go and ensure that all the 
provinces are satisfied. And so, of course, 10 provinces, 2 territories, it takes a lot 
of time. Two years is not unusual. Also, the provinces have different levels of 
resources. For some, the convention is a higher pnority than others and so on. So 
for some provinces, it may take a week, others two, and some may sit on it for a 
year and a half before they become really satisfied to approve it. And with this 
one, L have to say there was a particular resistance. One province was not at all 
ready to ratify it right away. You may have come across it, that was the case of 
Alberta. 

Some respondents, however, saw the whole issue of Canada's participation in the creation 

and ratification of the Convention in a completely different light, and this introduces a third 



factor into the issue. According to them, it was mure because of Canada's intape. nbro~id 

than anything else. "It's a public relations exercise, the presentation of self as thc nice guys" 

said an official of a specialized agency. Only 2 out sf !4 interviewecs mentioned this tilctor, 

and even of that, the second respondent added this comment, "[f]rom m y  point of vicw, who 

cares if the motive is a little egotistical, if the effect is that governments will incrcasc human 

rights just so that they can shine internationally?" 

This issue of "image abroad" will be discussed later when the issue of "big sisterlbrothcr" 

comes up again. 

Discussion: 

The most popular reason offered for the timing of Canada's ratification, was thc t'cctcral 

political structure of the country and the need to consult all provinceslterritorics, We have 

already seen McKenzie and Holmes' (1990:1-2) reference to the practice of' 

federal/provincial/territorial consultations before the ratification of international , particular1 y 

human rights, treaties. Others, such as Holmes (1990) and Fairwearher j 1990) concur with 

this. The second reason offered was that Canada signs treaties only after first seeing to i t  that 

its domestic laws and practices conform to the particular treaty. 'This has some implications 

which may not augur well for proper implementation. It implies that at the time of ratifying a 

convention, Canada is already in compliance and, hence, there is nothing more for Canada to 

do about the Convention in question. Analysis of Canada's First Rcport to thc UN 

Committee on the Rights of the Child gives a good example of the results of such an 



assumption and its consequent dangers. This will be discussed under the section, 

"Implementation", in this chapter. 

Compared to similar international documents, the CRC was ratified in a record time of 

two years. According to Gordon Fairweather (1990:15), it took Canada 10 years to give 

formal recognition to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 17 years to ratify the 

Refugee Convention. As one interviewee pointed out, in the five years since Canada joined 

the Organization of American States (OAS), it has not yet ratified the Inter-American 

Convention on Human Rights. Hence, that it took only two years for the CRC to be ratified, 

makes it seem like it was given a special treatment among similar documents. 

Government officials L. ii:., however, quick to point out that this does not mean the CRC 

received any special treatment. As one pointed out, " it is not because we do not attach 

importance to other documents, it because there are some great differences between provinces 

and difficulties because of the text itself [referring to the OAS Convention on Human 

Rights]. Another official saw the apparent special treatment given to the CRC as due to the 

nature of the Convention itself. According to him, while it is true that more efforts were made 

to publicize the CRC than other similar treaties, the unusual decision to encourage the 

involvement of NGOs worked for the good of the CRC. "The world was just ready to receive 

such a convention", he concluded. Most interviewees agreed that the nature of the drafting 

process - the involvement of so many non-traditional participants - led to great differences 

between the CRC and other similar treaties. Others think it is because, on the whole, Canada 

takes the UN more seriously than most other nations, and is a good promoter of UN 

Conventions. In any case, considering the lead role Canada played in promoting the CRC, 



particularly through the World Summit, it  would have been morally wrong for Canada to have 

waited my longer before ratifying it, 

However, all was not rosy with the Canadian ratification process. The issue of Albertrl's 

refusal to give its assent to the Convention seemed to be a sore spot. The Albem case was 

important to this research for 2 reasons. First, it gives a more accurate picture of thc 

Convention experience in Canada. Secondly, it is of interest to see how the rest of Canada 

and the rest of the developed world reacts to Alberta's claims for not giving its blessings to 

the Convention. This is because some of Alberta's claims, such as the Convention being 

"anti-family", seem to be similar to those of critics which see the Conventions as anti-Third 

World cultural values. 

As seen earlier, even though it is the federal government and not the provinces which has 

the responsibility of ratifying international treaties, by virtue of established practice in 

Canada, the federal government has to first consult the provinces before it  ratifies any 

international human rights treaty15. It is normally expected that the provinces will respond, 

either to agree or disagree, with proposals of the federal government to ratify international 

agreements. Alberta, however, did neither of the two. Why? 

There was a unanimous agreement among interview survey respondents on this issue as 

shown in some of the following comments. "The powers that be think children's rights arc: 

covered by the Charter of Rights and that the convention was written for developing countries 

and not for them". Another responded: "..,there were very powerful lobbies which influcnccd 

35 This is the principle of "cooperative federalism". See Barbara McKenzie and John Holmes Reference 
Document on the Convention on the Rights of the Child 1990: 1 -2..; and John Holmcs ". ...... ..." in On the Highf 
Side 1990 
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the provincial government not to sign it. These groups believed families, parental rights, were 

not. well catered for by the Convention. They think children's rights have been overdriven by 

the convention. Parents want the right to discipline their children". Another interviewee 

responded: " ... very powerful lobby groups chose not to sign it". 

In a similar vein, a government official put it this way: 

that was for a kind of political reason. At the time there was a very strong lobby 
that had perceived the children's rights convention as somehow opposed to 
parent's rights so somehow compromising parental rights. And it became a very 
sticky political question out there. The result was that after the usual political 
consultations had taken place, all provinces and territories except Alberta, sent a 
letter through the Corporate Minister to the federal government saying they had 
no problem [with the convention]. Alberta did not send one, nor did it send any 
objections ... it didn't act. It was not quite clear whether Alberta might have 
eventually agreed or not, but the clock was ticking and nothing was moving and 
even we knew there was no positive objection. They were just reluctant to say we 
agree ... Finally, the federal government made the decision to go ahead anyway, 
without Alberta. 

A feature article in the August 8, 1994 issue of the Alberta Report, by Celeste McGovern, 

substantiates most of the assertions of our interviewees. The only difference was where the 

interviewees stayed away from being specific, such as mentioning names, the Alberta Report 

was detailed and specific. The first concern of the article was the perceived state control of 

the family, what McGovern referred to as "Nanny Statism". "A powerful new federal 

bureaucracy wants to intervene in every aspect of family life, and few Canadians have ever 

heard of it. The Children's Bureau, with its Brighter Futures initiative, promises scores of 

"free" services from parenting skills courses to round-the-clock day care". So opened the 

article. McGovern continued: 

the Children's Bureau ... is full of social engineers who want to ensure Canadian 
parents raise their children according to state-approved guidelines. And they 
[critics] believe these do-gooders are using the UN Convention on the Rights of 
the Child to advance a radical agenda that would outlaw spanking, reduce parental 
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authority over children and give the government even greater control over home 
life" (p.26). 
REAL Women, Focus on the Family Canada, and the Alberta Federation of Wornen 

United for Families (AFWUF) were cited as the grassroots pro-family groups who 

championed the idea that the treaty ignores the rights of parents. Specific articles of the 

Convention particularly worrisome to these advocates include: 

Article 13 for instance spells out the child's 'right to seek, receive and impart 
information of all kinds ... in the form of art or through any other media of the 
child's choice.' Technically, says Kari Simpson of the Citizens Research Institute 
(CRI) a Vancouver-based watchdog in support of families, 'that means parents 
can't turn off the television.' It also means parents may be unable to determine 
what their children are taught in public schools (p.26). 

Article 20, which directs states to remove children from their homes for their own "best 

interests", when "necessary", also presented difficulties. Gwen Landolt, national vice- 

president of REAL Women was quoted as saying, "[Tlhe job of defining those terms is left in  

the hands of the arbitrary state." As v;;tll, Article 24 on family planning education and 

services is seen as legitimizing the provision of birth control and abortion counseling to all 

children under 18, with or without parental consent. 

McGovern labels supporters of the convention as "statists, socialists, and even 

pedophiles" (p.26). Thus the Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children (CCRC) is 

labeled as "an umbrella group of about 50 largely left-wing organizations" (p.28). I t  even 

went as far as imputing self-seeking motives to the then Prime Minister Mulroney, who was 

said to be "in such haste [to ratify the convention] because he was being considered for the job 

of UN secretary-general at the time and had just pushed through the unpopular GST". 

According to the article, Mulroney "wanted to look like a true leader in New York and a 



compassionate one at home" (p.27). The CCRC was seen as the organization pushing for the 

aboli ticm of spanking: 

One of the CCRC's first endeavors was its own lobbying effort to abolish parents' 
right to spank their children. In January, the Children's Bureau gave $40,000 to 
the CCRC to "review" section 43 of the Criminal Code, which allows parents and 
teachers to use "reasonable" force to correct children. Anti-spanking lobbyists, 
such as the CCRC, argue the section contradicts Article 19 of the UN Convention 
that states ratifying countries must "take all appropriate legislative measures to 
protect the child from al! forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse" 
(p.28). 

Obviously, some of the claims, such as pedophile organizations promoting the UNCRC, 

and labels, such as "socialists" for such organizations as the CCRC, sound outrageous. 

However - family rights, spanking, state control of the family - are issues which could be 

inferred from the Convention. Interviewees agree that such fears about the Convention are 

not unique to Albertans and that many Canadians share these. Third World societies place 

considerable emphasis on group or family values, and the strict discipline of children, 

including spanking. Also the state has little to do with and for children. How would such 

societies react to the Convention? 

On the idea that the Convention is for developing countries, McGovern said: 

[mlost of the 54 articles in the children's convention are unexceptional. They 
were drafted for children suffering homelessness, starvation, poor education and 
state abuse in the Third World. Taken out of that context though, and applied to 
children in countries such as Canada, the document's ambiguous phrasing raises 
some red flags (p.26). 

But is the Convention just for developing countries? The latter question was explored in 

the course of the interviews. The overwhelming view of respondents was an emphatic no, 

though a few seemed to support this assertion. 



.?n interviewee said "[tlhe convention is intended for industrialized countries as well. So 

much needs to be done for children in Caxada too so f cannot agree with this statement..." A 

government official who played a role in the drafting process said. "I don't like the position. 

It assumes all is well with developed countries. We thought of it from a Canadian 

perspective, we never thought we were doing it for another country. There was no conspiracy 

against the Third World". Another respondent put it this way: 

... it's part of the assumption that we do not need it because we are doing it 
already. I agree that was the view of most developed countries ... but 20% of 
Canadian children live in poverty, what about Aboriginal children, suicides ... so 
we cannot pretend the convention does not apply to us". 

The next interviewee agreed: "... we still have a long way to go, child abuse, child 

poverty ... that's a jaded view of what the Convention is all about. It is a very jaded view of 

what this Convention is all about". 

Yet still another respondent said: 

I don't agree with that ... Such a view creates problems. The Progress of the 
-World Report shows some developing countries have better records than 
developed ones. That's a complete fallacy. The convention doesn't just focus on 
child survival but survival, development, protection and so on. Even in Canada, 
the survival rate has dropped. The Convention is for children of all countries. In 
the US children could still be put to death under the legal system ... but even in 
developing countries we are not just talking of child survival but also 
development, protection and so on. So we have the same issues in both worlds, so 
the convention equally applies to both worlds. 

An NGO official responded thus: 

We are not thinking of how the Convention is applied in India. ... India has to 
look at what they can do with the convention and the standards that they can rise 
to with these same rules. So many people have the attitude, you know, we are one 
of the wedthiest countries in the world, we don't have to worry about that and the 
thing is we do. The reason we do is we are not talking about do we do the very 
minimum for children, what the UN Convention, to me, means is we have to have 
children as one of our highest priorities in whatever system we have. So it applies 
to every country of the world. So you look at the system of social welfare in B.C. 
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and look how that impacts on children and then ask, is this good enough? ... We 
are not meeting the standards of the Convention so long as children are being 
abused and killed by their parents. 

So there was high consensus among interviewees (12 our of 14) that the Convention 

equally applies to children all over the world. The problems may differ from country to 

country, but children in each part of the world have their own share. The crux, as pointed out 

by this NGO official, is for State Parties to have children as one of their highest priorities in 

whichever system they find themselves in. 

Two interviewees, however, seem to differ from the others. One official stated: 

i think it is a general principte that international human rights conventions are not 
primarily designed ... let me put it this way, the Ten Commandments weren't 
designed for saints, they were designed to help sinners. So that an international 
human rights convention, as its prime use is not for countries in which human 
rights are essentially respected. It's for countries in which they are not. 

Yet, this respondent was quick to add: 

I guess I have to say that the m;in driving force for the convention in Canada is 
essentially internal and domestic. It's not an issue of international image except, 
maybe, we kind of go round it by way of saying that Canada has always sort of 
defined itself as a leader in terms of respect for rights internationally. But that is 
almost part of the pressure we put on ourselves that if we want to promote rights 
internationally, we better get our house in order. This follows almost a different 
rhythm from what the case may be in another country where there may not be 
internal pressure for rights at all or it's very little. However, the country feels that 
i t  wants to join this, it wants to present itself well in the UN so it should be 
deciding on this convention on rights, otherwise, public opinion will not look at 
them very favorably. So they sign the convention ... Canada tends to go the other 
way round. 

The other respondent, who agreed with the assertion that the convention is only for Third 

World countries, added: 

... we have to consider what the UN is. Even though a universal document [the 
CRC], for most part, was written by international representatives, but mainly by 
North American bureaucrats, with minimal input from developing countries. So 
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universality is expressed in quite ethnocentric terms. Cross-culturally, this 
focuses more on individual rights ... what about the whole notion of 
responsibility and collective rights? Though the convention talks of parental 
rights, it is more of a list of individual rights, written from an indiviciualistic 
perspective. 

What conclusiohs can we draw from all this? The consensus among respondents i s  that 

the Convention equally applies to industrialized countries because it could help in  tackling the 

problems faced by children in developed countries as well. Even of the two interviewecs who 

think otherwise, a close look at their responses tell that they are only being critical of  thc 

processes involved and not the idea of the Convention. One believes the ratification ot' the 

Convention can have the unintended consequence of putting pressure on Canada to implcrnent 

it. This is something he considers good for children in this country. Thc argument of thc 

other respondent that the Convention was written by Western burea~~crats and does not reflect 

Third Word views could be interpreted that the Convention rather applies to the industrialized 

countries which created it. Consequently, her response is an affirmation that the Convention 

applies beyond the developing countries. In effect, all respondents agree the CRC cqirally 

applies to the industrialized countries, if not limited to them. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The purpose of this section of the study was to find out what concrete Icgislative, 

administrative and social policy measures have been taken as a result of Canada's ratification 

of the convention. Obviously, ratifying a convention implies that a state party agrees to abide 

by its demands and obligations. One could get such information from government as well ax 
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NGO documents and other publications. Some of this type of information was gathered in 

this research and the results are also presented below. However, interviews were also 

conducted on this issue in order to get a feel of people's views about what the governments of 

Canada were doing about the Convention. 

Interviewees mentioned several measures as resulting directly or indirectly from 

Canada's ratification of this convention. One respondent said, "I can't think of any new laws 

passed as a result of the convention but that doesn't mean there's not been some." Another 

official looked at it this way: 

[wlell, ... it shouldn't be surprising that you don't see any radical changes coming 
out of this [convention] because it's one of our own rules that we don't sign any 
convention until we are pretty sure everything is in place for compliance. ... we 
are relatively at the forefront of human rights development ... so that shouldn't be 
surprising. So in terms of changes, I wouldn't expect radical changes there. 

... what you are looking for is some evidence that a country is doing the 
best it can with the resources it has on hand and is at least trying to go forward 
and not backwards in terms of social rights and economic rights and so on. ... but 
the thing is that i t  is very hard to measure, it's not something you can easily 
measure in terms of law and in a sense, something like the rights of the child has 
multiple aspects to it. There is the strictly legal aspect which in Canada we have 
largely covered already. We wouldn't have signed it if it were not so. ... 

Then you get into the whole aspect, which is all in the rights of the child, 
of what are basically economic and social and cultural rights of children. ... well, 
that can have an influence in Canada of being an instrument in providing another 
incentive to trying to keep better or at least not to lag back. 

On specific laws that have been passed as a result of the convention, this same official 

said: 

[yles, ... Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan, and I believe Alberta as well, still had some 
laws in the books that did make some legal discrimination between legitimate and 
illegitimate children and those were modified to get rid of the discrimination 
between the two categories of children. That was one of the direct results of the 
Convention. ... So there's, I suppose, 2 or 3 instances in mind, which seem fairly 
minor, overall ... 
One respondent feels nothing has been done at all about the Convention in Canada: 



The convention is not being applied anywhere, in B.C.. a bit, but on the whole, 
there is no application of the Convention in Canada .,. In regard to hroaci 
government policy and social policy. Canadian politicians are not a w m  of thc 
convention. Think of all the restructuring that is going on. All the restructuring 
in a11 the provinces have not taken account of children. They arc done without 
any principles of adjustment with a human face ... The only jurisdiction in 
Canada which really understood the convention was Alberta. That's why they 
refused to give their consent to it because the convention clearly unclurstood, 
would change the way a lot of things are done. The convention is a tool for social 
change! 

An official, talking more of the British Columbia situation than the rest of the country 

said: 

We cannot taik of Jew legislation passed specifically in rcsponse to thc 
Convention, b2t we can say consideration has been given to the Convention in the 
passing of new laws. For example, the [B.C.] Report, iLiakirlg Chcmgec: A P l ~ o  
to Start, which led to a white paper and later the 'Family and Advocacy Law' 
gave a lot of consideration to the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Thc law 
may not be the exact words as the Convention, but in keeping to the Convention's 
requirements that children have a right to be heard gave a lot of weight to that 
right. Amendments to the Infant's Act, which allows an emancipated minor to 
give hisker consent before medical treatment are in keeping to the convention. 

The Child Advocate for the City of Victoria is very plugged into thc 
Convention. The Child Advocate in Vancouver is well trained in the Convention 
and uses it as tool in his work. The Society of Youth and Children has been given 
money by the Law Foundation to review all B.C. legislation to see if they are in 
keeping with the Convention. I think a lot of B.C. legislation had those rights in 
them prior to the Convention but nobody even took time to study to ensure 
compliance. The Coalition [CCRC] and others have lobbied using the 
convention, for amendments of those sections of the Criminal Code which has to 
do with the discipline of children by parents. If the Criminal Code is amended on 
the issue of corporal punishment, this will be a direct result of the coilvention. 
Bill 46, the Child, Youth and Family Advocacy Act were all worked up bascd on 
lots of consideration to the Convention. 

The summary of respondents' views is that whereas most government officials feel the 

Convention was ratified because everything is already in place, other respondents think 

otherwise. The latter, though they acknowledge that bits and pieces have been done herc and 

there, still think that so much more needs to be done. Attention will now be focused on 



documents and other published material on this same issue of Canada's implementation of the 

Convention. 

Canada's First Report to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child: 

C~isrently, one cannot find a more comprehensive, single account, of what Canada has so 

far done about the Convention than the report, Convention on the Rights of the Child: First 

Report of ~unudu". It was prepared jointly by the Department of Justice (responsible for its 

legislative aspects) and the Children's Bureau, now known as the Childhood and Youth 

Division (CYD) of Health Canada, which is responsible, at the federal level, for broader 

issues relating to children in Canada. Overall coordination was by the Human Rights 

Directorate of the Department of Canadian Heritage, which has the overal! responsibility for 

human rights in Canada and dissemination of information regarding the UNCRC". The 

Report gives a detailed account of federal, provincial and territorial measures which conform 

to the Convention and also specific measures taken to implement the convention. The Report 

was prepared according to the demands of the guidelines prepared by the UN Committee on 

the Rights of the childZX 

'" Government of Canada, Convention on the Rights of the Child: First Report of Canada, Department of 
Canadian Heritage, May 1994. 

17 Human Rights Directorate, Department of Canadian Heritage Background on Canada's First Report on the 
Impletnentation ofthe United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, May 1994 
Ill UN Committee on the Rights of the Child General Guidelines Regarding the Form and Content of the Initial 
Reports to be srrbmitted by Stares Parties under Article 44, Paragraph I (a), of the Convention CRC/C/5 30 
October, 19Bi 



Since a general approach was adopted for this research, the discussion of this First Report 

follows in the general picture which emerges from all the eight sections of the Report. C)nc 

striking thing about the Report is that most of the measures reported are ones which were 

already in place before the UN adopted the Convention, apart frorr the creation of the 

Children's Bureau, which some will even argue was a result of the World Summit For 

Children3', and a few legislative changes. 

The major measures cited as Canada's implementation of the Convention were: the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 1982; Canadian Human Rights Act, 197 ...; Young 

Offenders Act, 1985; Criminal Code; Food and Drugs Act, 1953; Narcotic Control Act; 

Canada Assistance Plan, 1966; Canada Labor Code; Canada Election Act; Canada Evicicncc 

Act; Canada Pension Plan; Divorce Act; Income Tax Act; Immigration Act; Citizenship Act; 

Access to Information Act; Broadcasting Act; Privacy Act; Hazardous Products Act; and, 

Motor Vehicle Safety Act. There is no doubt that all of these Acts, or at fcast sections of 

some of them, support some of the provisions of the Convention. Also, a few of thc 

measures, such as Access to the Information Act, have been amended to confhrm to thc 

Convention. However, all the Acts were passed, in some cases, long before the UNCRC came 

into being. If there was anything new in the Report, it was the Brighter Futurt .~ PI (~I '" '  and 

Child Development Initiative (CDI) ". 

39 The relationship between the Declaration of the World Summit and the UNCRC has been discussed elsewhcrc 
in this thesis. 
40 Government of Canada Brighter Futures: Canada's action plan for children Way 1992 

41 Government of Canada The Child ~evehpment  Iniriative of Brighter Futures May 1992 
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The major document which resulted from the World Summit for Children held at the 

United N~tions, New York, on September 30, 1990 was the World Declaration on the 

Survivul, Protection and Development of Children und Plan of ~ c t i o n ~ ' .  The Brighter I; utures 

is the Canadian Action Plan for children in response to the World Summit Declaration. As 

former Prime Minister, Brian Muironey, who served as co-host to the Summit described it, 

"[ijt defines our [Canada's] priorities and charts our course ..."'3. The Brighter Futures 

addresses the ten issues for chiidren outlined by the Summit Declzration; (i) children's rights; 

( i i )  health; (iii) growth and development; (iv) the status of women and girls in society; (v) the 

role of the family; (vi) the plight of childre2 in difficult circumstances; (vii) education; (viii) 

the environment; (ix) protecting children in conflict zones; and, (x) reducing world poverty. 

The Action Plan includes over 30 different steps and programs, which spans several 

government departments, addressing these issues. The Children's Bureau was created in 

February 1991 to coordinate these programs. In this regard the Bureau. consults with other 

levels of government and NGOs and provides infofination on federal activities to the public 

and interested groups. Since Canada ratified the UNCRC, the Bureau has become the major 

agency coordinating the domestic aspects of its implementationu. 

The CDI is a follow-up to the Brighter Futures Plan. Like the Brighter Futures plan, it 

was also announced in May 1992 and is a "five year, $500 million series of programs [which] 

" United Nations World Declaration on the Survival, Protection and Development uf Children and Pland of 
hi-tiorrfl).~ Impletrrenting the World Declaration on the Stcrvival, Protection and Development of Children in the 
1990s. World Summit for Children, UN, New York, 30 September, 1990 

J I Brian Mulroney in the Foreword to the Brighter Futures Progranl, 1992, p.iii 
U Brighter Frrtttres Prog, am, 1992, p.45; Convention on the Rights of the Child: First Report of Canada, 1994, 
p.3. 
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addresses conditions of risk that threaten the health and well-being of children, csp~cii\lly 

children 0 to 6 years of age"". Its areas of emphasis are Prevention, Protection, Prornotitm 

and Community Action. The purpose then is to combat conditions such ac povsrtv, poor 

health, unhealthy living conditions, neglect and abuse, which threaten the ability of over one 

million children in Canada to develop into healthy and productive adults. 

There is no doubt that these two plans are comprehensive and involve arm invcstment of' 

billions of dollars in both Canadian children and others worldwide. However, some oC the 

programs such as the Child Tax Benefit only put together as one, already existing programs. 

Besides, at the time of the First Report, both the Brighter Futures Program and the Child 

Development Initiative were still just plans on paper. On balance, Canada? First Report o n  

the Convention had more to say about pre-Convention legislation, programs and policics than 

measures taken specifically towards implementing the Convention. 

One government official was quick to point out that the nature of thc Canadian Report 

was only due to its attempts to conform to the Guidelines set by the UN. Thcrc is no d~)ubl 

about that because, as stated earlier, the Canadian Report conforms to the Guicielines. 'I'l-tc 

First Report is to establish a "baseline", with subsequent reports giving account of only 111c 

new measures adopted since the last report. However, it is also important to note that ihc 

Guidelines did not require any State Party to preclude from its First Report any measures 

taken specifically in response to the Convention. Consequently. it can only be concluded that 

as at the time of preparing the First Report, not much had been done regartling the 

implementation of the Convention. Indeed others have made similar observations. In  its 

JS The Child Development Initiative of Brighter Futures, 1992, p.5 
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Response tc the First Canadian Report, the Canadian Coalition for the Rights of the Child 

(CCRC), for example, stated that it: 

is difficult to determine from Canada's report to the UN the impact that 
ratification of the Conventior, has had on new directions - especially at the 
international level. Similarly, the provincial reports within the Canada Response 
are basically descriptions of the status quo. ... there appear to be few instances 
(aside from the Child Tax Benefit and Child Development Initiative) in which the 
Collvention actually has inspired or moved governments to take action to enhance 
and promote chi!dren's rights4 

Further, or, Canada's international obligations under the Convention, this same report 

noted: 

[nlcither the Government nor CIDA, its agency for international development, has 
an explicit policy for how it proposes to help children around the world. The 
section of the Brighter F~ttures which dealt with the world's children was not a 
plan; it was simply 3 review of Canadian aid programs already in plzce. ... 
Canada has anilout~ced no new measures at the international level in respect of its 
signature of the  onv vent ion''. 

Basically, Canada's First Report was a restatement of the status quo, raising the question, 

did Canada need the Convention then? This brings us back to the issue of Canada's 

motivation for playing such a leading role in creating this treaty. These questions were 

explored in the course of the interviews. The responses were quite similar to those given 

when questioned about the view that the convention was only meant for developing countries. 

According to one respondent, it was more because of Canada's image abroad than 

anything else: 

It's a public relations exercise, the presentation of self as the nice guys ... 
Canada's role [in the drafting stage] was not based on a conviction of the 

4" Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children UN Convention on the Rights of the Child: The Canadian NGO 
Respims~ September, 1994, p.3 



importance of the Convention itself as the self image - especitllly that which 
External Affairs - has of itself as a major player in the external legal field. It \\rils 
involved in all other major international conventions ... The problem this poses 
for Canada is that the Convention is still seen as a legal document and so 11s 
something which lawyers have to deal with to get right. But its not il legal but a 
social document. The convention is talking of the way society treats its children - 
members of society who are most dependent and vulnerable. This is a social 
issue. It has little to do with legal structure because the laws in place have ccmed 
horrendous problems such as child abuse as can be seen in countries with vcsy 
good legal structures. 

The majority of respondents, however, thought otherwise. One official said: 

I guess I have to say that the main driving force for the convention in Canada is 
essentially internal and domestic. It's not an issue of international image exccpt, 
maybe, we kind of go round it by way of saying that Canada has always sort of 
defined itself as a leader in terms of respect for rights internationally. But that is 
almost part of the pressure we put on ourselves that if  we want to promote rights 
internationally, we better get our house in order. This follows almost a different 
rhythm from what the case may be in another country where there may not be 
internal pressure for rights at all or its very little. However, the country feels that 
it wants to join this, it wants to present itself well in the UN so it should be 
deciding on this convention on rights, otherwise, public opinion will not look at 
them very favorably. So they sign the convention ... Canada tends to go the other 
way round. ... there could be a little bit of that [image abroad], in  it. But from 
my point of view, who cares if the motive is a little egotistical if the effect is that 
governments will increase human rights just so that they can shine internationally 

One respondent said: 

[Slure, Canada needed the Convention. Canada needed something with a specif'ic 
focus on children. Children are marginal, don't have a say ... they are one of the 
most vulnerable groups in society, so we need something specific for them. That 
takes us right to the heart of the convention. 

In one official's view: 

[Jlust because we have legislation does not mean we also have thc service 
delivery system and programs, not to mention :he quality of service. The 
convention is far broader than most of those pieces of legislation. It has to do 
with complete attitudinal shifts, how we view our children, how we bring them 
icto the decision making procesL. The Convention goes far beyond the alrcady 
existing programs. 



Thus, on the issue of whether Canada could do without the Convention, he said: 

[Nlo, I couldn't say that. The convention is just a very useful tool for organizing 
our services and legislation. Canada could have got by without it but beyond 
services and legislation, the convention also allows people to advocate using it as a 
tool ... No, Canada still has a long way to go. 

Several other interviewees expressed similar sentiments. One puts it this way, 

"Canada still needed the Convention so that the best interests of the child could be considered 

more. ... These are standards we strive towards and it is just right to be part of it". Another 

said, "... the Convention has so many positive things. Goals such as participation of children 

give strength and direction for policy making. In my view, the Convention is a frame of 

reference, a leverage for NGOs to move forward. Canada is a long way along, we need to be 

pushing forward". The view of another official was: 

In the world, we are supposed to become more humane ... the convention creates 
a sense of common playing field that everybody has a right to the same thing. It 
is a new level playing field for all ... we may never reach the ideal, but the 
conventign points us toward that direction. 

One conclusion to be drawn from the above responses is that whatever the motivations 

for the lead role in the creation and promotion of the convention, be it egotistical or not, 

respondents, to a large extent, agree that despite all the measures already in place, Canada, 

surely, needed the convention. This was because of what they perceive as the Convention's 

positive features. To them, these features are needed to help deal with the mounting 

children's problems in this country. Even if there is any egotistical motives behind Canada's 

participation, as a couple of respondents believe, the act of ratifying the Convention puts an 

obligation on Canada to implement it to the benefit of its children. 



Discussion: 

On the nature of Canada's First Report discussed above, one has to consider the time 

element. Canada ratified the Convention in December 1991 and was expected to make its 

first report within two years. It seems this is too short a time within which to have 

accomplished anything rnea~ingful. Besides, the Report indicated clearly that it outlined only 

"measures adopted before December 31, 1992" (p.l) ,  that is. only one year after Canada's 

ratification of the Convention. In effect, the Report was just an account of the very first year 

after Canada's ratification, when its plans of implementation were still on paper. 
F 

An equally plausible explanation for the First Report being more of a collection of pre- 

convention measures, however, could also lie in the explanation offered by respondents as to 

why it took Canada two years to ratify the Convention in spite, of its leading role in the 

document's creation. As we saw earlier, apart from the federal-political nature of the country 

mentioned by respondents, there was also the practice whereby Canada ratifies Conventions 

only if it is sure that sufficient measures are already in place which conform to thc terms of 

the convention in question. The danger invoived in this type of attitude, however, is that once 

Canada ratifies a Convention, it assumes that it already meets its terms and so nothing is done 

again about implementation. After all, Canada would not have ratified any Convention if  it 

did not see itself as already having met its obligations under the particular convention. 

This danger was also pointed out by a member of the UN Committee on the Rights of the 

Child, Mr. Hammarberg, when the Committee considered Canada's First Report. His 

comment was made within the context of Article 4 of the Convention, which obliged State 



Parties to undertake "all appropriate legislative, administrative, and other measures" to 

irnpiement the Convention and Article 44, according to which the Committee might request 

"further information relevant to the irxplernentation of the Convention". He agreed that the 

Committee needed to keep in mind the overall situation in Canada with regard to children's 

rights, rather than focusing too narrowly on the mechanisms which existed to protect them 

and also noted the widespread support of human rights in Canada. Nevertheless, Mr. 

Hammarberg added: 

the Committee wished for assurance that the fundamental principles of the 
Convention, notably the primacy of children's interests, would always be at the 
center of decision-making. Even in Canada the idea of the rights of the child was 
relatively new and to assume automatically that the principles of the Convention 
had already been implemented under Canadian law posed certain dangers4' 

Even though Mr. Hammarberg did not mention the specific dangers, one of such 

dangers, in my opinion, is complacency regarding the implementation of international 

conventions, "we already have it in place, the convention is not for us, it is for the other 

people". Such an attitude would engender the effective implementation of a convention at 

home. This issue came up during examination of Bill C-37, an Act to amend the Young 

Offenders Act and the Criminal Code, vis a vis the UNCRC by the Standing Senate 

Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs when officials of the Human Rights Law 

Section of the Justice Department were questioned49. When questioned by Senator Doyle on 

whether there have been court actions taken in Canada by individuals who felt that the 

W UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Summar), Record of the 214th Meeting Held at the Palais des 
Notions, Geneva, on Wednesday, 24 May 1995, at 10 a.m. CRC/C/SR.214, 30 May  1995, pp. 12-13, 
paragraphs 50-58.1 
49 Scnatc of Canada: Eramination of Bill C-37, An Act to amend the Young Offenders Act and the Criminal Code 
Eighth Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Issue No. 30, 
Thursday, May 4, 1995 
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rights guaranteed to them by UNCRC had not been observed, Mr. John Scratch, Senior 

General Counsel, Justice Department, first gave the obvious answer to the ei'fuct that 

internationa! laws are not self-executing in Canada and that there was need to enact ciornestic 

laws in order to implement such treaties. He added: 

[N]ormally, however, we do not do that with one act; we nonnally do not come in 
with an act to implement the Convention of the Rights of the Child because, in the 
first place, with respect to most human rights conventions, muny of die rights ciru 
already in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Theref~re, you must 
really start off with the Charter as a base, because many of' these rights trr-r 
already enshrined therew5" (emphasis added). 

Mr. Scratch's response points to this Canadian attitude to international conventions, 

which Senator Doyle aptly summed up in his next question: 

Wlhat I am coming to here is ... the fact that, in truth, the UN convention has 
been seen to have its greatest effect in undeveloped or slowly developing 
countries rather than in our own. Not that it is not a useful guide and grade on 
what we might or might not do, but it principally exists for other countries - or at 
least that has been part of the Canadian attitude. I do not want to take your 
description too far, but I would suggest to you that there is a sort (f "big sister" 
or "big brother" attitude towards UN conventions in this and in a number of 
other areas where we think that we will be delivering more than we receive by 
way of example. Is that not correct?'' (Emphasis added). 

Even though Mr. Scratch did directly say yes in reply, his answer indicates that, at least, 

that used to be the case. According to Mr. Scratch, there has been a change of attitude over 

the last few years. The focus of the continuing committee of officials responsible for human 

54 ibid, p. 17 

51 ibid, p.17 



rights has now changed to considerations of follow-up from the UN and implementation. Mr. 

Scratch continued: 

[WJe are learning a great deal, and it is sometimes a very steep curve. I think the 
rest of the government is learning, too, that you ignore some of these UN treaties 
at your peril. In my opinion, things will continue to change in the next few years, 
and these UN treaties will have a big influence on the development of Canadian 
legislations2 

Such a confession from a senior officer of the Justice Department, seem to confirm what 

a couple of our interviewees have said earlier about the motivation of Canada in being part of 

the UNCRC - the self image abroad, to be seen as the champions and leaders of human rights, 

writing for others to do. The good news about Mr. Scratch's statements, however, is the 

mention of a gradual change in attitude by Canadian authorities towards international 

conventions. This new attitude could also be summed up in Senator Doyle's words, "...let us 

call it a learning attitude rather than a missionary attitude, has permeated the justice 

department, and now we feel we are learning from conventions rather than being the oracle 

? h t  writes them; that this is something we can rely on ..."" (emphasis added). 

The reasons offered for this change of attitude, prwide useful insights into some new 

ways of ensuring Canada's future compliance to international treaties. Mr. Scratch offered 

three reasons for this change of attitude. First, UN Committees, who are monitoring 

conventions with increasing frequency, are finding problems with Canada. Second, the 

opportunity given to NGOs to present their own views on the implementation of conventions 

to UN monitoring committees m s  the com~ilittees to pose more stringent questions when the 



representatives of Canada appear before them. Third, in the last six or seven years. G;madaqs 

appearance before these UN comrnitiees is receiving publicity in the ~nedia. There is , as 

Scratch put it, " .. a reporter in Geneva who regularly reports on the cornments of thcse 

committees with respect to Canada's legislation, and I think it is a much bigger factor now 

that we are having to consider when we develop legislation and when we develop politics."''' 

The records of the four meetings5' Canada's representatives had with the UN Co~nmittcc, 

when Canada's First Report was considered, clearly testify to the truth in Mr. Scratch's first 

two reasons. The Canadian delegation did not just get away with it. The Canadian Rcport 

was subjected to very close scrutiny, something which is not usually done to Canadian reports 

to the UN and which the Canadian delegation was not expecting. The UN Committee o n  thc 

Rights of the Child also made reference to the report of the Committee on Economic, Soci;ll 

and Cultural Rights, which was said to be unusually critical of ~anada'". Further, the 

Concluding observations of the Committee on the Rights of the Child: ~~irrcrdu'~, indicate that 

the Committee really listened to what the Canadian NGOs, which presented their owr~ 

separate reports, had to say. 

" Senate of Canada: Examination of Bill C-37, An Act to amend thz Young 0ffeeruier.s Act and the Criminul Code 
Eighth Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Issue No. 30, 
Thursay, May 4, 1995, p.18 

55 See UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Ninth Session, "Summary Record 01' the 2 14th - 2 17th 
Meetings Held at Palais des Nations, Geneva", in May 1995, CRClClSR.2 l4,3O May 1995; CRClClSR.2 15, I 
June 1995; CRClClSR.216, 1 June 1995; CRCICISR.217, 1 June 1995 

" The Committee on the Rights of the Child referred to this report when it considered Canada's First Report. 
See UN Committee on the Rights of the Child Summary Record of the 214th Meeting Held ut Pairis des 
Nations, Geneva, on Wednesday, 24 May 1995, at 10 a.m. Ninth Session, CRClClSR.214,30 May 1995, pp. 7- 
8 
n UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Ninth Session, Consideration of Reports submitted by Stares Purties 
under Article 44 of the Convention Concluding observations of the Committee on the Rights ofthe Child: 
Cattada CRC/C/I 5/Add.37,20 June 1995 
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In effect, if the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child will do its job properly without 

Fdvoring any countries, developed or underdeveloped; if NGOs interested in children's issues 

will seize the new opportunity to send accurate reports to the Committee independent of the 

State; and, if' the media will be drawn into giving some publicity to these reports; then we will 

see more :,idie parties complying, more efyectively, with the terms of the UNCRC. However, 

the successful implementation of a convention in any country, also depends on the attitude 

and vigilance of its people. In this regard, the majority of our interviewees do not share the 

"big brotherlsister" or "missionary" attitude. As seen previously, they believe the Convention 

is equally applicable to the situation of Canadian children, and that more should be done about 

implementing the Convention in this country. If that is any reflection of the attitude of the 

Canadian population, ;hen it offers hope for the future of the Convention in Canada. 

To the credit of the Canadian government, it should be noted that since its First Report 

and the UN Committees observations came out, further measures have been taken to make the 

Convention more of a reality for Canadian children. The next chapter discusses some of these 

measures and also the impact the Convention has had on the quality of life of children in 

Canada. 



CHAPTER IV 

r - 7  1 NG CONVENTION AWD THE WELL-BEING OF CANADIAN CHILDREN 

Introduction 

No matter how effective a State Party and NGOs are in ensuring the irnpleruentation of 

the UNCRC, the ultimate measure of how well this was done would be how it impacts on thc 

quality of life of children. This chapter addresses the issue: have thc actions of thc 

governments of Canada (federal and provincial) since the ratification of the Convent ion 

affected the quality of life of children irr this country either positively or negativcly? At thc 

end of the last chapter, it was mentioned that since its First Report and the UN Cornrnittces 

observations came out, further measures have been taken to make the Convention more ol' a 

reality for children in this country. Before tackling the issue of the Convention and the 

quality of life of children in this country, it is appropriate to discuss some of these "new" 

measures. "New", because these measures consist mainly of efforts to p ~ ~ t  life in the alrcady 

existing programs established under the Brighter Futures Plan and Child Developmc~lt 

Initiative (CDI). Very few programs have been announced which are unrelated to the earlier 

program initiatives. 

The Childhood and Youth Division (CYD) was created on July 1, 1995 to replace thc 

Children's Bureau. According to Francois Roberge, Special Assistant to the former Minister 

of Heaith, Diane Marleau, the CYD was: 

created to become a center of expertise, leadership and coordination within the 
federal government and the Department of Health for issues, activities and 
programs concerning children and youth. Its mandate is to monitor and improve 



the broad determinants of health and well-being that influence the state of 
childhood and youth in canadasx. 

The primary categories of programs within the CYD are (i) planning, coordination and 

analysis of the CDI, (ii) Partners for Children Fund, a program administered through NGOs 

for the benefit of international children, (iii) Parent Support Program, (iv) Community Action 

Program for Children, (v) Canada's Prenatal Nutrition Program, (vi) Children's Mental Health 

and Youth, (vii) Aboriginal Head Start, and (viii) Family and Child Health with component 

programs such as Healthy Babies, Breastfeeding Promotion and Childhood Safety. These are 

all programs under either the Brighter Futures plan or the CDI. Consequently, it could be said 

that the creation of the CYD to replace the Children's Bureau was only to give life to these 

programs. 

The few new programs are ones aimed at Aboriginal Chi'ldren. One is the Aboriginal 

Head Start Initiative. This program, launched in Vancouver on May 29, 1995 by Health 

Minister Diane Marleau, is an "early intervention strategy which addresses the needs of young 

Aboriginal children living in urban centres and in large Northern communities"". With a 

focus on local control, the components of the project are culture and language, education, 

health promotion, nutrition, social support programs and parental involvement. Another 

program aimed at Aboriginal children is the First Nations and Inuit Child Care Initiative 

announced at the First Nation's Child Care Forum on January 26, 1995 by Lloyd Axworthy, 

farmer Minister of Human Resources Development, and Ethel Blondin-Andrew, Secretary of 

\X Frnncois Roberge, "Children-Related Programs within Health Promotion and Programs Branch, [Health 
Canada]" in Children and the Hill: The Pearson Report Issue No. 3,  Winter 1996. Most of the information on 
the CYD was gleaned from this article. 

Health Canada, Aboriginal Head Sriirr Initiative, 1995 
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State for Training and Youth. Developed in close consuItations with Native groups. the 

Initiative aims at the creation of 4,300 new child care spaces and the improvement of about 

1,700 existing spaces, for a total of 6,000 child care spaces in line with services avail;ibIt. ro 

the general populationN'. Again "on February 29, 1996, the Honorable Ethel Blondin- 

Andrew, Secretary of State for Training and Youth, launched a video campaign that promates 

61 good prenatal health for Aboriginal rnsthers-to-be . According to the report, the "Caring 

Together" video offers guidance for pregnant women on good nutrition and healthy lifestyles 

encouraging a supportive role for the women's partners. The approaches in the video arc said 

to draw on both Western medicine and Aboriginal hea!th and cultitra! traditions that have been 

tested extensively in Native communities. 

The Provincial Level 

One cannot complete a report on children's issues in Canada without mentioning what is 

happening at the provincial level. Even though the provinces do not ratify international 

conventions, the implementation of most international human rights treaties, which Canada is 

party to, fall within provincial jurisdiction. The UNCRC is one such treaty. In Canada, the 

provinceslterritories have jurisdiction over most children's issues such as welfare and the 

administration of justice, though the federal government is not entirely excluded. This study 

was limited to the province of British Columbia (B.C.) due to constraints mentioned in the 

introductory chapter, All the federd programs, both old and new, discussed earlier equally 

apply to children in 8.C. 

60 Children and the Hill: The Pearson Report Issue No. 3, Winter 1 996 
61 Children and the Hill: The Pearson Report ksue No. 4, Spring 1996 
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A good point of deparrure in this regard is the B.C. portion of Ctinada's First Kcporq to 

the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child. This section of the :.eport scwals that the* nloht 

important impact the CRC has had in the province was in the tVhitc Papcs sclcased 111 Jurlt. 

1993 by the B.C. Ministry of Social Services. The White Paper is rclntcci io the cllilii, 

Family, and Community Service Act. This Act has since passed as Bill 46 through rl)c 13.C. 

Legislature. It effectively replaces the Family and Child Service Act of ICZSO. R i l l  40 

provides a framework for providing family support services and for working with fatn~lics to 

develop plans for the protection of children in care. 

The influence of the Convention in the framing of this Act, particularly the follt-wing 

sections, is readily noticeable: "Introductory Pi.ovisions" of Bill 46, particularly Sections 2, 

"Guiding principles"; Section 3, "Service delivery principles"; and, Scction 4, "Bcst intescsts 

of child". These are the principies according to which the Act is to be ;~dminisbx.xl and 

interpreted. The Act is a result of two separate, but related, extensive comniunity 

consultations processes began in Novembzr 1 99 1 when the Minister of Social Scrviccs 

appointed the Community Panel to review family and child protection legislation. To it great 

extent, Bill 46 reflects the recommendations made in the Reports of the Community ~ancl."' 

Another product of the Community Panel's work was the creation of' the Ol'l'icc of' the 

Child, Youth and Family Advocate in British Columbia. Legislation to that cffcct, I3ill 45, 

Child, Youth and Family Advocacy Act, was passed in June 1994 One cannot give ail thc 

e The Community Panel produced the Report, Making Chunges: A Place to Start Report o f  the Conmun~ty 
Panel, Family and Children Services Legislation Review in British Columbia, October 1992. At1 Aborig~nal 
Committee was formed within the Community Panel to listen to the opinion of Aboriginal corrrrnunitlcs 
concerning these same issues. Their Report was, Liberating Our Children Liherutitig Our Nulions Kcporl of tllc 
Aboriginal Committee, Community Panel, Fainily and Children's Services Legislation Kcview in  British 
Columbia, October 1992 
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credit to the Community Panel for this. The Office of the Omb~idsman of British Columbia 

has been a strong advocate for the establishment of an Office of Child and Youth 

Ombudsperson in B.c.'~ Whatever ir Ir that convinced the government of B.C. to do this, the 

important thing in the context of this study is that it was heavily influenced by the principles 

of the UNCRC. The First Child, Youth and Family Advocate of British Columbia took office 

in 1994". Her functions include: (i) ensuring that the rights and interests of children, youths 

and their families relating to designated services are protected and advanced and that their 

views are heard and considered, (ii) ensuring that children, youths, and their families have 

access to fair, responsive and appropriate complaint and review processes at all stages in the 

provision of designated services, (iii) providing information and advice to the government and 

communities about the availability, effectiveness, responsiveness and relevance of designated 

services, and (iv) promoting and coordinating in communities the establishment of advocacy 

services for children, youths and their families". 

Another issue to the credit of B.C. with respect to the Convention was the Stronger 

Children - Stronger Families Conference co-sponsored by the Ombudsman Office, B.C., and 

the University of Victoria in 1994. It was part of the activities to mark the International Year 

of the Family and was used to highlight both Canada and the international community's 

obligations as signatories to the UNCRC. The unique thing about this Conference was it 

r-1 Scc discussion paper on this: Office of the Ombudsman of British Columbia, Advocac~~ For Children and 
Y m t h  in British Cohmzbia: an Ombnd.~nlan Discussion Paper, October 29, 1993. The Deputy Ombudsman, 
Brim Parfitl, was the Chair of the Community Panel . See 1992 Annual Report fo the Oabudsman to the 
Legislative Assembly of the Province of British Columbia p.26. For the rok of the Ombudsman herself in 
urging the government of British Columbia to create such an office see Ombudsreport Annual Report of the 
Ombudsman, Province of British Columbia, 1994, p.3 and 1993, p.8 
+I Onzb~tlisreporr Annual Report of the Ombudsman, Province of British Columbia, 1994, p.3 fl Bill 45 - 1994, Child, Youth and Family Advocacy Act, p.2 
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involved children and youth in every aspect. Thus. the conference lived up to its thome o f  

"giving voice" to children and rhe chance of being heard by all the experts and professionals 

from all over the world who were present. The conference gave wide publicity to tho 

UNCRC. As a result of this Conference- the federal government, the province of B.C. and 

UNICEF have jointly established a course on the Convention at the University of Victoria's 

School of Child and Youth carefi('. 

An interviewee neatly summed up measures which have been adopted in B.C. as :i resuit 

of the Convention: 

We cannct talk of new legislation passed specifically in response to thc 
Convention, but we can say consideration has been given to the Convention in  the 
passing of new laws. For example, the [B.C.] Report, Making Chczn,qes: A Plcri-tp 

to Start, which led to a white paper and later the 'Family and Advocacy Law' 
gave a lot of consideration to the Convention on the Rights of the Chilu. The law 
may not be the exact words as the Convention, but in keeping to the Convention's 
requirements that children have a right to be heard gave a lot of weight to that 
right. Amendments to the Infant's Act, which allows an emancipated minor to 
give hisher consent before medical treatment are in keeping to the Convention. 
The Child Advocate for the City of Victoria is very plugged into the Convention. 
The Child Advocate in Vancouver is well trained i~ the Convention and uses it as 
tool in his work. The Svciety of Youth and Children has been given money by the 
Law Foundation to review all B.C. legislation to see if they are in keeping with 
the Convention. I think a lot of B.C. legislation had those rights in them prior to 
the Convention but nobody even took time to study to ensure compliance ... Bill 
46, the Chiid, Youth and Fpmily Advocacy Act, were all worked up oascd on lots 
of consideration to the Convention. 

The Society for Children and Youth of B.C. will be discussed under the section on the 

children's problems in the country and the activities of Canadian NGOs in exposing thesc. 

hh For a complete list of the outcome of the Conference, see 1994 lnternutionul Year ($the fimily ConJi?rcwx 
on the UN Convention on the Righis of the Child, June 18-23, 1994, University of Victoria. WoodSdl 
Communications, Vancouver, B.C. 
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However, the question at the beginning of the chapter still stands, have children in 

Canada become better-off a5 a result of these programs or any other actions taken by the 

governments of Canada since the Canadian ratification of the Convention? 

Interviewees were of one accord in their responses to this question. A researcher on the 

Convention said: 

I can only give a general idea. From my observation, there's been a lot of theory 
and so much more needs to be applied. But in the long term, fruits might be 
enjoyed. Perhaps it is premature to determine, but accarding to the available 
statistics, there's been no improvement in the quality of life of Canadian children 
- day care, child care, poverty level have all increased. But it's too early to 
determine what the long term ramifications will be. 

An official of a specialized agency puts it this way: 

It is difficult to know. We should even put it [the question] this way, has the 
convention made any difference to the government? HWJ many of our top 
officials know its contents? Put it in the context of the cutbacks. Do they have 
the welfare of children in mind? So many people are not even aware of its 
existence ... We should, however, bear in mind that the convention is a long term 
project. It is not a quick fix thing, it will take time to realize all its goals. 

Another said, "[Flor the curriculum in schools, it is starting to take root. Teachers r e  

beginning to pay more attention to it. We have sold a lot of books [on the convention] ..." In 

the view of one respondent: 

I am not aware of any differences the convention has made in the life of children 
in this country. But some legislation has changed, there's more discussion of 
children's issues and more and more NGOs are getting involved. In fact, the 
convention has engendered more lobbying for children's issues. It has great 
potential for positive effects. 

A government official agrees with the previous respondent, " I don't know, but the 

convention is a positive thing ...". The riext respondent's views were not any different: 

Yes and no. If we look at the statistics, the answer is no. On the other hand, it is 
yes, there's been an impact, it's just a matter of time. In the long term, it has 
beneficial effects especially regarding youth participation, legislation and social 
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services. But we can already see the beginnings of these - the Children's Bureau 
prcgrams and funding for initiatives on child rights. 

Even though she agrees with the others that the Convention has not yet made an impact 

on the well-being of children in this country, this respondent was more critical of the federal 

government: 

It has two dimensions. Canada is a common law country and so international 
agreements do not automatically become part of domestic law ... So the 
Convention is not part of Canadian domestic law. The convention was ratified by 
a Cabinet Document, signed by the Governor-General. But it doesn't have the 
same weight as a Resolution of the House of Commons in its legal application. 
However, the other dimension is the Canadian g~vernment has to implement 
Article 4 [implementation by states]. The convention is not part of Canadian 
domestic law. But it doesn't end there. Article 4 demands the goverrmenf of 
Canada to give it legal effect. So they cauld do so. There's a need to have a 
legislative regulatory implementation. It doesn't stop with ratification. We have 
for so long presented ourselves as the nice guy, we have presented ourselves as 
saints and so we can attack others. It gets to a point, and I think i t  is getting to 
that point for Canada when we have to show the federal government is not living 
up to its standards. 

One concIusion which could safely be drawn here is that whereas respondents think the 

convention has great potential in influencing the quality of life of Canadian children, that has 

not as yet manifested itself. So what are some of the problems currently facing Canadian 

children? 

MAJQR PROBLEMS FACING CANADIAN CHILDREN 

Some answers surface as one reviews the role of NGOs interested in children's issues. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the good things about the UNCRC is that it created a role for 



NGOs in all issues pertaining to it. In Canada, NGOs have readily seized this opportunity and 

are now using the Convention as one of their most important tools to draw attention to 

children's issues in the country. Reports by NGOs and specialized agencies such as UNICEF 

have been more apt to draw attention to problems facing Canadian children than those by the 

government. Hence, this thesis will now turn to reports by Canadian NGOs on children's 

problems in this country, UNICEF's The Progress of Nations reports, and other sources on 

the attempts to amend the Youth Offenders Act. 

Campaign 2000" 

In a unanimous resolution on November 24, 1989, and in the context of the passing of the 

UNCRC, the Canadian House of Commons resolved to seek to achieve the goal of eliminating 

poverty among Canadian children by the year 2000. Exactly two years later, on November 

24, 1991, tile National and Community Partners of Campaign 2000 declared their 

commitment to pramote and secure the full implementation of this resolution by the House of 

Commons. Thus, Campaign 2000 is essentially a national movement of about 50 NGOs 

across the country to build awareness and support for ending child poverty in Canada by the 

year 2000. On November 24, 1995, the sixth anniversary of the House resolution, Metro 

Campaign 2000 took the unprecedented step of holding Community Hearings in Metropolitan 

"' This section relies on information from Campaign 2000's latest report to the UN Committee on the Rights of 
the Child: Canada. Child Poverty & The U.N. Convention on the Rights of thechild: A Report to the UN 
Cornmitre On the Rights of the Child Geneva, March, 1996 
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Toronto on child poverty before a panel from UNICEF with the aim of delivering the 

concerns, thus expressed, to the UN Committee on the Rights of the ~ h i l d "  

The main highlights of the report on the Hearings, which was pl~sented to the UN 

Committee on the Rights of the Child could be summed up in Campaign 2000's Child 

Poverty in Canada: Report Card 1995 and Metro Campaign 2000's Child Poverty in 

Metropolitan Toronto: Report Card 1995. The latter will be presented when discussing 

children's problems at the provincial level. 

iiu See Globe and Mail, "Rights Violated" Saturday, November 25, 1995, p.Al0; Toronto Star, "One in three 
Metro Kids on Welfare, report says" November 24, 1995; Globe and Mail, "Child Poverty still problem, group 
reminds Ottawa", November 23, 1995; Globe and Mail, "Thousands rally 4 0  support day cae", November 25, 
1995 (national news section)] 
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Table 1 

Child Poverty in Canada: Report Card 1995 
Report Card Summary 
Report Card 1995 documents changes since 1989 in the indicators 
and consequences of poverty. Every effort has been made to ensure 
that this information is accurate using the most recent government 
data and information 

Key 
Improvement + 
Situation Worse - 
No Change NC 

Clzanges Since 1989 
Number of poor children 
Increused 55% 
Two-parent family poverty 
lnc reused 48% 
Single-parent family poverty 
Increased 13% 
Children in families experiencing long-term 
unemployment 
Irzcreused 54% 
Children in families needing social assistance 
Increased 69% 
Children in working poor families 
Irzcreased 37% 
Median family income 
Decreased $5000 
Families with incomes of less than $40,000 
Increased 26% 

Consequences For Childrm 
Housing 
Increase of 51% in children li4ng in unaffordable 
rental hozising 
Infant Mortality 
Improved 29% over 1986 
Poor children are still 1.6 times as likely to die in 
infancy as those in wealthy neighborhoods 
Communities with Food Banks 
increased 187% 
School Drop-out 
Decreased 182% 
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Teen Suicide 
Canada has the tkird tt70rst rate of teen srricicir c$ 

tweizt?;-thee industrialized countries. 

Federal Government Suvport To Low Arzd Modest 
bzcome Families With Children 
Job Creation 
Net Increase of 2U6,UOU jobs 
Decrease of 87,000 full time jobs 
82 % increase in nunz ber of iizvolurztan~ part-the Jobs 
Child Care 
Federal spending for regulated child care capped 
Child Support 
No child support guidelines in place 
Child Tax Benefit 
Value Decreasing 
Fewer modest income families will qualify 
Government spending prevented more child poverty 
Federal transfers for health, post-secondary education, 
and social assistance decreased $3 billion in 
1995196 budget 

Canadu's Record Compared To Other 
Industrialized Countries 
Expenditures on income security 
Canada spends less i h ~ i ~  OECD average 
Canada compared to nine other countries: 
Poverty rate for couples with children 
Canada is second worst 
Poverty rates for lone-parent households 
Canada is third worst 

Source: Metro Campaign 2000 Cunudci, Child Poverty & The UN Convetltion orl the Hi,yht.v r?f' the C'lrild: A 
Report to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Toronto, March 1996, section C. 

The Report Card 1995 sought to answer specific questions, among them: (i) what changes 

have occurred for children in modest and low income families since 1989; (ii) what are the 

consequences for children; (iii) what is Canada's record of support to children compilrcd to 

other industrialized countries; and (iv) what has the federal government done to help low and 

modest income families with children? The answers which it provides, as shown in the 



summary in Table 1 are quite clear. Lots of changes have occurred for children in modest and 

low income families since 1989 but the sum of it all is that Canadian children have become 

poorer and their situation worse than before. Except for imprnvements in Infant Mortality 

rates and School Drop-out ra'es, in ail other areas such as housing and teen suicide, Canadian 

children experienced a worsening in their lives. Worse sf  all, the 187% increase in Food 

Banks in the country testify to the number of Canadians, including children, who do not have 

sufficient food to eat. Yet, the federal government's efforts to support low and modest 

income families with children have either been the same or shown a decrease in the amount of 

support. The only positive thing which appears in the Report Card is that but for governmert. 

spending, the child poverty level Canadian children are currently experiencing could have 

been wcrse. It is, then, not surprising that compared to its fellow industrialized countries, 

Canada is not among the best in its record of support for children. 

It should be noted, however, that this is not the first report that Campaign 2000 has 

submitted to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child. The Child Poverty Action Group 

of Campaign 2000 on May 19, 1995 addressed a letter to the Committee in response to the 

First Canadian Report on the Convention. In this letter, Campaign 2000 stated clearly its 

concerns about the increasing child poverty, which affects 1 in 5 Canadian children. 

Emphasis was also given to Bill C-76 and the new Canada Health and Social Transfer 

(CHST), which removes most standards and conditions from programs previously funded 

under the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) such as welfare, child care and children's services 

and Child Tax Benefits, the partial indexing of which results in the real value of child benefits 



falling steadily over the coming years. Campaign 2000 is, however, not the only Cnnadian 

NGO which openly expresses its concern about the plight of Canadian children. 

Canadian Coalition on the Rights of the Child: 

The Coalition, like Campaign 2000 has been unequivocal in its expression of concern 

about children's issues both in Canada and internationally. Tt comprises Inore than 50 

national and international NGOs, which have ccime together to protect and promote the rights 

of children at home and abroad. Apart from the issue of child poverty, which we will not go 

into again because of the details we have already seen above, it  also criticizcri thc f;irsl 

Canadian Report on several other grounds including"': 

(a) The Canadian Action Plan and Report failed to set clear and measurable goals for 

implementing the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

(b) The juvenile justkc system, which has not seen any overall improvement in law or 

administration as a result of the Convention. 

(c) Internationally, the Coalition's report criticized Canada's foreign pol icy for lac king a clear 

statement of direction, especially with respect to children. Besides, the amount of forcip aid 

has fallen in reccnt years and also shifted from meeting basic needs toward sztpporting 

infrastructure programs. 

69 Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children, ON Convention on the Rights of the Chiid: The Cunudian NGO 
Response, September, 1994 
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I~ter-Church Committee for Refugees: 

This is an: 

... ecumenical coalition of ten national Christian churches, with the mandate to 
coordinate and support the member churches in their work with refugees. The 
Committee realizes this mandate principally through the monitoring and analysis 
of Canadian government and international policy developments with respect to 
refugees.") 

It was also critical to the First Canadian Report to the Committee with respect to issues 

affecting refugees and other immigrants (non-citizens) in Canada. According to their report, 

despite the Carlaciian Charter on Rights and Freedoms, the rights of refugees and other nun- 

Canadiar. citizens are not respected by immigration authorities. Further, the report noted that 

fami y considerations are not applied in cases involving immigrants especially in cases of 

expulsion and family reunion. To add insult to injury, immigration officials are not even 

aware of the existence of the Convention, let alone implement it in regards to immigrants. 

Consequently, immigrant children are denied the benefits of the CRC. 

Discussion 

That the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child took these Canadian NGOs criticisms 

seriously, could be seen in its concluding observations after considering Canada's First 

~eport? ' .  Most of the issues the Committee listed as being their principal concern with respect 

to the situation of children in Canada were those mentioned by the NGOs above: child 

70 Inter-Church Committee for Refugees, Brief to the Committee on the Rights of the Child on the Siruation of 
Children r$Non-citizens in Canah  November 1994, p. 1 
? I  UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Consideration of Rsports Submitted by State Parties under Article 
44 of t t~e  Converrtiotr Concluding observations of the Conzmittee on the Rights of the Child: Canada 
CRCICII5IAdd.37, 20 June 1995. 
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poverty, the rights of immigrant children. child abuse and vioicncc. teenage suicide ;tnd 

aboriginal famiIies (1994: 2-4). Among the Committee's recomtnendutions w r c  the 

integiation of the convention into the curricula for professional groups dealing with chi1dr.cn 

such as judges, lawyers, immigration officers. peace-keepers and teachers. Also listcd, was 

the need to take immediate steps to tackle the problem of child poverty and to use the 

principles and provisions of the Convention as a framework for the program of intornntional 

development assistance. These were some of the recommendations made by one or thc other 

of the Canadian NCOs. 

The Committee on the Rights of the Child, as noted earlier, is sonlehow seen as an 

international "Supreme Court" on children's issues. It arrived at its conclusions only  &cs 

they had vigorously questioned and given the delegation, which presented Canada's report, 

the opportunity to respond to the criticisms and concerns at four meetings.'? Consequently, i t  

could be said that the case of the Canadian NGOs has been substantiated. Secondly, i t  is 

worth taking into consideration the fact that such UN Committees are very cautious in their 

71 use of language, particularly with respect to industrialized countries, their main financiers. 

Hence, to come up with such critical observations against Ca~ada,  the leader of human rights 

in the international arena, is something to ponder over. As seen earlier, i t  seems the 

72 See "Suwnary Record of the 214th 2i5ih, 216th and 217ih Meetings" of the Conairtee on the Rights of the 
Child, CRClG'SR.2 l4 ,3O May 1995; CRClCL3R.2 15, 1 June 1995; CRClClSR.2 16, 1 June 1995; and 
CRClClSR.217, 1 June 1995 
71 Mr. Thomas Hammarberg, a member of the Committee on the Rights of the Child, was reported as stating at rr 
Seminar that the Committee em?hasizes its independence and neutrality and avoids an accusatory style. Since 
all impIementation activity has to be undertaken at state or sub-state level, persuasion is the Committee's mosl 
practicable strategy . Statement in Maggie Black, Noniroring the Rights of Children: Surnrnury Report of 
Innocenti Global Seminar, 23 Maj - I June 1994. Florence, Imly UNICEF International Child Development 
Centre, Florence, Italy, 1994, p. 18 
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international community is at the dawn of the era when UN Committees are getting tough on 

industrialized countries. 

What is yet to be seen is the Committee's response to the latest report sent to it by 

Campaign 2000. According to Article 44, the first report is expected within two years upon 

the entry into force of the Convention for the State Party concerned and, thereafter, every five 

years. It is just about two years since the first reports (by both Canada and the NGOs) were 

sent to the Committee and one wonders at the provisions of the Convention under which 

Campaign 2000's second report has been sent. Though it should be stated that this does not in 

any way reduce the validity of the issues therein presented. 

YOUNG OFFENDERS ACT (YOA) 

Another sore spot in the issue of Canada and its implementation of the UNCRC is Bill C- 

37 which amended the Criminal Code and the Young Offenders Act (YOA), the principal 

piece of legislation governing youth justice in this country. The main provisions of Bill C-3'7, 

which came into force on December I ,  1395, are as follows: (i) increase sentences for youths 

convicted of first and second degree murder from the current maximum of five years to ten 

and seven years, respectively, (ii) require 16 and 17-year-oids charged with serious personal 

injury affenses, be transferred to adult court, unless the youth can demonstrate that public 

protection and rehabilitation can be achieved in the youth justice system, (iii) extend the time 

that 16 and 17-year-old offenders convicted of murder in adult court must serve before 

consideration for parole, (iv) improve information-sharing between professional and selected 



members of the public when public safety is at risk and (v)  provide for rehabiliration and 

treatment of young offenders in the community under appropriate circu~nstances'~ 

Supporters of the CRC have been one of the most vehement critics of this piece of 

legislation. Even before this new Bill, tl.vo reservations were made wher: Ctlnida ratified the 

Convention. One was on Article 37(c), which states, among others, that "... a child dcprivixi 

of liberty shall be separated from adults unless it is considered in  the child's best intcrcst not 

to do so...". This has been an issue of great concern to child advocates using the Convention. 

Thus, Bill C-37 was seen as a further retrogression of Canada in the issue of childrcn bctbrc 

the penal system. Senator Pearson was one of the most vocal critiques of this new bili. 1-lcr 

first action on the issue was to set in motion a private comparative study on the YOA, Bill C- 

37 and the UNCRC'~ The findings of this research constituted the basis of her contribu~ions 

when the Bill was discussed by the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional 

Affairs on May 4, 1995. The "flags that the went up" from the analysis, according to the 

Honorable Senator, were primarily the issues of presumptive transfer and its implications, 

and privacy. Apart from opening the door for more youths to be transferred to adult fiicilities, 

the onus is now on the youth to prove that his retention in the youth facility is in his own 

interest and not a threat to the public safety. Further, "the child's defense lawyer must reveal 

74 The Senate of Canada Children and the Hill: The Pearson Report (Senator Pearsons Reporl on legislation of 
concern to children in Parliament and federal government initiatives and programs for children) Reports # 2, Fall 
1995 and # 3, Winter 19961 
75 Senator Pearson's Office Comparative Analysis of the YOA, Bill C-37 and the UNCKC, April 27, I N 5  
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to the judge some of the case that will be used later". This is seen as an "aberration ... of the 

presumption of inn~cence'~'~. 

Also, the question of transfer brings in more complications which may possibly result in 

delays even though the Convention requires the shortest possible delay. The question of 

transfer also raises the issue of "reverse onus", whereby it is not the defendant who has to 

prove why he/she should not be transferred. Also, is the issue of privacy arises because of 

the sharing of information, particularly with schools, which it is feared might not be done in 

the child's best interest. In another speech before the same Committee on June 21, 1995, 

Senator Pearson again criticized Bill C-37 as concentrating too much on rehabilitation instead 

of on primary and secondary prevention and argued strongly for more resources to carry out 

primary prevention at the community Another Senator drew attention to the fact that 

since the next stage of the reform of the YOA is the evaluation stage, then the Bill C-37 

amendments amount to taking action before seeing the results of analysis and evaluation7'. 

This question should then be posed, what were the motivations for the Bill C-37 amendments 

to the YOA? 

Some think Bill C-37 was passed by the government just to satisfy law-and-order groups 

agitating for more punitive measures against juvenile offenders. According to Lynne 

'" Scnate of Canada, Proceedings o f t h ~  Standing Senate Conirnittee on Legal and Constitutional Affaa'rs: Eighth 
Proctwiitts on: E,wminntion of Bill C-37, an Acr ro amend the Young Oflenders Act and the Criminal Code, 
Thursday, May 4 ,  1995, Issue No. 30, pp. 6-7 
77 Hnnsard, Debate: of the Senate 1st Session, 35th Parliament, Volume 135, No. 99, pp. 1859-1861 
7W The Bill C-37 amendments constitute the first phase of a two-phase strategy undertaken by the federal 
government to reform the youth justice system. The second phase consists of a comprehensive review of the 
youth justice system, youth offending, and the operation an implementation of the YOA by the House of 
Commons Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, See Children and the Hill, no.3 Winter 1996 
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Melcombe (1995r, law and order groups such as Crime, Responsibility . and Youth (CRY). 

Tri-City Citizens for Justice and Youth are "sweeping the country, focusing on heirtoiis ,lets ijf 

youthful violence and demanding that governments curtail youth crime by legislating get- 

tough reforms to the YOAW(p. 9). Their message is "[Ylouth homicide rates are spiraling out 

of control. Under the YOA, fewer kids are doing time for crime. Incarceration is an effective 

crime deterrent "(p.9), The public has bought this message to the extent that "citizen groups, 

police officers, and federal Reform politicians have joined the fray". According to Melcambe, 

it was pressure from citizen groups across the country which was largely responsible for 

Justice Minister Allan Rock's introduction of Bill C-37. 

Drawing on recent research published in the July 1994 issue of the Cm~rcliart Sorcrrzrrl qf' 

Criminology, which was devoted to evaluating ten years of implementing the YOA, 

Melcombe notes that the law-and-order groups' message is false: 

Youth homicide rates have been constant for 20 years. Youth custody rates have 
doubled since 1986, when the YOA was fully phased in ,  replacing the 1908 
Juvenile Delinquency Act. And research shows unequivocally that increased 
incarceration leads to more - not Iess - crime (13.9). 

Still, it is not hard to understand the actions of these law and order groups. CRY is led by 

Chuck Cadman whose son, Jesse, was murdered by three youths aged 16, 19, and 20. This 

incident actually led to the formation of CRY. Tri-City Citizens for Justice and Youth was 

formed after a 31 year-old man from Coquitlam, Graham Niven, was kicked to death by two 

youths aged 15 and 18. As Melcombe put it, these people have lost someone dear, they want 

justice, and they feel that the YOA deprives them of that. Stew Carpenter, who became very 

79 Lynne Melcombe "A question of Balance: Law and order groups' simplistic solutions won't solve ihc carnpkx 
issue of youth crime" in Georgia Straight, March 10- 17, 1995 pp. 9- 1 I ,  13- 14 
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popular in the media, started campaigning for more punitive measures against criminals after 

her daughter, Melanie, was kidnapped and murdered. So desire for justice, based on a motive 

of revenge or as a result of fear, were the main causes for the Bill C-37 amendments to the 

YOA. 

However, as stated earlier, both the message and solutions of these groups are based on 

inaccuracies and misperceptions. This is what brings the irony into this whole Bill C-37 

issuc. The research and analysis of the youth justice system is being done after the 

amendments, based on false information, have already been effected. As stated earlier, Bill C- 

37 came into effect on December 1, 1995. Thus, even though the Bill gained routine approval 

in the Senate, the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs in its report 

on Hill C-37 statedx": 

Several witnesses maintained that the legitimate public concerns about youth 
violence must be met with accurate information about actual crime rates and about 
the operation of the youth justice system. Your Committee believes that common 
misperceptions concerning the incidence of violent youth crime, in particular, as 
well as the range of legal consequences, serve neither young persons nor the 
public at large. Those misperceptions may foster unfounded fears and demands 
for increasingly punitive measures that may do little to address the actual causes 
of violent youth crime ... 
Finally, Bill C-37 proposes fundamental changes to the YOA, in advance of a 
second or later phase of study that would assess the adequacy of the legislative 
scheme. Like many witnesses who appeared on Bill C-37, some Committee 
members question the wisdom of this reaction to public concerns prior to a broad- 
based review that may or may not justify some of the measures proposed in Bill 
(2-37. In effect, the Senate is being asked to support reform that may further 
erode the spirit acd purpose of the YOA, in the absence of a full and meaningful 
evaluation of the existing system. Consequently, your Committee seeks a 
inora:oriurn on further amendments to the YOA, pending the Minister of Justice's 
promised second phase review so that Parliament is not, once again, faced with a 
piece-meal approach to legislative reform with little or no knowledge of the need 
for or possible of pruposed changes. 

R1 The Senate of Canada The Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Eleventh Report, 
Tuesday June 20, 1995 found in The Pearson Report, no.2, Fall 1995.1 
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NATIVE CHILDWN 

Four Native coitnci!s/groups - Assembly of First Nations, Native Council of Canada. 

Native Women's Association of Canada and Metis National Council - also wrote their own 

reports on Canada's response to the UN  onv vent ion". These are four separate but very 

similar reports except for the Assembly of First Nation's Report, which differs only in its 

presentation of a comprehensive national plan for the solution of the problems. All the reports 

agree that very little has been done for native children as a result of Canada's ratification of 

the Convention. According to the Metis National Council, their "... citizens have not [even1 

been informed about the Convention or its contents ..."". Consequently, the situation of 

native children has not been impacted by the Convention. Aboriginal children fare worse in  

all children's data in the conntry: they have the highest rates for mortality, poverty, suicide, 

street children, fetal alcohol syndrome, drug abuse, violence, school drop out and the worsc 

rates for all other social indicators. So bad is the situation that the Metis National Council 

(MNC) stated: 

Conditions in most Northern communities disgrace Canada because those 
communities lack even the most basic needs such as adequate food, clothiilg, and 
shelter. Consequently, our children and Elders suffer diseases that could easily be 
prevented if there was (sic) appropriate resources to meet their basic needs. Too 
often, those same communities are powerless to respond to disease and illness 
because of inadequate and inappropriate resources (MNC, 1993, p. 14) 

X i  Metis National Council Report on rhe United Nations Convention on the Rights of the ChiM, June 24, 1993; 
Jim Albert, Report by the Nativs Council of Canada on Cunadu's Response to the UN Convention the Rights rf 
the Child, The Native Council of Canada, July 1993; Teressa Nahanee, Convention on the Rights oj'rhe Child: 
1993 Report of the Native Women's Association of Canada, Native Women's Association of Canada, May 12, 
1993 and Office of the National Chief, Assembly of First Nations, National Strategy on first Nutic~ns Child and 
Family Wellness, First Nations and Family Services Representatives, March 1993. 
82 Metis National Council Report on the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Chill, June 24, 1993, 

p.2 
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All the other Canadian NGO reports considered above, except the one from the Inter-Church 

Committee for Refugees, which did not deal with native issues, agreed with the assertions of 

the Native groups. Even though the CCRC report did not address concerns of Aboriginal 

Canadians, it went out of its way to point out "the gravity of the problems facing Aboriginal 

children, especially with respect to poverty, poor health, drug abuse, domestic violence and 

suicide". The report stated that Aboriginal children experience a "... disproportionate 

incidence of problems ... relative to other Canadian children" (CCRC, Report to the UN 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, 1994, p.1). 

As noted previously, Campaign 2000's second report to the UN Committee on the 

Rights of the Child consisted of its awn reports on poverty and as well as submissions made at 

the Cornmunity Hearing it organized. One of the submissions was by Kenn Richard, 

Executive Director of the Native Child and Family Services of Toronto and Director, Defense 

of Children International (Canada). His submission contains relevant statistics which give a 

sharper picture of the native children's situation: 

... the Native population is extremely young. 58% of Native people are under age 
twenty four and almost 40% are under 15 years old ... Today in Metro Toronto a 
Native child has the greatest chance of being removed from her home by the state 
than any other child. She is five times more likely to die before the age of 16 and 
has 9 times the suicide rate of the national average for the age group 10 to 14. 
She is not likely to finish school and her brother, according to the Federal 
government's own Human Rights Agency, has a greater chance of going to jail 
than in graduating from a university. In one study, from Saskatchewan, a Native 
boy turning sixteen in 1976 h , ~ d  a 70% chance of at least one stay in jail by the 
age 25. In Meiro Toronto, Native youth represent 20% of the street youth 
population despite being less than 2% of the over-all youth population.x3 

" Kenn Richard "Perspectives on Urban Native Child Poverty, Policy Developments, and Children's Rights." in 
Mctro Campaign 2000 Report to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, p, J. Richard acknowledges 
that his statistics were gleaned from a number of sources most notably from an unpublished document by Prof. 
Wayne Wiury titled "Ontario's First People: Native Children" commisioned by the Child, Youth, and Family 
Policy Research Center, n.d, 
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Table 2, below, shows yet another set of statistics which show the reduced life-chances 

for aboriginal children. Though most of it applies to all Natives, it does not exclude children. 

As the quote above, from Ken Richard, indicates, 58% of the Native population is under agc 

24 and almost 40% are under 15 years old. 

Table 2 
First Nations Versus Canada: A Statistical Comparison 

Life Expectancy At Birth 
Status Indian male 
Canadian male 
Status Indian female 
Canadian female 
Inuit 
Labrador 
Northern Quebec 
Northwestern Territofies 

62 years ( 198 1) 
72 years (198 1) 
69 years ( 1  98 1) 
79 years ( 1  98 1) 

60 years (197 1 - 1980) 
62 years (1971 -1981) 
66 years ( 1978 - 1982) 

Infant Mortality rate (per 1,000 births) 
Status Indians 22 (198 1)  
Inuit 38 (1981) 
All Canadians 10 (1981) 

Dwellings Without Central Heating (% 
Of Total Dwellings) - 1986 
Status Indians (on reserve) 28% 
Status Indians (off reserve) 9% 
Inuit 17% 
Canada 5% 

Employed 
Status Indians (on reserve) 
Status Indians (off reserve) 
Inuit 
Metis 
Canada 

Income from government trun.$er 
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puyments (such as family allowance, 
tinemployment and cash weyare) 
Status Indians (on reserve) 39% (1980) 
Status Indians (off reserve) 25% ('l"r0) 
Inuit 22% (1980) 
Canada 16% (1980) 

Selected Causes of Death (per 100,000 
populutiorz) 
Accidents, poisoning and violence: 
Status Indians 
All Canadians 

Infections and parasitic diseases: 
Status Indians 
All Canadians 

Suicide: 
Status Indians 
Inuit (NWT) 
All Canadians 

Violent Deaths: 
Status Indians 
Icuit (NWT) 
A11 Canadians 

157 (1 986) 
173 (1986) 
54 (1986) 

Source: Zimmerman 1992, pp. 412-4 14.'~ 

The House of Commons Standing Committee on Health in a report, Towards Holistic 

Wellness: The Aboriginal Peoples, tabled on July 4, 1995, found that in spite of numerous 

studies and government strategies, Aboriginal people continue to be one of the most needy 

pop~llations in the country." The report on Aboriginal Justice, recently released by the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal People, catalogues, also, the desolate situation of Aboriginal 

IW Susan Zimmerman, "'The revolving door of Despair': Aboriginal involvement in the Criminal Justice 
Systcm", in University of British Columbia Law Review Special Edition or. Aboriginal Justice 1992, pp. 367- 
426. Zimmerman acknowledges in a footnote that these statistics were taken from Unfinished Business: An 
Apndr+for  All Canadians in the 1990s - Second Report ofthe Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs, March 
1990, Appendix C and footnotes thereto. 
I* Children and the Hill: The Pearson Report, nr. 2, Fall 1995 
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chiidren." Clearly, the conditions of the Native population are a b u t  the worst in thc country. 

What this tells us is the big disparity between social groups in Canada and goes a long way to 

prove that all is not well with Canadian children, even though a few may have their basic 

survival needs catered for well above the national average. In conclusion, we turn again to 

Kenn Richard: 

[TJhe above flies in the face of the UN report that states that Canada is, in 
reference to quality of life measures, one of the best places to live in  the world. 
Life for the Native child relates more closely to children in the developing world 
than to any North American ided (1995, p. J). 

Like the Brighter Futures and Child Development Initiative programs, it is too carly to 

determine the impact all the recent Native children specific initiatives announced by the 

federal government will have on the situation of native children. The above information, as 

dismal as it is, presents their current situation. The reports of all the Native 

lamented the government's decision to either cut or withdraw its funding for the publication 

of Native newspapers, which promoted Native culture and language. Culture and language 

represent one component of the Head Start Initiative, and might have a much more impact i f  

this decision is rescinded. But to echo Kenn Richard's concerns about this program, thc 

question could be asked, can one or just a couple of programs substantially alter thc current 

reality of Aboriginal children? 

86 Roy71 Commission on Aboriginal Peoples Bridging the Cultural Divide: A Report on Abori~ind Peopk ctnd 
Criminal Jistice in Canada, February 1996. 
W7 See footnote 53 
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PROBLEMS AT THE PROVINCIAL LEVEL 

NGOs at the provincial level have also been active in drawing attention to the problems 

of children. In B.C., they have, additionally, been active in finding ways and means of 

tackling some of these problems. One of the numerous NGOs who distinguished themselves 

in this respect, is the Society for Children and Youth of B.C. (SCY). The Society is "an 

organization of volunteers from a wide variety of fields such as Law, He~lth, Education, Child 

Development, Social Services, Urban Design and Planning, Recreation and Business" whose 

purpose is "to advocate for the well-being of children and youth in B.c."". Formed in 1974, 

before the idea of the Convention, the SCY, in the words of the Executive Director, Valerie 

Fronczek, "found the Convention as a useful advocacy tool for children and adopted it for its 

work". Among some of their activities using the Convention are the Rights Awareness 

Project (RAP) and Legal ResearchEducation. The RAP is a two-year project aimed at 

promoting awareness of the UN Convention in British Columbia. Phase I of this project 

started with a survey of 750 child and youth serving organizations in B.C. to get a sense of the 

level of awareness of and use of the Convention. 

The results showed that the CRC is relatively unknown in B.C., even to those serving 

children, youth and families. Only 17% of the organization,; surveyed had copies of the 

Convention prior to the survey, 68% did not, and 15% were unsure if they had copies of the 

Convention. Indeed, if "many service providers are not even aware of the Convention, if 

others know about the Convention but don't have copies of it, they obviously can't be using 

W I  S o ~ i e t y f i r  Children and Youth of B.C., an information brochure of the SCY 
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the Convention as a framework for their workxy. As the survey concluded, it %ppt:ars that 

the Convention, in its over five years of existence. has not been widely clissemittated or 

publicized in B.C." (SCY, Rights Awareness Project, 1995, p.2). 

The SCY has subsequently developed kits for the promotion and implementation oS the 

Convention focusing on the four areas indicated in the survey process as nccding more 

attention: child abuse and neglect, juvenile justice, children's play and recreation and thc 

child's right to be heard. Phase I1 of the RAP started in 1996 with one of the most important 

aspects being the conduction of an analysis of legislation governing serviccs to children and 

its compliance with the Convention. The purpose of this analysis is to research and unalyzc 

the legal rights of children in Eritish Columbia, and make this information accessible to 

service providers in key sectors of the child serving system. This is still in progress and like 

all the other ventures by the federal and provincial governments and other NGOs, their impact 

on the well-being of children can only be measured with time. 

The successful attempt of R.C. in passing two pieces of legislation. Bills 45 and 46, 

which were heavily influenced by the Convention was described earlier. However, not all 

children's issues, nor for that matter Native children's issues in B.C., can be completely 

resolved by two pieces of legislation. In the first place, these two pieces of legislation benefit 

mainly children in designated services"" than any others. What about other chilctrm not in 

such a situation? The Ombudsman's office is quite concerned about this l inlited jurisdiction 

of the Child Advocate describing it as "counterproductive to the intent and spirit of the child 

XU SCY Rights Awareness Project Awareness and use of the CRC m o n g  child and youth serving oran#sarions in 
B. C., July 1995, p. 2 

'W) That is children iq care of the state. Such services are administered by the Ministry of Social Services. 
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advocacy legislation and incompatible with what is meant by an independent offi~er".~' With 

respect to Aboriginal children, for example, whatever solutions these legislative initiatives 

may provide constitute only the tip of the iceberg in regard to the stark realities facing them. 

As noted earlier, the B.C. Report, Liberating Our Children Liber-aiing Our Nation documents 

these so well. However, the influence of the Convention on these two B.C. legislations mark 

a very good beginning for the Convention in B.C. It should also be stated that having a g ~ o d  

piece of legislation is one thing and putting it into practice is another. Assessments over the 

next couple of years would have more to say about the practical benefits children in B.C. have 

derived from these pieces of legislation and the offices created as a result. 

The B.C. Office of the Ombudsman has also championed the cause of children. This 

study has already described some of their efforts in the successful passage of Bills 45 and 46. 

The Ombudsman's Office has, however, not rested on its oars because of these successes. As 

far back as November 1990, the Ombudsman's Office released Public Report No. 22 - 

Public Services to Children, Youth nrld their Families in British Columbia: the Need for 

fn t ep~ t ian ,  which highlights some of the peculiar problems faced by children and families of 

B.C. in their effort to avail themselves of provincial services for childreng2. The fragmentation 

of children's services among several ministries; the lack of integrated service planning; and 

the frustrations many families, young people and service providers experience when they 

attempt to put together an integrated service plan, were the main problems highlighted. The 

gnvernment responded by establishing the Child and Youth Secretariat, a committee of deputy 

UI flmhudsreport, Annual Report of the Ombudsman, 1994, p.3 

" Annual Report of the Ombudsman, 1992, pp. 101-102; and 1994, p. 1 1  
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ministers and staff from those ministries that provide the majority of services for children, 

youth and their families, to review their services. Yet still, these services remain Fragmentect. 

The Ombudsman has since then, in her annual reports, not ceased to draw the governinent's 

attention to the need for, what it terms, a "one-stop shopping" for children's services. 

The report of the Gove Inquiry into Child Protection in British Columbia is another 

indication that in spite of all the efforts being made in the Province to implement the 

Convention, all is not well with B.C.'s children. The Honorable Judge Thomas Gove was 

appointed as Commissioner to inquire into, report and make recommendations on ttlc 

adequacy of services, policies and practices of the Ministry of Social Services in the area of' 

child protection. This inquiry was initiated with specific reference tu Matthew John 

Vaudreuil, a five and a half year old boy who died in Vancouver on July 9, 1992 and whose 

mother, Verna Vaudreuil, two years later pled guilty to his manslaughter. The two-volume 

report".' gave a devastating account of child protection in B.C. The Inquiry conc1l;dcci that 

even thugh the Ministry's services were to be provided to Matthew, the services wcre instead 

provided to his mother and that the other inadequacies in the Ministry's child protection 

system contributed to Matthew's death. Besides, the Inquiry found that Matthew's story was 

not unique, but common to other B.C. children. Like the annual reports of the Ombudsman, 

the Inquiry also complained about the fragmented and uncoordinated nature of B.C.'s child 

protection system. The major aim of the CRC is for states to put children at the ccnter of their 

priorities. In this regard, the findings of the Gove report do not give a good testimony of 

B.C.'s effort to protect its children. 

93 Report of the Gove Inquiry into Child Protection in British Columbia, Volume 1 ,  Matthew's Story; and 
Volume 2, Matthew's Legacy, November 1995 
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f t  is, however, not only Canadian organizations which have focused on children's 

nroblems in this country. Besides the Committee on the Rights of the Child, UNICEF has 

also given some attention to problems facing children in this country. In The Progress of 

Nutions report, UNICEF significantly corroborates the concerns of Canadian groups about 

children's problems in the country. Further, the Canadian NGO statistics as seen earlier are 

better understood when put in the Context of statistics from Canada's peers in the 

industrialized world. Tlze Progress of Nations report offers the opportunity for such a 

comparison. 

THE PROGRESS OF NATIONS: CANADA AND ITS PEERS 

In chapter two, UNICEF's The Progress of Nations report was discussed extensively. In 

this section, some of the aspects of The Progress of Nations reports which apply specifically 

to Cai-tada will be highlighted. On the whole, Canada, like most other industrialized nations, 

does not fare badly on the various indicators of survival, nutrition, health, education, family 

planning and progress for women. Table 3 shows Canada's performance on selected social 

indicators. For most of these, Canada performs better than the World Summit target and far 

better than the 



Table 3 
Canada's Performance on Selected Social Indicators 

f Survival 

U5MR 
(per 1000 
live births) 

I 
Canada 

Health 

% of children 
vaccinated 

against measles 

Group Average I 11 

*The World Summit target is 90% reduction in measles cases and 95% reduction in measles dcaths. 
A Family Planing education and services made available to all couples. 

8 

Source: UNICEF The Progress of Nations New York, 1993, 1994, 1995 

Education 

% of ctddren 
reaching grade 

five 

80 
Canada's Rank f 

World average. Polio has been eradicated. In terms of Under Five Mortality Kate 

(USMR), Canada attained the World Summit year 2000 goal of a rate of 70 Der 1000 as far 

back as 1950. Today in Canada, there is hardly any difference between thc number of male 

and female children who attend school. In fact, as Table 4 shows, Canada's performance even 

exceeds !he rate expected of it. That is, its National Performance Gap (NPG) for USMR in 

1993 was +4 and for the percentage of children reaching grade 5 in 199 1, it was +I. 

Progress sf 
Women 

31 of tnxried 
women who use 
family planning 

85 

10 in Group 

96 
1 

12 

96 

72 
I 

4 

73 

World Summit 
Goal 

World Average 

19 

80 

68 

100" 

57 

70 

97 

90" 

77 



Table 4 

Canada's Nationa! Performance Gan ry (NPG) (Survival and Education) 

CJNP per Survivaf Education 
capita $1993 USMK(per 1000 live births) % of Children reaching Grade 5 

Actual Expected Difference Actual Expected Difference 
20670 8 12 +4 NA NA NA 

per capita 
$1991 
2 1 260 8 9 + 1  96 

Source: UNICEF The Progress ofNations New York, 1993 and 1995 

On the whole, Canada, like most other industrialized nations, does not fare badly on the 

various indicators of survival, nutrition, health, education, family planning and progress for 

women. Canada's performance in relation to the various indicators is so good that it is little 

wonder that the State of the World's Children's Report for 1995 that Canada is the best place 

to live in the world in reference to the quality of life measures. 

The big question, however, is do such national averages reflect the actual situation of all 

children in Canada? The study did not investigate the regional and gender disparities involved 

because of the constraints of this study. However, Table I indicate, most of the children's 

problcrns listed characterize people from poor families, representing the lowest socio- 

economic stratum in Canada. The most severely affected in this class are single mothers with 

children. Perhaps, the most disadvantaged social group in Canada, however, are First Nations 

people, including their children. For any quality of life indicator one can think of, the First 



Nations and their children, have rates which are several times worse than thc resr of the 

country. 

Table 2 gives a comparative picture between the rates for the First Nations and thc rcst of 

Canada for some social indicators. As mentioned earlier, the Canadian average for USMR 113s 

exceeded the standard expected of it, having reached the Summit year 2000 goal of a rate of 

70 per 1000 in 1950. At 8 deaths per 1000 live births in 1993, Canada had a positivc 

performance gap of +l.  In 1986, the infant mortality rate for the whole of Canada was 8 per 

1000 births, for Status Indians and Inuit, it was 17 and 28 respectively. For causes of' dciiths 

per 100,000 population as related to accidents, poisoning and violence, whereas thc rate Ibr 

the whole of Canada is 58, for Status Indians it is 174. With respect to causes of death duc to 

infections and parasitic diseases, the rate for Canada is 58, and that of Native Indiz~ns, 7; in 

regards to suicide, all Canada is 15, Status Indian 34 and for the Inuit in the North Westcru 

Territories, it is 54; in terms of violent deaths, whereas all Canadians have a rate of 54, that 

for Status Indians is 157, and for the Inuit, i t  is 173. In hct, for all the social indicators, the 

story is the same: the plight of Natives and Native children is several times worse than fix the 

rest of the country. In the light of all these, this study agrees with the conclusion of Kenn 

Richard (1995, p.J), Executive Director of the Native Child and Family Scrvices of Toronto 

and Director, Defense of Children International (Canada), that life for the Native child rclatcs 

more closely to children in the developing world than to any other North American ideal. 

Indeed, as he pointed out, the realities of native children's lives, flies in the face of the UN 

report that Canada is, in reference to quality of life measures, one of the best places lo live in 

the world. 



What about Canada's performance in relation to its peers, the industrialized countries? 

The industrialized nations, including Canada, have their peculiar pressures which, according 

to The Progress of Nutions, "devalue children" (1993:43). Prominent among children's 

problems listed in the industrialized countries include child poverty, so severe that the basic 

needs of nutrition, health care and primary education are not met, rise in school drop out rates 

and underperformance, physical and sexual abuse of children, teenage violence, suicide and 

drug abuse. In the US, child poverty has increased from 17% in 1970 to 20% in 1993. The 

poverty line is defined here as family income below 40% of median national income, after 

taking into account the effects of tax and benefit policies. As shown on Table 5, Canada, in 

the mid 1980s, comes second with about 10% of children below national poverty lines. This 

has increased to 20% in 1995, according to the Campaign 2000 figures seen earlier. In 

regards to teenage (15-19) suicide, The Progress of Nations reports that the incidence has 

increased significantly in Canada. Table 6 shows that Canada places second among the 

industrialized nations with the highest rates of 10 or more per 100,000. 

'Fable 5 
Child Poverty 

Percentage Of Children Living Below The Poverty Line 
In The Mid- 1980s. 

% l ivin~ below poverty line 

United States 14.7 (1979) 20.4 (1986) 
Canada 10.2 (1981) 9.3 (1987) 
Australia 8.6 (198 1 )  9.0 (1985) 
United Kingdom NA 7.4 (1 986) 
France 4.7 (1979) 4.6 (1984) 
Netherlands 4.0 (1983) 3.8 (1987) 
Germany 1.3 (1981) 2.8 (1984) 
Sweden 2.1 (1981) 1.6 (1987) 

Source: The Progress of Nations, 1994, p.43. 



Table 6 
Teenage Suicide 

Suicide of young people aged 15-19, annual number and 
rate (per 100,000 in age group) 

Current rate higher than 10 
Rate per No. 
100,000 

1970 1991 1991 
New Zealand 5.8 15.7 45 
Canada 7.0 13.5 253 
Norway 1.3 13.4 4 1 
United States 5.9 11.1 1979 
Australia 5.5 10.5 143 
Austria 13.4 10.2 5 2 

Source: WHO unpuhlished data in The Progress c,fl\mtions, 1994, p. 43 

Again, Canada and the US lead the industrialized nations in annual deaths of children and 

youth who are victims of murder as shown in Table 7: 

Table 7 
Murder 

Annual deaths by homicide per 100,000 
aged 15-24 

Number Rate per 100.000 

USA 
Canada 
Italy 
Norway 
Spain 
Switzerland 
Sweden 
Denmark 
Netherlands 
TJK 
France 
Japan 

Source: The Progress of Nations, 1993, p.45. 
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Tabte 8 
The Aid Record 

Proportions 
ODA as % of donor nations' GNP, 

1992 and 1993 

Denmark 
Norway 
Sweden 
Nether1 ands 
France 
Canada 
Belgium 
Finland 
Germany 
Luxembourg 
Portugal 
Australia 
Switzerland 
Austria 
Japan 
UK 
Italy 
Spain 
New Zealand 
Ireland 
United States 

Average 0.34 0.30 

Sources: OECD, Development Cooperution 1994, 1995, 
GNP World Bank, The World Bunk Atlas, 1995, 1994 in 

The Progress of Nations, 1995, p.46 

Part of the commitment industrialized nations made in respect of both the Summit 

Declarations and the UNCRC is to assist developing nations in meeting the goals contained in 

both documents. Besides, the industrialized nations accepted, about 25 years ago, to give aid 



to the developing countries up to a target figure of 0.7% of their GNP. Such aid, cornr~~aniy 

measured by the officid development assistaiice (ODA). according to The Progress of 

Nations (1995:44), is both indispensable to the recipient nations as well as a brironlctcr of 

international concern for poverty and development, On the average, industrialized nations cut 

aid down by 8% from the 1992 level, of 0.3496, which was itself less than half of thc 0,796 itid 

target to 0.30 in 1993. Only 4 industrialized nations, the 3 Scandinavian countries and the 

Netherlands, met the aid target (p.46). As Table 6 shows, Canada is one of those nations 

which is yet to meet its aid target. Like the majority of industrialized nations, it  dccrcascd its 

aid from 0.44 in 1992 to 0.41 in 1993. Canada has, therefore, not Fully met its internatitrnat 

obligations to the poor of the world, just as it has not done at home. 

Compared to its peers in the industrialized world, Canada is second to the US in child 

poverty and murder of teenagers; and second to New Zealand in teenage suicide. Canatla 

spends less than the OECD average on income security, ranks second worst in the poverty 

rates for couples with children and ranks third worst on the poverty rates for lone-parent 

households. Hence, Canada is not among rhe best in its record of sdpport for children among 

countries with which it shares similar socio-economic and cultural characteristics. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Thc central research question for this thesis is: what is the nature of Canada's response to 

the United Nl~tioru Cunvention on the Rights of the Child? This larger question was subdivided 

into other related questions: (i) what role did Canada play in the creation of the Convention and 

why; (ii) what changes - administrative, social policy, legislative - has the CRC engendered with 

respect to children in this country; and (iii) have these changes made any qualitative difference 

in the life situation of children in Canada? In this final chapter, an attempt is made to put 

together the main trends that emerged from the various issues addressed in light of the 

perspective adopted for this study. 

For purposes of analysis, a developmental approach to human rights was assumed. This 

approach emphasises the effective functioning of people with the aim of empowering them to 

realise all their human potentialities. As Julia and Herman Schwendinger (1975: 137) aptly sum 

up, "[A] dead man can hardly realise any of his human potentialities". Consequently, the 

operational standxds of human rights for this study are a measure of the basic necessities to 

ensure life and the security of person and also egalitarian principles which eschew racism (or for 

that matter, ethnicism, clussism), sexism and poverty. This conception of human rights has 

been well operatianalised by UNICEF in its The Progress of Nations Reports. UNICEF's 

concept of National Performance Gap (NPG), which measures performance according to 

ability; the method of disaggregating national statistical averages that highlights disparity 

between regions, gender, classes and ethnic groups; and the comparison of progress of 



countries with similar social, cultural and economic circumstances. was adapted for 

monitoring the implementation of the Convention in Canada. From the approach of this 

study the key questions for data analysis were: has Canada lived up to its commitments'? f - f ~ ~ s  

it done this to the best of its ability? Are there any regional, gender, class and ethnic 

differences in the enjoyment of these rights'? What is Canada's pcrfc~rrnance in cottlpitrisrm to 

its peers, the industrialized countries'? 

Canada's role in the creation of the CRC was analysed under two separate, but rclaterl, 

issues. These were: (i) participation in the drafting of the Convention and (i i )  ratificniion of the 

Convention in Canada. 

CANADA AND THE CONVENTION: THE DRAFTING AND RA'TIFICA'I'ION 

Much has been said about the important role Canada played in the driitfing of the CRC 

without necessarily stating exactly what that role was". I decided to find out exactly what 

Canada did in the drafting of the Convention to earn this reputation. This is important, at least in 

part, because of the longer term interest of this study in the implementation of the Converrtiot~ by 

states or agencies in the Third World. The literaturey' reveals that while the Third World 

'14 At the "Stronger Children Stronger Families" Conference on the CRC at the University of victor ti^ , I H- 23 
june 1994, so much was said about this. In the literature, various reports and docunlents haw stated thiu. For 
cxample in the Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children's report on thc Presidential Cotnmission on 
Children's Rights Conference in L980, On the Right Side, severd speakers such ns Mike fupp, Nick Balii and 
Michelle Clarke, made this statement. 
" Nigel Cantwell , "The Origins, Development and Significance of the United Nations Convention on the Rights 
of the Child" in Sharon Detick (ed,) 1992, pp. 19-30 and Cynthia Cohen "Thc Developing Jurisprudence of the 
Rights of the Child" in St. Thomas Law Review, Fall 1993, pp, 1-93. 
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countries were under-represented at the drafting stage, they were among the first to sign the 

Convention. 

The interviews revealed that Canada played three major roles in the creation of the 

Convention: Canada (i)  contributed ideas (ii) provided a legal-technical team and (i 

able to convince other nations to sign ar ratify the Convention through its role in the 

Summit for Children. 

3 )  was 

World 

It is, however, difficult to determine the full contribution of any particular State to the 

drafting of the Convention. A careful reading of the travuux preparutoiresu soon reveals that 

the UN Working Group operated an the basis of consensus. Each article and paragraph was 

discussed until a position acceptable to all was reached. Consequently, it is only fair to say 

that the draft Convention was the product of the Working Group and not of any specific 

country. This suggests that the criticism that the Convention does not reflect Third World 

views, is more a problem of the composition of the Working Group, than the manner in which 

i t  operated. Nevertheless, the working papers also show that some state delegations were 

more active than others, particularly in terms of making contributions that led to the adoption 

CIC most articles in the Convention, Canade was one of the more active countries. 

Canada sometimes submitted proposals independently or at other times, with other 

countries. Canada also supported or disagreed with proposals from other state parties and 

NGOs in cons&ration of existing Canadian law or opinion. Sections included in the 

Convention, for *hich Canada was basically responsible, are the first preambular paragraph, 

w UN Ecnrurrmic and Social Council (UNECOSOC), Commision on Human Rights (CHR), 36th Session, 
Question r!f ct tbnvenfian on the Rights ofthe Child, WCN, 4/1349, 17 January 1980, and Reports of the 
Working G'mirp on n Drafr Cowention UPJ the Rights ofthe Child, 35th - 45th Sessions, 19'79 to 1989 
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Article 25 (periodic review of placed children) and Article 41 (other more favorable 

provisions). Other Canadian proposals became the basis of discussion and thc suhstxjucnt 

adoption of Articles (i) 23 (disabled child); (ii) 14 (freedom of religion); ( i i i )  19 (prtttectiort 

from abuse by those having care); (iv) 24 (health and access to care): (v)3 1 (rest and leisure); 

(vi) 32 (protection from economic exploitation); (vii) 40 (treatment in penal matters): anit, 

(viii) 44 (reports from State parties)." 

As a member of a drafting group Canada had a significant impact on the f~mnuli~tion, 

form and content of the following articles (i) 3 (best interests); (ii) 1 0  (fiunily re-unification, 

contact with parents); (iii) 17 (mass media); (iv) 26 (social security); (v)27 fstiit~r-larcl of 

living); (vi) 33 (protection from narcotic and psychotropic substanccs); (vii) 43 (establishlncnl 

of Committee); (viii) 45 (methods of work of Committee); and, (ix) preambular paragraph I 3 

(international cooperation). Canada explicitly supported for the following Articles proposed 

by other states: (i) 12 , paragraph I (right to express opinion); (ii) 22 (refugee child), ( i i i )  28 

(education); (iii) 29 (objectives of education); (iv) 15 (freedom of association and pexeful 

assembly); (v) 38 (armed conflicts); (vi) 20 paragraph 3 (paying attention to the ethnic, 

religious, and linguistic origins of parentless children); (vii) 24 paragraphs 3 and 4 (traditional 

practices prejudicial to the health of children); (viii) 30 (cultural, religious ;~nd linguistics 

rights); (ix) 34 (protection from sexual abuse); (x) 42 (dissemination of Convention): imcl, (x i )  

5 (parental direction). Canada also objected to the inclusion of the unborn child provision in 

the Convention on the grounds that it was a controversial matter. On Article 21 (adoption), 

"' UN Economic and Social Council (UNECOSOC), Cornmision on Human Rights (CIIR), 36th Session, 
Question of a Convention on the Rights of the Chikl, EICN, 4/1349, 17 January 1980, and Reports ofthe 
Working Group on n Drajt Convention on the Rights qf the Child, 35th - 45th Sessions, 1979 to I9HO 



C;lnacfa placed on record its understanding that due regard should be paid to the child's ethnic, 

religious, cultural and linguistic background.* 

it is efear from the above that Canada made a substantial contribution of ideas in the 

drafting of the Convention. These were, however, not just ideas from the four lawyers who 

represcnted Canada. It. is established practice, in Canada, that with regard to international 

trczltics whose implementation requires cooperation from the provinces and territories, that the 

provinces and territories are consulted. This is particularly so in the case of human rights 

treaties. At the I975 Ministerial Conference on Human Rights a document entitled Modalities 

cmcl Muchanisrns was approved. The document provides that before Canada acceded to future 

international human rights covenants. there should be a process of consultation between the 

fccleral governnlcnt and the provinces (McKenzie and Woln~es 1990:2). In line with this 

practice a Federal-provincial-territorial working group was established in 1982 to examine 

anti review the provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child adopted by the UN 

Working Group and to provide advice for the Canadian delegation (Holmes 1990:19). As a 

tnernber of the Canadian delegation pointed out, this working group always met before the 

UN drafting group meetings and developed new proposals for inclusion in the Convention. 

The second nlajor role of Canada mentioned by interviewees was the legal-technical one, 

the contribution of lawyers to draft the Convention. While the study did not find anything to 

the contrary, the way it was presented by the survey respondents, such as "Canada provided a 

team of lawyers who contributed to the language in which the Convention was formulated", 

make it sound as if there was a pool of lawyers at the disposal of the Working Group whose 

'* ihid 



only job was to provide the legal language in which the Convention could be cotxhcd. Tho 

Working Papers do not support such a view. The proposals. which formed the basis for the 

discus~ion of each article were already formulated in legal language. The Working Group 

discussions then addressed the questions (i) is the idea the proposal puts forwrd acceptable 

and (ii) does the formulation of the proposal expresq the idea in a way acceptable to all of us'? 

In case of disagreement, the main means used for resolution was to form a smaller "working 

team" of the most vocal state delegations and ask them to reformulate the proposal in i t  

manner acceptable to them. Even in that case, when the "working team" reports back, their 

formulation of the proposal is still subject to discussion by the whole Working Group. As 

indicated above, Canada was sometimes a member of such teams. However, that docs not 

make Canada any more a contributor of legal knowledge than any other state delegation that 

was represented on the Working Group. 

Another observation from reading the trnvaux preparcmires was that support or objection 

by state parties to contributions made by others was based mainly on how they perceived thc 

idea as impacting on their domestic situation. This was clearly illustrated by the negotiations 

resulting in the subsequent adoption of Article 9, for example.'" The point here is that in the 

course of drafting international conventions, national interests are put before international 

interests. Hence, it could be said that Canada's contribution of ideas was an attempt to sell 

W UNECOSOC, CHR, 38th Session, Report of the Working Group on the Drufi Convention on the H i ~ h t s  r f f l w  
Child E/CN.411982lL.41 8 March 1982, pp. 3-10, paragrahs 8-33; UNECOSOC, CHR, 39th Session. Report I , / '  
the Working Group on a Draft Convention on the Rights of the Child EICN. 411 983/62,25 March 1983, pp. 4- 
13, paragraphs, 8-57; UNECOSOC, CHR, 40th Session, Report of the Working Group on cr Draji Conwntion on 
the Rights of the Child, E/CN.4/1984/71, 23 February, 1984, p. 3; UNECOSOC, CHR 45th Session. Report oJ 
the Working Group on a Drafl Convention on the Rights of the Child, EICN.4/1989/48,2 March, 1989, p. 33 



the Canadian perception of chijdren's rights to the rest of the world. Indeed one interviewee, 

who was a member of the Canadian team on the VJorking Group admitted that " ... we thought 

of it [the Convention] from a Canadian perspective ..." The contention of this thesis is that 

one of the strategies state parties use in order to be found as complying to international 

universal positions is to make sure, at the drafting stage, that a Convention does not contradict 

their domestic legislation or positions. Another strategy is to make formal reservations and 

statements of understanding at the time of ratification. As seen earlier, Canada made two 

reservations and one statement of understanding at the time of ratification. 

Canada also made significant contributions in the form of international diplomacy in 

getting the much needed consens._is that resulted in the ratification of the Convention. As 

noted earlier, without the signing ard ratification of a Convention, all the ideas that were 

crafted by the Working group in the span of 10 years could have come to naught. 

The World Summit contributed in no small measure to the ratification of the Convention 

by making the Convention one of its agenda issues. This led to a flurry of activities at the 

World Summit to sign the CRC. Today, the frenzy about the CRC has also led to the 

implementation of the Summit goals. Implementation of the Summit goals, which have been 

operationalised by UNICEF using quantifiable social indicators, is regarded as 

implementation of the Convention. Indeed, one interviewee quoted Jim Grant, former 

Executive Director of UNICEF, as saying, "there is a synergy between the two [the CRC and 

the Worfb Summit]." 

Canada's roie in ail this was the contribution of its former Prime Minister, Brian 

Mutroney, who co-chaired the Summit. There is a certain degree to which the success of a 



conference or gathering such as a Summit can be attributed to the role of its Chairnlan. In  

effect, Canada also played a role in the diplomatic juggling that led to the overwhc!rnirrg 

consensus with which the Convention was signed and ratified. However, i t  strould bc ackiuri 

that the flurry of activities to sign the Convention at the Summit, was not just bccausc of the 

Summit per se. It was aiso because UNICEF had used its regional offices to work behind the 

scenes to gain support for the Convention. As Cynthia Coher~ (1993:84-85) pointed out, there 

were rumors that the Third World countries, which were under-represented at thc ctratting 

stage, viewed the Convention as a treaty not reflecting their concerns. This led to fears, as thc 

drafting of the Convention neared its completion, that the Convention might not gain wide 

acceptance. Consequently, UNICEF had to work behind the scenes to gain support for the 

Convention. Hence, the signing ceremonies that took place at the Summit wcre also the 

results of behind the scenes efforts, with the Conference only providing the opportune time 

and place. 

Canada's Ratification Of The Convention 

Canada ratified the Convention on December 1 1,  199 1,  two years alter thc UN had 

adopted it. The purpose of this section of the analysis is to see the nature of Canaria's 

immediate response to the finished product. Having played such a significant role in the 

drafting process, one would have thought that the ratification would be a foregone conclusion. 

However, that was not the case. Indeed, while the issue of the federal political structure of 

Canada was identified as important in the responses from interviewees, it turncd out that, 



compared to other similar international documents, the CRC was ratified in a record time of 

two years, For example, it took Canada 18 years to give formal recognition to the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights and 17 years for the Refugee Convention to be ratified 

(Fairweather 1990: 15). As one interviewee pointed out, Canada joined the Organization of 

American States (OAS) five years ago and it has not yet ratified the Inter-American 

Convention on Human Rights. The speed of ratification is attributed to the Convention itself, 

which encouraged broad participation, especially of NGOs, at all its stages, and also to the 

fact that the world was just ready to receive such a Convention. Based on the level of 

involvement of NGOs in issues concerning the Convention to date, and also the high 

popularity of the Convention among nations of the world as shown by the rate of ratification, 

this study agrees with these assertions. 

However, all was not rosy with the Canadian ratification process. The issue of Alberta's 

refusal to give its assent to the Convention seemed to be a sore spot and illustrates the fact that 

the fede~al/provincial/teritorial consultations required1(" before ratification did not go 

smoothly. There was agreement among both interview survey respondents and documented 

sources on the reasons for Alberta's refusal: (i) they felt it was anti-parents' rights, especially 

the right to spank children (ii) children's rights are already covered by the Canadian Charter 

of Rights (iii) that the Convention was for only the developing countries (iv) fear of state 

control of the family and (v) that the issue was politicized - a powerful lobby successfully 

convinced the Alberta government not to give its assent. 

11x1 This is the principle of "cooperative federalism". See Barbara McKenzie and John Holmes Reference 
Document on the Convention on the Rights of the Child 1990: 1-2; and John Holmes, "Canadian Ratification of 
International Treaties" in Canadian Council on Children and Youth On the Right Side 1990, pp.  18-19 



Family rights, spanking, state control of the family - are issues which could trc inferred 

from the Convention. Interviewees agree that such fears about the Convention are nut unique 

to Albertans and that many Canadians entertain such fears. The next stage of this study. 

which will focus on a country from the developing world, will definitely take up these issues. 

Third World societies place considerable emphasis on group or family vatues, and thc strict 

discipline of children, including spanking. Also, the state has little to do with unci for  

children. Should such societies have reacted to the Convention in a similar way as Alberta'? 

For now, however, it should be said that there are several Articles in the Convention, which 

could equally be said to lay emphasis on the importance of the family in the realization of 

children's rights, such as Articles 2,3,5,9 and 22."" 

The idea that, in Canada's view, the Convention is meant only for developing countries 

was explored in the course of the interviews. The overwhelming view of respondents was an 

emphatic no. Most pointed to the numerous problems facing children in Canada, particuliu.ly 

aboriginal children. Others point out that such a view coi:ld only come from a misreading or 

misinterpretation of the Convention. Of course, the main concern of the Convention is for  

State Parties everywhere to have children as one of their highest priorities. The Convention 

seeks to have children given priority whichever system they find themselves in. In light o f  dl 

the cutbacks and the consequent mounting problems children in Canada face, one wontlers 

about the priority Canada has given its children. 

101 See also, Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children The lmportunce ( f the  Family within the ON 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, Draft Position Paper, June 13, 1994 
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JMPLEMENTATIQN OF THE CONVENTION IN CANADA 

The purpose - - of this section of the study was to find out what concrete legislative, 

administrative and social policy measures have been taken as a result of Canada's ratification 

of the Convention, Whereas most respondents agreed that not much has, as yet, been done to 

implement the Convention in Canada, some government officials felt everything was already 

in place with regards to implementation and that is why the Convention was ratified in the 

first place. This view seem to be reflected in Canada's First Report to the UN Committee on 

the Rights of the Child, Convention on the Rights ofthe Child: First Report of Canada. This 

is the most comprehensive report so far on Canada's implementation efforts. One striking 

thing about the Report is that most of the measures reported are ones which were already in 

place even before the UN adopted the Convention. Apart from the creation of the Children's 

Bureau, which some will argue was a result of the World Summit for Children and not the 

 onv vent ion"", and a few legislative changes, the overwhelming majority of measures 

reported, such as the Charter of Rights and the Canadian Human Rights Act, were in place 

long before Canada signed the Convention. If there was anything new in the Report, it was 

the Brighter Fictures ~lnn'"'  and Child Development Initiative (CDI) "'. 

In spite of these new plans, Canada's First Report on the Convention had more to say 

about pre-Convention legislation, programs and policies than measures taken specifically 

towards implementing the Convention. It is true that the first reports of State Parties are to 

establish a baseline, with subsequent reports giving account of only the new measures adopted 

. .---. 

'02 The relationship hetween the Declaration of the World Summit and the UNCRC has been discussed 
elscwhcrc in this thesis. 
1111 Government of Canada Brighter Futures: Canada's action planfor children May 1992 
IOU Government of Canada The Child Development Initiative of Brighkr Futures May 1992 
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since the last report. That said, however, the Guidelines did not require any State Party to 

preclude from its First Report any measures taken specifically in response to the Cu~tvt.ntiot~. 

Consequently, it can only be concluded that Canada's First Report was n restntemcnt of thc 

status quo, raising the question, did Canada need the Convention? This brings us hack to the 

issue of Canada's motivation for playing such a leading role in  creating this treaty. 

The responses to this question suggest that whatever the motivation for the lead rolc i n  

the creation and promotion of the convention, Canada needed the convention. ' h e  

respondents saw the Convention as a necessary tool to deal with the mounting problem ot' 

children lil this country. The act of ratifying the Convention puts an obligation on Canada to 

implement it to the benefit of its children. By 1998, when Canada presents its second report, 

and when the world gets ready to celebrate the ten year anniversary of the CRC, Canada 

should have had ample time to implement its programs. Further research will be necessary to 

evaluate both policy and program results at the time. 

One issue which emerged in both the meeting of the UN Comtnittee on the Rights o f  the 

Child when Canada's First Report was considered"'hnd during the examination of Bill C-37 

106 was whether Canada thought its role in ratifying the Convention to be primarily for the 

purposc of giving an example to others to follow. During the Senate Committee hearings o n  

Bill C-37 an official of the Justice Department agreed, implicitly, that "there is a sart of "big 

sister" or "big brother"" attitude towards UN conventions where Canadian officials think they 

105 UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Summary Record of 214th Meeting Ilelcl mt the Paluis des Nutions, 
Geneva, on Wednesday. 24 May 1995, at 10 a.m. CRC/C/SR.214,30 May 1995, pp. 12- 13, paragraphs 50-58 
IM Senate of Canada: Examination of Bill C-37, An Act to amend the Young Oflenders Act and the Crirnirtul Code 
Eighth Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Issue No. 30, 
Thursday, May 4, 1995 
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will be delivering more than they receive by way of example.lo7 Such a confession from a 

senior officer of the Justice Department, seems to confirm what a couple of the interviewees 

said about the motivation of Canada in being part of the UNCRC - the self image abroad, to 

be seen as the champions and leaders of human rights, writing for others to do. There is a gap 

between intentions and performance, 

This points to the issue of power in international relations: the psychology of having 

international influence as opposed to domestic performance. The data for this study could be 

further analyzed to bring out more on this issue. For example, the difference in the responses 

of government officials as opposed to all other respondents with respect to the implementation 

of the Convention could be assessed. Most government officials were of the opinion that 

Canada ratified the Convention because the conditions for implementation had already been 

met, and their responses appeared defensive to any contrary su,gestion. Other respondents, 

especially NGO officials felt very comfortable discussing the failure of Canada to live up to 

its obligations under the Convention. Content analysis could be employed to further explore 

the themes that emerge from such power relations. This would be a good subject for further 

research. 

Another area which points to a gap between the ideal and the reality of Canada's 

implementation of the Convention is that of the peculiar problems faced by children in 

Canada. No matter how effective a State Party and NGOs are in ensuring the implementation 

of the UNCRC, the ultimate measure of how well this was done would be how it impacts on 

the quality of life of children. The Progress of Nations' concept of National Performance 



Gap, which measures performance according to ability; the method of disaggregatinp nationrtl 

statistical averages, which highlights disparity between regions, gender, classes ;tnct ettmlc 

groups; and the comparison of progress with countries with similar social, cultural and 

economic circumstances, were used to assess Canada's performanec In this area, Reports by 

NGOs and specialized agencies such as UNICEF have been rrwre apt to itniw itttcntinn to 

problems facing Canadian children than those by the government. Hcncc, this thesis rcliieci on 

statistics from Canadian NGOs and UNICEF's The Prc>gvt.ss of' Naticms reports for the 

analyzis of this issue. 

On the whole, Canada, like most other industrialized nations, does not fare badly on tlw 

various indicators of survival, nutrition, health, education, family planning and progress for 

women. Canada has a positive national performance gap (that is, exccecis the cxpcctod 

standard based on its resource ability) on indicators such as USMR, where Canada has only 8 

deaths per 1000 live births, having already attained the Summit year 2000 goal of u ratc of 70 

per 1000 in 1950. But do such national averages reflect the real situation of all children in 

Canada? This thesis did not investigate the regional and gender disparities involved. 

However, most of the problems of children as identified in this study characterize people from 

poor families, representing the lowest socio-economic stratum in Canada. The most severely 

affected in this class are single mothers with children. Perhaps> the most disadvantaged social 

group in Canada, however, are First Nations people, includ~ng their children. For any qt~tllity 

of life indicator one can think of, the First Nations and their children, have rates which arc 

several times worse than the rest of the country. 



As mentioned earlier, the Canadian average for USMR has exceeded the standard 

expected of it, having reached the Summit year 2000 goal of a rate of 70 per 1000 in 1950. At 

8 deaths per IOOO live births in 1993, Canada had a positive performance gap of .+I (The 

Progress of Naticlns 1993). As seen in Table 2, however, this does not reflect the actual 

situation of First Nation' people including their children. In 1986, the infant mortality rate for 

the whole of Canada was 8 per 1000 births, for Status Indians and Inuit, it was 17 and 28 

res~xctively. For causes of deaths per l(l0,OOO population as related to accidents, poisoning 

and violence, the rate for the whole of Canada is 58, for Status Indians it is 174. With respect 

to causes of death due to infections and parasitic diseases, the rate for Canada is 4, and that of 

Native Indians, 7. With regard to suicide, all of Canada is 15, Status Indian is 34 and fo7 the 

Inuit in the North Western Territories, it  is 54. For violent deaths, Canada has a rate of 54, 

that for Status Indians is 157, and for the Inuit, it is 173. In fact, for all the social indicators, 

the story is the same: the plight of Natives and Native children is often several times worse 

than for the rest of the country. In the light of all these, this study supports the conclusion of 

Kenn Richard (1995, p.J), Executive Director of the Native Child and Family Services of 

Toronto and Director, Defense of Children International (Canada), that life, on average, for 

the Native child relates more closely to children in the developing world than to any other 

North American ideal. Indeed, as he pointed out, the realities of native children's lives, flies 

in the face of the UN report that Canada is, in reference to quality of life measures, one of the 

best places to live in the world. 

Apart from the problems exposed by the issue of disparity, industrialized nations have 

their peculiar pressures, which according to The Progress of Nations, "devalue children" 



(1993:43) and of which Canada has its share. Child poverty, sexual ahuse of chiidrcn, tcctxrgc 

yi&ncP,, SU~C&, 6 ~ ~ 8  8bu.w altd the Juvenile jttstice sys&m are pt.Orr?~neftt ~~~~~~g Ch;lAfi\-'u 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1  .'r 

problems listed by Canadian NGOs. In the mid t980s, there were ahout 10% cut' ulaiidrnta 

below the national poverty line. This increased to 20% in I995 (Campaign 2000, 1005 utad 

The Progress of' Nations Reports, 1993- 1995). In 1970, the suicide rate for young peopit' 

aged 15- 19 per f QO,OO8 in age group was 7.0; by 1991 this had increased t o  13.5. In all, thcrt' 

were 253 teenage suicides in 1991 in the 15- 19 age group (Table 6).  In the period 1987 - 

1990, 12 1 young Canadians, aged 1 5-24 were murdered (Table 7). 'The Rill 6'-37 srnetacirrwt 

to the YOA, which among other things, gives longer sentences to youths convicted of first uncf 

second degree murder; requires 16 and 17-year-olds charged with serious personal injury 

offenses to be transferred to adult courts, with the issue of "reverse onus" this entails; and, thc 

information sharing among professionals, are all against the spirit of the CRC'. 

Compared to its peers in the industrialized world, Canada is second only to thc US in 

child poveny and murder of teenagers; and second to Kew Zealand in  reenage suicicic. 

Canada spends less than the OECD average on income security, ranks second worst in the 

poverty rates for couples with children and ranks third worst in the poverty rates Siw lone- 

parent hou~eholds"'~. Hence, Canada is not among the best in its record of support for children 

among countries with whom it shares similar socio-economic and cultural characteristics. 

The major conclusion of this study could be summed up by the saying, "all that glitters IS 

not gold". Canada is well respected in the international arena, particularly with respect to 

humanitarian issues. With that, Canada has played a leading roie in the worid in regard to the 

"'"ee Tables 1, and 5-8 



issue4 of hurnan rights and international taw. It was in this vein that It made significant 

ccrntributions to the creation of the CRC, ratifying it in a relatively short time of two years. 

Significant efforts have been mzde tc? implement the Convention as exemplified by the 

Brighter Futures ptan, the Child Development Inittrtive and the Aboriginal Head Start 

progrm, not ts mention the ttlrcady rich culture of rights as i t  pertains to the Canadian 

society. The significance of these efforts is  also underscored by the statistics on the social 

inclicittors of well-being used in this study. For most of the social indicators, Canada's 

pcrformnnce is above average and its National Performance Cap (NPG) is positive. However, 

such shining national averages begin to Fdde when they are dis-aggregated to expose 

disparities among social groups and classes. The figures for Native children, for example, 

relate tnorc closety to those of children in developing countries than to any North American 

iried. Add to that the problems of child poverty, teenage suicide and violence, in which 

Canada ranks second worst among its peers in {he developed world, and the glitter begins to 

tbc!c, cxpusing the g a p  between the Idea! and the reality. Hence, this thesis opens up the 

whnlc issue of the desire for global intluence vis n vis domestic performance, and the 

consequent effect power relations in international affairs has on human rights and general 

himan welfare. 



FUTURE PROSPECTS: 

This study does not have a pessimistic outlook on the prospccis of the CRC' mithing a 

positive impact on the quality of life of children in Catuda for several rertsotis. First is thc 

issue of the government's attitude to international conventions. The good news flowing frotii 

the Justice Department's confessions about the "big sistedbrothcr" attitucto tow;wtis theso 

conventions was the mention of a gradual change in attitude by Canadian authorities townrcls 

international conventions. It appears to be a learning, rather than u missionary, attitude. 'l'tiis 

is the situation whereby Canadian officials feel they are learning from conventions ~t thcr  thw 

being the oracle that writes them."" The three reasons offered for this change of attitude 

provide useful insights into some new ways of ensuring Canada's future conipliance with 

international treaties. First, UN Committees, which arc monitoring conventions with 

increasing frequency, are finding problems with Canada. Second, the opportunity gtvcn to 

NGOs to present their own views on the implementation of conver?tions to UN monitoring 

committees, ams the committees to pose more stringent questions when the rcpresenlativcs OF 

Canada appear before them. Third, in the last six or seven years, Canada's appearance bcforc 

these UN committees is receiving publicity in the media. Consequetirly, this has becornc a 

I I 0  much bigger factor which Canada now considers when they develop legislation and politics. 

In effect, if the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child will do its job propcrly without 

favoring any countries, developed or underdeveloped; if NGOs interested in childrcn's issues 

will seize the new opportunity to send accurate reports to thc Committee indcpendcnt of' the 

I I W  Senate of Canada: Examinrition oj' Bill C-37, An Act to nrncnd the Young (Pjjrendcr.~ Act and dw Cr;nlitictl C O ~ P  
Eighth Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Issue No.  30, 
Thursday, May 4, 1995, p. 1 8 
' "' ibid, p. 1 8 
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State; and, if the media will be drawn into giving some publicity to these reports, then we will 

see more state parties, including Canada, complying more effectively with the terms of the 

CRC. 

Canadian NGOs are demonstrating that they will not shirk their responsibilities as 

demonstrated by their responses to Canada's First Report to the UN Committee on the Rights 

of the Child and the recent public hearings held by Campaign 2000 befc re UN officials in 

Toronto. They have ably seized the new opportunity the Convention offers. The records of 

the four meetings that Canada's representatives had with the UN Committee, and the 

Committee's final observations also give indication that Canada will remain under scrutiny. 

The successful implementation of a convention in any country depends on the attitude 

and vigilance of its people. In this regard, the majority of our interviewees do not share the 

"big brother/sister" or "missionary" attitude. As seen previously, they believe the Convention 

is equally applicable to the situation of Canadian children, and that more should be done about 

implementing the Convention in this country. Besides, all respondents agree the Conventior 

has great potential for Canada. If that is any reflection of the attitude of the general Canadian 

population, then it offers hope for the future of the Convention in Canada. 

Even though the mere fact of having morc programs does not necessarily imply better 

conditions for children in Canada, the position taken in this study is that it is too early to 

determine the impact of the Brighter Futures program, the Child Development Initiative and 

all the other new programs initiated as a result of the Convention. Until such a time as valid 

analyses of these programs become available, it will be wrong to rule them out as ineffective 

or lacking potential, 



Finally, the appointment oi Landon Pearson to the Senate of Canada i n  I904 st.toulci kc 

another cause for hope. Senator Pearson regards herself as a Senator f;-,~ children. .A past 

Chairperson of both the Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children and the Cantdim 

Council on Children arid Youth, she has a track record of working on behalf of children, both 

at home and at the international lcvel. Hence, her presence in the Senate, rnarks a stgnit'icant 

representation of the voice of children on Parliament Hill. So far, most of her speeches i n  the 

Senate and other activities as Senator, had concentrated on children's issues and thc CRC. A 

strong advocate of the Convention, she was recently appointed as Advisor on Chilcircn's 

Rights to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Lloyd ~ x w o r t h ~ " ' .  Considering Canada's global 

influence, that could have benefits for all children in the world. But what can one Sena~or do  

for children? Joe Rosen's words answer this question as best as this thesis would wmt to: 

''Wlhile we need to be realistic about what one person can accomplish, we can be heartc~wd 

that a committed, enthusiastic individual who sees children and child advocates ils hcr 

constituency is 'working the corridors' on Parliament  ill.""^ 

Consequently, my answer to the CCRCYs question, "[W]ill i t  be a Brighter Fi~turc'?", is 

yes. 

- - 

111 Children and the Hill: The Pearson Report, Spring 1996, no. 4 
"' Joe Rosen, "A Child Advocate in the Senate" in Newsletter Society jbr Children and Youth c?f'B..C ( luavt~r ly ,  
Fall 1995, no. 42, p.2 
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APPENDIX 

Interview Guide 

CANADA AND TIPE UN CONVENTION ON THE 
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD: A SOCIO-LEGAL STUDY 

This is a study on the response of Canada to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. The 

objective of this study is purely academic: it is to satisfy the thesis requirement for the award of an 

MA degree. Participation in this interview is voll:i~tary and you can withdraw at any time. I 

guarantee that a!] responses will be treated as confidential and reported anonymously, except for 

those who state explicitly that they could be identified by name and/or position, in the thesis. Tapes 

on which interviews are recorded will be destroyed at the end of the research. Research results can 

be obtained from the School of Criminology or the University Library, Simon Fraser University. 

Complains about the conduct of the research should be directed to Professor Neil Boyd, Director, 

School of Criminology, Simon Frasel- University, Burnaby, B.C., V5A 1S6. His phone number is 

(604) 29 1- 4305. Thanks for taking time from your busy schedule to grant this interview. 

A. The Drafting of the Convention 

!,How would you characterise Canada's contribution to the Convention? (very important, 

important, of little importance) 

2. As evidenced by its contribution to the Convention, how would you characterise Canada's main 

concerns with regard to children's rights? 

3. Can you identify specific parts of the Convention which resulted directly from Canada's input? 



B . RaWication 

1 .  To your know!edge ,why did Canada ratify the Convention two years after it was ratified hy the 

UN General Assembly? 

2. In your opinion, was it strange that some of the developing nations which made no input to the 

formulation of the Convention were among the first to ratify it? 

3. Alberta is the only province in the country which has refused to ratify the Convention. What. in 

your opinion, are its grounds for doing so? 

4. Would you say Alberta's views are representative of a large number of Canadians who never had 

any direct say in Canada's decision to ratify the Convention? 

C. NGOs (Canadian Coalition on the Rights of the Child) 

I .  How would you describe the relationship between the Coalition and the government organs 

responsible for issues concerning the Convention? 

2. What accounts for the nature of the relationship between the two? 

3. Has the Coalition, in your opinion, acted as an effective watchdog over the government's rolc 

with respect to the Convention? 

4. How would you characterise the Coalition's Response to Canada's First Report (1994) on thc 

implementation of the Convention? 

D. Tile Consequences of Ratifying the Convention 

I .  To your knowledge, which new laws have been passed in response to the Convention'? 



2. In light of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the YOA, would you say Canada 

could have done without the Convention and yet still granted its children a comparable quality of 

life as the Convention demands? 

3. In your opinion, has the ratification of the Convention brought any significant changes to the 

quality of life of children in this country with regard to 

- survival 

- nutrition and diet 

- health 

- recreational services 

- rights of individual personality such as the security of person 

- education, etc.? 

4. Are there any gender, race, class or ethnic differences concerning these? 

5. How would you characterise the contribution of the Convention to the situation of minorities and 

other disadvantaged groups in this country? 

E. The Committee on the Rights of the Child (Geneva) 

I .  How would you characterise the composition and functions of the Committee? 

2, How would you characterise the response of the Committee to Canada's First Report (1994) on 

the implementation of the Convention? 



F. General 

1. On the whole, how would you describe the Convention with respect to the quality of life of 

children in this country? (very important, important, of little importance) 

2. All in all, how would you rate Canada's response to the Convention'? (very good, good. not good) 

3. In your opinion, is Canada" response to the Convention on the Rights of the Child different frot~l 

the case of other international treatieskonventions? 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH! 
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